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Preface 
 

This is the second issue of Ģeogrāfiski raksti/Folia geographica published entirely in 
English. As the journal of the Latvian Geographical Society, it contains a selection of recent 
work by Latvian scholars, or foreign scholars interested in Latvia. Latvian is one of the “small” 
languages of the world, as the Finnish geographer Jussi S. Jauhiainen writes in the lead essay of 
this volume. Therefore Latvian geographers, like their counterparts working in many other 
small languages (when compared to French, German, or Chinese), have to break out of their 
small, circumscribed linguistic domain and publish in English, in order to share with the entire 
world their general research findings and those specific to Latvia. 

Obviously English is the lingua franca of the world and thus the avenue most open to the 
world for small nations or for any small linguistic entity. It is an avenue even more significant 
for Latvia after joining the European Union, if Latvians are to be fully participating members of 
the Union. But it does not mean that Latvian geographers will abandon working in their own 
language. As Jauhiainen argues in his essay, particular geographic knowledge is significant in 
local cultural contexts and local “geographical concepts are often best expressed in the mother 
tongue”. 
 

Edmunds V. Bunkše 
Guest Editor 
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Small languages – small geography? 

 The production of knowledge and contemporary challenges  
for publishing in geography 

 
Jussi S. Jauhiainen 

 
Abstract: The article emerges from the debate concerning publishing in geography, 

especially regarding internationalism, the language of publishing, and the scope of geographical 
journals. English is the most common language of science – though only about 6% of the 
inhabitants of the earth speak it as a mother tongue. Increasingly, the evaluation of scientific 
activities is based on refereed publications in English at electronic databases (ISI, SSCI, etc.). In 
this article I consider the role of Geografiski Raksti/Folia Geographica (GRFG), a geographical 
journal published by the Latvian Geographical Society.  

In the GRFG a total of 53 articles by 51 different authors was published in 1999-2003. 
Human geographical themes dominate over physical geographical ones. The articles have been 
predominantly in Latvian (33) but all articles include at least a summary in English and there 
are also articles fully in English. English and Latvian make up a total of 84% of all references. 
Russian references are few and references in other languages are scarce. Language is significant 
in the production of particular geographical knowledge and geographical concepts are often best 
expressed in the mother tongue. GRFG is a unique arena for publishing geographical research in 
Latvian. Small languages contribute significantly in making great geography. 

 
Keywords: geographical journals, publishing, language, English, Latvia 
 
 
In the early 21st century there are more journals than ever available for publishing 

geographers’ research findings. The internet has made easier the on-line access to different 
journals of geography – at least for people at universities with institutional agreements. 
Publishing has also become a big business and many journals with international range have 
been launched in geography from the 1990s onwards. In the competitive academic world 
evaluation of geographers’ activities has increased and one has to become rigorous to publish 
and not perish in geography [Jauhiainen 2003]. 

“Small languages – small geography?” is a deliberately provocative title. This title is 
promted to the vivid academic debate that emerged in the early 21st century concerning 
publishing in geography. The debate has evolved in three basic directions: (1) evaluation of 
scientific activities and the role of journals in them; (2) questions about internationalism in 
geographical journals and practices related to it; and (3) the language of publishing and the 
scope of the journals [Hancock 1999; Gutiérrez & López-Nieva 2001; Harris 2001; Samer & 
Sidaway 2001; Short et al. 2001; Garcia-Ramón 2003; Gregson et al. 2003; Minca 2003].  

In this article I touch on the current debate about geographical publishing from two 
viewpoints. First, I present how the institutionalization of geography is intertwined with the 
production of particular geographical knowledge. Second, a more specific issue is to consider 
the role of Geografiski Raksti / Folia Geographica that is a geographical journal published by 
the Latvian Geographical Society. 

I discuss here what arguments could favor publishing scientific outcomes of geographical 
research in “small languages” such as Latvian. However, despite the “smallness” of the number 
of Latvian-speakers compared to many languages (English, Spanish, French, etc., not to 
mention Chinese…) it should be remembered that almost 99% of languages spoken today in the 
World have less that five million speakers.  

 
 
Institutionalisation of geography and the production of knowledge 
Most geographers as well as many scholars outside the discipline agree that geography is 

a particularly challenging field of inquiry. Its scale reaches from the intimate thoughts, body and 
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surroundings of a researcher to the issues that cover the entire Globe. Nowadays, no aspect is 
considered taboo as a research topic in geography. In research the community of geographers 
moves flexibly back and forth in time and space from the solid inside of rocks to changing 
perceptions of people.  

Communication has always been a significant element in geographers’ activities, from 
yesterday’s discourses about the discoveries of continents, to today’s real time on-line Internet 
discussions about the effect of globalization at a local level. Geographers communicate in 
various fields and through various means: teaching in and outside the academy, commenting 
publicly in the media, writing in different academic and non-academic journals and textbooks, 
producing applied reports for governments and private enterprises, and so forth. 

Many distinguished scholars of the long history of geography have indicated that the 
emergence of geography was related to the discovery of the world, the colonization of 
territories, and bridging nation and territory together by providing geographical instruction in 
schools and necessary information for authorities to organize territories within national borders 
[Capel 1981; Livingstone 1992]. Over the centuries the production of geographical knowledge 
has become more complex, so that geography has positioned itself somewhere between natural 
sciences, humanities, and social sciences. The scope and activities within geography have 
significantly broadened during the long history of the discipline – especially during the last 
decades. Figure 1 makes a brief synthesis of the development of geography from a purely 
scientific endeavor to a more applied practice and consulting activity.  

 

 
 
Figure 1.  Institutionalisation of geography and production of geographical knowledge. Modified from 

Granö 1997. 
 
During the first, the “classic geography period” from the late 18th century onwards, 

geography started to emerge as a separate academic field with its own identity [Granö 1997]. 
On the one hand, the geographer emerged as a scholar of the scientific academy and founded 
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learned societies.A scholar was a devoted scientist whose aim was to find the truth and to 
promote geographical discoveries. Academies were the main scientific institutions. On the other 
hand, along with the establishment of new universities in the early 19th century, teaching and 
research were integrated together and first chairs of geography were established (Figure 1).  

The emergence of geography as university discipline was linked to the early 19th century 
Humboldtian ideals of civilization in which the aim of university was to search for truth through 
the interaction between teachers and students. The autonomy of the university would guarantee 
the means, methods, and scope of research. This is close to the Habermasian notion of science 
with practical humanistic interest, where the aim is to expand knowledge through 
communication [Habermas 1971]. However, in the latter part of the 19th century the seemingly 
innocent “what is where” geographical research was used to build up and strengthen the then 
emerging nation-states [Capel 1981].  

The second, the “applied geography period” period, started from the late 19th century 
onwards. During that period the scope of geography expanded and the discipline emerged as a 
normative tool. Besides the academy and the university, the figure of the geographer was 
connected to specialized institutes devoted fully to research; and to applied colleges devoted to 
teaching, and to a lesser extent, also research [Granö 1997] (Figure 1).  

The idea of this new geography as an applied technical field of study can be interpreted as 
a certain interaction and merging of interest between government and science. Following the 
early 20th century Weberian notions about the role of the university, science is an important field 
through which one can find clear technical solutions for problems of society. The idea of a 
university is not to be involved in political life or to decide what is right or wrong in society. 
The aim of the researcher – a geographer, for instance – is to find the truth or the applied 
solutions for specific problems. Later on politicians decide to implement those solutions that are 
deemed to be good for the nation [Habermas 1971]. This is linked also to the notion of science 
as having a technical and rational activity whose aim is to reproduce society [Habermas 1971]. 
Geography, as many other disciplines during the 20th century, became a useful normative tool to 
help the governments of established nation-states to organize and use their national resources 
most efficiently [Capel 1981].  

During the third, the “contemporary geography period”, from the latter part of the 
20th century onwards, the activities in the discipline expanded further. Geography emerged as a 
contracting and consulting activity in national and international research projects and programs 
in and outside the university [Granö 1997]. Geographers became appointed to the positions of 
project researcher, planner of research councils and manager of broad (inter)disciplinary 
research framework programs (Figure 1). This is linked to the idea of the university as an 
enterprise that is able to market and sell knowledge. It was found that often it was enough to 
reflexively modify existing knowledge for particular social and economic contexts, so that 
basic, fundamental research declined in many fields. Universities became socially and 
economically fully responsible for their activities and research output was continuously 
evaluated for its pragmatic relevance. The aim of inter-, trans- and post-disciplinary research 
programs at the university was to produce new applied knowledge. In short term this can direct 
the attention away from seminal scientific research.  

One such trend is the Research Framework Programs of the European Union (EU) that is 
a cornerstone of EU science policy. Collaborative networks of scientists within the EU have 
proliferated rapidly and joint projects, research infrastructure, and institutes have become 
common. According to Frenken (2002, 568), smaller and more peripheral countries of the EU 
are increasingly integrating into large research framework programs by reducing their national 
orientation in research over time. Larger and more central countries in the EU are today better 
integrated in the inter-EU research programs and research collaboration. Scale advantages 
obviously render larger countries more attractive partners than smaller countries.  

 
 
Geographical publishing and the production of knowledge 
Geographical knowledge is “textual”, divided between written texts, visual elements such 

as pictures, photos, and maps, and unwritten everyday experience. There is need for 
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geographical knowledge everywhere, so around the Globe one finds different communities of 
geographers. Often geographers communicate directly within the community they live in, 
because a lot of geographical knowledge is place-specific [Harris 2001]. This means that 
geographical knowledge is produced in very many languages and often in the local language of 
the place. The question of language is important because language represents also the way of 
thinking, and it provides a framework for expressing our experiences and ideas [see Minca 
2003, 164–166]. Despite its global reach geography is very much a local and place-bound 
scientific activity. 

In the world there are over 6,000 languages of which about 70 have at least five million 
speakers. By the late 1970s, Harris & Fellmann (1981) counted that there had been published 
3,445 geographical periodicals and serials in 107 countries in 55 languages. Many new 
geographical periodicals have been launched since that research was done. However, currently 
there is a trend towards linguistic homogenization, i.e. the use of English in the language 
practices of geographical journals [Short et al. 2001]. English-speaking geographical journals 
have been launched in non-English speaking countries and some traditional journals have even 
changed their language into English. Very often there are at least abstracts in English in 
periodicals [Harris 2001]. 

Today there are two major reasons for geographical publishing in English. First, it is said 
that English is the global language of science and it provides the only possibility to reach the 
international audience. This might be true, but despite English as the “lingua franca” of many 
contemporary geographers, only about 6% of the inhabitants of the earth speak it as a mother 
tongue [Harris 2001]. Garcia-Ramón (2003, 2) indicates that English as a global language 
privileges the geographical discourse of Anglophones and excludes those not feeling so 
comfortable in English.  

Second, today in Geography (as well as in many other disciplines) the evaluation of 
scientific activities and universities is regularly conducted by funding authorities. Following the 
dictates of today’s globalization discourse scholars should be visible at the international and 
global level as often as possible. Unfortunately, it is difficult to have a good measure that 
articles and periodicals have on the development of science. The easiest and increasingly used 
way to measure international impact is to use electronic bibliographic databases of scientific 
journals. Citation Indexes are becoming the reference point in national boards for measuring the 
quality of publications [Garcia-Ramón 2003, 3]. One example is the Institute of Scientific 
Information Science Citation Index and Social Science Citation Index database (ISI database) 
that contains 18.7 million articles, reviews or book reviews published in certain academic 
journals from 1986 onwards (ISI 2003). Nevertheless, these databases contain only selected and 
limited numbers of journals that are published in English. 

Language matters, particularly in human geography, as the field is dealing with people in 
different cultural contexts. For this same reason physical geography has generally less direct 
challenges posed by language. However, conceptualization and expression of particular 
geographical phenomena are influenced by language in physical geography as well. The rise of 
globalisation in geographical publishing means that English has not only become the language 
of expression but also a framework that influences the mindset of geographers. Garcia-Ramón 
(2003, 1–3) argues that Anglo-American geography has gained undisputed hegemony in 
geography – at least in such human geography journals that are counted in the ISI database. For 
many geographers in these journals “there is no place for the ‘Other’ [geographical] traditions” 
outside the Anglo-American one (see also Gregson et al. 2003). This issue is accentuated by the 
exclusionary and masculinist Anglo-American refereeing systems in these journals [Berg 2001]; 
and by requirement of having current references from Anglo-American geographical literature 
[Minca 2003, 166]. This is the trend, not with standing the fact that much of the best 
geographical literature is not in English [Harris 2001].  

The journals of human geography included in scientific databases such as the Social 
Science Citation Index are not as international as it first seems to be. Gutiérrez & López-Nieva 
(2001, 67) studied 19 of the most known human geography journals that are included in the ISI 
database and their publications in 1991–1997. The outcome was that most journals did not have 
a high international profile if the nationality of article authors or of editorial boards members is 
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counted. Almost three out of four (73.4%) articles in these journals of human geography came 
from the USA and the UK, and the great majority of editorial board members was either British 
or American.  

 
 

Geografiski Raksti / Folia Geographica 
The insitutionalization of geography and recent debates on geographical publishing have 

an impact also on Latvia. To contextualize the current challenges I take a brief overview of the 
development of geographical research in Latvia. Geografiski Raksti / Folia Geographica 
(GRFG) was founded in 1929 by the Latvian Geographical Society. The aim of the journal was 
to publish scientific geographical articles from both physical and human geographical 
viewpoints [Krauklis 1999].  

Geographical research in Latvia dates back to the 19th century. Thus it did not emerge 
with GRFG or with the establishment of the Institute of Geography in the early 20th century. It 
was nevertheless important that the GRFG contained scientific geographical articles in the 
Latvian language. During the first period (1929–1938) six volumes were published. The 
launching of the journal was connected to the emergence of Latvia as an independent state. As 
in many other countries, due to national pride of the people, educational and practical needs of 
the state, full academic structures in geography were established, regardless of the quite small 
size of Latvia and the number of its scholars. Besides the university, geographical research was 
conducted also at the Academy of Sciences. 

The new state needed systematic geographical knowledge about its territory published in 
Latvian. Krauklis (1999) indicates how GRFG helped to fulfill this task with articles such as 
“The geographic regions of the territory of Latvia” by Ģederts Ramans in 1935, “The geography 
of Latvia’s soils” by Jānis Vītiņš in 1929 and “Latvia’s bogs” by Pēteris Nomals in 1930. 
(Ramans 1935, Vītiņš 1929, Nomals 1930) These kinds of comprehensive territorial overviews 
were common to many national geographical journals of young independent states.  

During the Soviet period geography emerged as a more applied structure. It was 
integrated into the centrally-planned system for the use of natural and social resources of the 
Soviet Union. Geography at the university paid more attention to teaching than research, as was 
the case before. Most scientific, geographic research was conducted at the Academy of 
Sciences. During the Soviet era GRFG was not published. However, the publication concerning 
geographical phenomena in Latvia did not cease to exist entirely. Some findings were published 
in Latvian in the publication series of the Academy of Science and others by the State 
University of Latvia. Some research was published also outside Latvia in the Soviet Union in 
the Russian language. 

The regaining of independence of Latvia in 1991 placed geography once again on the 
agenda in the country. There was a need to ‘remap’ independent Latvia and its particularities 
during the transition period from autocratic to democratic rule. The annual publishing of GRFG 
was reinstated from 1999 onwards and the journal took the initiative to emphasize the 
contemporary changes in Latvian environment and society. Examples of such topical articles 
are: “Reproduction of population in Latvia during transition period” by Pārsla Eglīte in 1999; 
“Latvian population mobility in the transition period” by Andris Bauls and Zaiga Krišjāne in 
2000; “Seasonal and long-term changes of river discharges in Latvia” in 2001 by Agrita Briede, 
Māris Kļavinš, Valerijs Rodinovs & Ilga Kokarīte; “Prospects for regional development in 
Latvia: trends and strategies” by Pēteris Šķiņķis in 2001; and “Changes in the city centre of 
Riga” by Harald Standl in 2002 [Eglīte 1999; Bauls, Krišjāne 2000; Šķiņķis 2001; Briede et.al. 
2001; Standl 2002]. Also more general, broader and interdisciplinary approaches have appeared, 
such as “Living with diversity in Latvia: people, nature and cultural landscapes” by Ādolfs 
Krauklis in 2000. [Krauklis 2000] 

A total of 53 articles by 51 different authors have been published in the GRFG between 
1999–2003 (if all published texts are counted as articles – Table 1). There is a dominance of 
human geographical themes over physical geographical ones. With one author alone there have 
been published 30 articles and 23 with several authors – the latter most often in physical 
geography. The articles have been predominantly in Latvian (33) but there have been also 
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articles fully in English (19) – especially for the purpose of International Geographical Union 
(IGU) world congresses. All articles include at least a summary in English that makes the 
journal accessible also for those who have the command of English but not that of Latvian. The 
articles appearing only in Latvian were reviews of the activities of the Latvian Geographical 
Society.  

Counting the relation between the articles in English and in Latvian, it should be 
mentioned that for the IGU world congresses of the International Geographical Union 2000, the 
entire journal was published exclusively in English. Nevertheless, there are in “ordinary 
volumes” increasingly articles in English with summaries in Latvian. English is also becoming 
dominant in the use of references, despite the Latvian orientation of the journal. References in 
English and Latvian make total of 84% of all references. Meanwhile the use of Russian 
references has diminished to a few and there are only scarce references in German or French or 
other languages (Table 2).  

 
Table 1  

Contents of Geografiski Raksti / Folia Geographica, 1999–2003 

all pages all pages all articles 
articles in 
English 

English 
summary 

human 
geography 

physical 
geography 

number of 
authors 

1999 173 16 1 15 12 2 21 

2000 80 9 9 0 4 3 12 

2001 109 11 2 8 6 3 16 

2002 108 7 5 2 4 2 12 

2003 119 10 2 7 5 5 14 

total 589 53 19 32 31 15 51 

 
Table 2  

Language of references in Geografiski Raksti / Folia Geographica, 1999–2003 

 Latvian English Russian German French other total 

1999 105 68 32 6 3 1 215 

2000 38 56 13 2 3 1 113 

2001 87 80 2 5 1 1 176 

2002 36 54 5 16 2 0 113 

2003 53 123 11 26 2 3 218 

total 319 381 63 55 11 6 835 

% 38.2 45.6 7.5 6.6 1.3 0.7 100.0 

 
 
Conclusions and open suggestions  
Today, postcolonial and postmodern world-views criticize the modernist search for final 

truth and order that have been an integral part of the development of geography. One result in 
geography is the search for plural approaches when dealing with cultural diversity. 
Nevertheless, globalization is bringing more homogenization and economic rationality into 
academic and non-academic geographical practices.  

In the phase of the European Union enlargement, it is estimated that evaluation and 
assessment in science will increase in the member states. It is becoming a norm in geography 
that most impact is given to publications that have been published in peer-reviewed 
international journals with a certain import factor. Sometimes in the evaluation system are also 
taken into account publications and books by recognized international publishers. However, 
many of these international journals in English are neither very international nor global. This 
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narrow evaluation based on “international” scientific databases can be conducted in some fields 
of science but it does not suit well for geography, especially for human geography that has 
significant cultural and linguistic connections to the places it researches.  

A further challenge to geography is the European harmonization of university curricula 
that is taking place. In general, to be more integrated, it is expected that scholars from countries 
of “small languages” should use English more often in their teaching and publications as well as 
in references. In the Baltic States the departments of geography are quite small and the research 
units are smaller still when geography is split into sub-units. The further integration into EU 
research frameworks will raise the question in the three Baltic States, for example, whether 
there is a possibility or even a need for Ph.D. granting in the national language? If the language 
of science is English and geographers in the three Baltic States publish their research outcomes 
in English, what will be the future of geography and GRFG? 

The history of the institutionalization of geography indicates the broadening of 
geographers’ activities. Today in Latvia these reach are over from classic fundamental research, 
to applied research, and further into contracting and consulting activities. The two very 
specialized extremes of geography – the specialized scientist in the academy and the manager of 
international research framework programs – are represented by those geographers whose 
language is most often English. However, there is geography outside these extremes and a need 
to continue teaching and publishing in “small languages” such as Latvian.  

Integration of Latvia in the European Union will increase the number of geographers 
involved in contracting and consulting fields. There is need for particular geographical 
knowledge in the territorial organization and regional development policy in Latvia. In my brief 
encounters with Latvian policy makers I have noted that there exists misunderstanding 
concerning regional development, regional policy, and the EU Structural Funds. This is at least 
partly so because there is not enough conceptualization of the region and regional development 
theories – major concepts in Geography – in the Latvian language and in Latvian contexts. 
Furthermore, in Latvian as in many other languages, the geographical vocabulary is place and 
context sensitive. Many specific geographical words in Latvian do not translate very easily and 
directly into English. I observed this when discussing with Latvians nuances of different 
landscape types in a seminar (2002) in Estonia. Local linguistic usages and one’s mother tongue 
are very important in grasping sensitive geographic nuances. For scientific and applied research 
and their implementation it is important to know the concepts, terminology, and theories 
profoundly also in one’s mother tongue. Nevertheless, because in the world most geographical 
literature is written in languages than other Latvian, there is also a need to know other 
languages, and I would recommend at least English, Russian, German, and one Romanic 
language. This makes it possible for geographers of small countries to follow many fields and 
develop ideas in one’s mother tongue as well as in a foreign language. 

Today in Latvia, besides GRFG, there are other geography-related publications in the 
Academy of Sciences and at the University of Latvia as well as at sub-branches of the 
University and in several research institutes and organizations of public authorities. Ministries 
and other authorities publish research papers by geographers, but they do not have a particular 
journal devoted to geographical issues. GRFG is globally the most significant journal for 
geography in Latvian. 

My recommendation for GRFG is that it should remain a geographical journal about 
Latvia. It should contain viewpoints from both human and physical geography. My suggestion 
is that all articles should be in Latvian with tables and figure texts in Latvian and English and a 
full-page summary in English. I think that many aspects of geographical research are best 
expressed in the mother tongue. For Latvians there are plenty of opportunities to publish in 
English elsewhere. I also suggest writing also reviews in Latvian about different significant 
geographical concepts and theories – maybe a couple of articles in each journal issue. In a few 
years this would become an invaluable reference for students, scholars and policy makers in 
Latvia. A final recommendation is that the journal would be accessible on the Internet – even 
the journals from the 1920s and 1930s.  

GRFG has an important mission. GRFG is globally a unique arena in which there is 
published geographical research in Latvian. The articles create a very significant patrimony in 
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the global, national, and local production of geographical knowledge. GRFG is a vital element 
in promoting global diversity in geography. Small languages contribute significantly in making 
great geography. Besides this, following the Habermasian concept of emancipated interest, 
GRFG could be one channel for fruitful critical interaction between geography, geographical 
development, and politics in Latvia. 
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Landscape seasons and air mass dynamics in Latvia 
 

Ādolfs Krauklis and Anita Draveniece 
 

Abstract. Latvia is located in the middle of an area where the boreal and nemoral zones 
and the regions of oceanic and continental climate meet, and it was studied as a model territory 
of the most typical variation of boreo-nemoral ecotone. The subject of this study was seasonal 
dynamics of the state of landscapes and diachronous links between seasons. 

It was found that landscapes undergo 12 seasonal states or seasons during the annual 
cycle of insolation and air mass occurrence. Each season may be distinguished by a definite 
amount of solar radiation, distinctive state of heat and water balance, phenological state of 
vegetation, and a distinctive occurrence of different air mass types and their particular 
“association”. During each season these variables show a particular combination of numerical 
values and a distinctive landscape pattern. 

Although Latvia is a country of humid climate, on average 4 months/year evaporation 
exceeds the amount of precipitation, an equally long time evaporation is less than precipitation 
and for the remaining 4 months evaporation is close to zero, but precipitated water is 
accumulated in the form of snow. During 8 months, net radiation is positive in Latvia, while for 
9 months/year subpolar (subarctic) air is the most frequent air mass type, and only three summer 
months show a slight prevalence of warmed subpolar air. However, for spring and summer 
seasons a typical air mass is mid-latitude air, too. In summer subtropical air arrives which is yet 
less frequent than arctic air which is brought to Latvia in autumn, winter and spring seasons. 
The geographical position of Latvia is one with a prevalence of transformed maritime air 
masses in spring and summer (mean yearly frequency, too), and occurrence of typical maritime 
air in autumn and winter. Continental air affects Latvia infrequently. 

 
Key words: landscape season, air mass types, net radiation, precipitation, evaporation, 

boreo-nemoral ecotone. 
 
 
1. Introduction  
Geographical landscapes of Latvia, similarly to these elsewhere on the edge of mid-

latitudes between 56°N un 58°N, receive abundant sunlight in summer, when the sun lies above 
the horizon more than 17 hours a day and therefore insolation is almost as high as near the 
equator. On the other hand, in mid-winter, when the day-length is less than 7 hours, the rate of 
incoming solar radiation in Latvia is the nearly the same as the rate received by the subarctic 
zone. As a result, air masses experience relevant seasonal variations, too, and these affect solar 
radiation and the heat and water cycles in landscapes. Moreover, the latitudinal gradients of 
solar radiation vary during the year, and consequently the movement of air masses over 
different latitudes, from oceans to continent, and the nature of westerly air flow (westerlies) 
undergo corresponding changes. 

From a geographical point of view Latvia is the most representative area of the boreo-
nemoral ecotone, holding a middle position in relation to its northern, southern, eastern and 
western boundaries, and is located in the widest part of this ecotone (from the south of Finland 
to north-east of Poland).  The widest part coincides with the submeridional boundary between 
the European “peninsula” and continental part both with specific patterns of nature zonality 
[Krauklis 2000; Krauklis, Zariņa 2003], but with respect to annual temperature range 
(commonly used for assessing the degree of climate continentality) is close to the 22°C isotherm 
(Figure 1). 

The subject of research was the seasonality of the state of Latvia’s landscapes induced by 
zonal patterns of insolation and air mass circulation. The present study was aimed at developing 
a vision of landscape as a diachronous cycle of its seasonal variations and to contribute to 
understanding of the boreo-nemoral ecotone (ecotone of boreal coniferous and nemoral 
deciduous forest zone) from such standpoint. 
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Figure 1. The approximate boundary of the ecotone between the European boreal and nemoral zones (dashed line). 

Isopleths of annual temperature ranges in Fahrenheit degrees, with Celsius equivalents in parenthesis after 
R. C. Scott [1992].  

 
 
2. Data and methods 
To describe the division of the year into seasons and to trace the diachronous nature of 

and links between the seasons, a comparative study of net radiation, air temperature, 
atmospheric precipitation, air mass types and the state of vegetation was carried out, taking into 
consideration the diurnal rhythms and interannual variations. While the annual course of 
different air mass types is usually left beyond the scope in such kind of studies here it is 
followed up. For this purpose, the observation data for a 11-year period (1990-2000) were 
extracted at the Latvian Hydrometeorological Agency, and long-term means were considered, 
too (Table 1).  

Net radiation is defined as the difference between the gain through incoming short-wave 
solar radiation and loss through reflected short-wave and emitted long-wave or terrestrial 
radiation. In Latvia, actinometric observations, including net radiation measurements, are 
carried out only in one station, yet the observation station site has been relocated three times. 
For a long time (1948-1972) the station was located in Riga (56º58´N, 24º02´) and the long-
term means of net radiation used in this study have been calculated after the measurements 
made in this site. Since 1991, after relocation from Zoseni (57º09´N, 25º54E´, Vidzeme upland), 
the station is located in Zilani (56º31´N, 25º´55 E, on the Daugava). Unfortunately, a 
considerable number of data gathered during the 11-year period of the study were rejected due 
to low-quality and even missing measurements. As result, the authors used for this study the 
data for 6 years (1986-1988, Zoseni, 1994-1996 Zilani). 

Air masses were determined for the 11-year period using twice-a-day (00 UTC and 
12 UTC) upper air observation data for Riga and also Liepaja (till 1992). M.Geb’s [1971] 
method, which is based on climatological identification of air masses at the same time checking 
them with respect to their typical heat content (pseudopotential temperature θ850) at 850 hPa 
level, was applied. The method implies the analysis of frontal zones and weather systems at that 
level. A distinction is made between maritime (m), transformed maritime (x) and continental (c) 
air masses, considering that transformation of maritime air into x air requires at least 24 hours. 
Transformation of an air mass is caused by several factors, such as surface temperature, 
moisture and topography. The type of air mass trajectory, whether cyclonic or anticyclonic, also 
has a bearing on its transformation. 
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The 850 hPa level is roughly at the height of 1.5 km, usually above the atmospheric 
boundary layer with almost no diurnal temperature variation. Consequently, the underlying 
surface, such as a cool sea, does not affect the air temperature.  

Table 1 
Basic source data*  

Monthly sum of net radiation (Zosēni – 1986-88; Zilāni –1994-96), MJ/m2 
Years Jan Feb Mar Apr Mai Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Year 
1986 -0.9 3.8 72 166 278 351 260 192 62 2.7 -9.6 -3.9 1373 
1987 -0.24 -14.0 18 156 183 213 342 224 107 60 14 3.6 1306 
1988 0.28 9.2 46 232 420 295 336 193 115 44 -0.3 -1 1689 
1994 7.3 53.0 115 145 319 271 429 235 94 37 -28 -32 1645 
1995 -50.8 12.0 94 222 327 399 363 292 116 12 -44 -60 1682 
1996 -41.0 -52.0 -32 166 260 352 300 295 122 28 -8.4 -23 1367 
AVG -14.2 1.9 52 181 298 314 338 239 103 31 -12.6 -19 1512 

Normal -25.8 -8.4 50.3 209 327 365 327 226 130 25 -13 -29 1583 
Air temperatures at 2m (Riga), °C 

Years Jan Feb Mar Apr Mai Jun Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Mean 
1990 0.9 4.4 4.7 8.2 10.9 15.2 16.3 17.0 10.7 7.6 3.7 -0.5 8.3 
1991 -0.1 -3.3 1.9 5.9 9.1 14.2 17.8 18.1 12.7 7.9 4.2 0.5 7.4 
1992 1.3 0.3 2.9 4.7 12.1 16.4 18.4 17.9 13.3 3.8 1.5 0.9 7.8 
1993 -0.5 -0.3 0 6.3 15.2 13.6 16.7 15.1 9.0 6.1 -3.8 -0.6 6.4 
1994 -0.7 -9.1 -0.1 8.2 9.9 13.4 19.3 17.2 13.5 6.0 2.0 -0.6 6.6 
1995 -2.7 1.6 1.9 6.0 11.2 17.6 17.4 17.4 12.3 9.3 0 -5.6 7.2 
1996 -6.4 -9.0 -3.0 6.1 11.9 14.4 15.8 19.2 10.3 8.5 4.6 -4.9 5.6 
1997 -2.1 0.3 0.5 3.6 9.6 16.8 19.6 20.4 12.4 5.4 2.2 -3.4 7.1 
1998 0.5 0.2 -0.5 7.7 12.6 16.7 16.7 15 12.7 6.8 -4.3 -2.9 6.8 
1999 -2.3 -4 2.0 9 10 19.4 19.9 17.1 14.9 7.3 2.2 -0.3 7.9 
2000 -1.4 0.8 1.7 10.7 12.2 15.1 17.0 16.3 10.9 10.0 5.2 1.5 8.3 
AVG -1.2 -1.6 1.1 6.9 11.3 15.7 17.7 17.3 12.1 7.2 1.6 -1.5 7.2 

STDEV 2.2 4.3 2.0 2.0 1.7 1.9 1.4 1.6 1.7 1.8 3.2 2.4 2.2 
Normal -5.0 -4.8 -2.0 4.6 10.7 14.3 17.1 15.7 11.7 6.2 1.5 -2.6 5.6 

Precipitation (Riga), mm 
Years Jan Feb Mar Apr Mai Jun Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Year 
1990 67.3 44.6 35.2 4.1 37.6 73.2 108 102.6 110 69.2 72.9 27 752 
1991 34.5 44.6 41.9 20.2 82.9 108.3 19.9 62.7 151.7 57 56.2 35.3 715 
1992 52.5 42.3 38.7 52.1 34.5 51.6 52.6 49 117 82.4 84.2 39.2 696 
1993 62.5 53.0 26.2 18.4 7.9 35.4 149.4 100.6 74.2 59.5 8.2 59.5 654 
1994 51.8 14.5 41 62.6 44.9 79.1 15.5 78.7 69.2 69.3 61.2 53.6 641 
1995 53.6 48.6 51.6 34.3 73 104.9 43.1 81.7 59.6 76.9 46.3 26.5 700 
1996 32.0 46.5 16 16.3 80.4 41.8 88.6 14.7 20.8 97.5 58.1 46.9 560 
1997 32.2 33.3 22.9 52.9 72.1 81.6 38.7 25.3 87.6 176.1 67.5 46.4 737 
1998 42.2 59.5 20.9 21.2 54.4 52.5 105.1 101.1 31.5 84.4 20.8 51 665 
1999 80.5 88.4 28.9 32.8 40.5 31.8 55.9 116.4 66.6 121.6 27 91.9 782 
2000 39.7 27 66.3 18.3 29.9 48.4 150.3 69.4 21.2 43.3 65.9 29.9 610 
AVG 49.9 45.7 35.4 30.3 50.7 64.4 75.2 72.9 73.6 85.2 51.7 46.1 681 

STDEV 15.7 18.9 14.7 18.4 23.9 26.7 48.1 32.8 41.3 36.8 23.6 18.8  
Normal 35 31 27 37 46 64 83 75 65 58 54 42 617 

* Monthly data from the Archives of Latvian Hydrometeorological Agency; normals (long-term means) for the net radiation after 
Reference book on the Climate of the USSR, issue 5, part 1 [1966], for temperature and precipitation after Latvijas daba,Vol.2 
[1995]. 

 
Pseudopotential θ850 or equivalent potential temperature (Theta-e) serves as a good 

indicator of an air mass. It can be used to compare both moisture content and temperature of the 
air. θ850 is the temperature an air parcel would have if raised vertically from some pressure and 
temperature until it became saturated and all water vapor were condensed out by a pseudo-
adiabatic process (it is assumed that water vapor that condenses out immediately falls out of the 
parcel as rain) and then the parcel were brought dry adiabatically down to the 1000 hPa level. 

In the upper air, the observation data of 850 hPa relative humidity, temperature, and 
dewpoint were extracted, and the two latter were used for calculation of pseudopotential 
temperatures. 

Air mass frequency was calculated taking into consideration the days with frontal 
passage, i.e. 100% included also the days when fronts moved over Latvia, but, for the 
description of a particular air mass, the fronts were excluded. It is common for Latvia to be 
affected by sequences of fronts, yet it is also important to note that between two similar air 
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masses or at a gradual transformation of an air mass a boundary cannot be drawn. Frontal 
passage is connected with a sharp discontinuity in temperature and humidity values at the 
surface and the 850 hPa level, but within one air mass the same weather remains for several 
days or at least one day. Distinctive air masses show different types of weather and it strongly 
depends on the season. There are various hydrometeors or visible water manifestations 
following vapour condensation in the atmosphere, e.g. fog, clouds, rain, snow, mist, which are 
observed both in a frontal zone and within an air mass. 

The labor-consuming nature of air mass identification and the lack of any preliminary 
study of that kind in Latvia were the main reasons for the relatively short duration of the period 
subjected to investigation. Besides, the most complete 850 hPa charts were available only from 
the last decade of the 20th century, because the DWD began to deliver European Meteorological 
Bulletins to the Latvian Hydrometeorological Agency only after restoration of Latvia’s 
independence. The Bulletins contain, along with Europe’s surface weather charts at 00 UTC and 
surface weather charts of the Northern Hemisphere at 12.00 UTC, also the 850 hPa 12.00 UTC 
chart. However, the period 1990-2000 turned out to be the warmest on record and, in order to 
encompass the whole set of air masses that may affect Latvia, the study sometimes had to be 
extended back to 1987 [Draveniece 2003].  

Each air mass is a widespread body of air and it covers an area which is commonly larger 
than the territory of Latvia. It is true that the same air mass over landforms of different relief 
(uplands, lowlands) and under the influence of other geographical factors may produce different 
amounts of precipitation or exert distinctive effects on the surface temperature. Yet this aspect 
and transitional conditions during passage of atmospheric fronts (transition zones between 
different air masses) are not treated in this work. Besides, the differences in the annual cycle 
and seasonal variations in different parts of Latvia are only slightly touched upon. The study is 
for the greatest part grounded on the observations and measurements performed in the central 
part of Latvia (Riga), and consequently the findings should be mainly attributed to the central 
region.  However, discussing the results of this study, an emphasis is put on the facts and 
conclusions which might be significant for the whole of Latvia and even for the entire boreo-
nemoral ecotone. 

 
 
3. The cycle of the seasons induced by the zonal pattern of insolation 

3.1. The periods of negative and positive net radiation 
The net radiation (Rnt) is the solar energy absorbed by the earth (land and water surface). 

The annual course of net radiation (Rnt) clearly shows two periods: on  average for four 
months – from the end of October through the second half of February – the mean diurnal Rnt is 
negative in Latvia, and during the remaining eight months it is positive (Figure 2).  

The term negative Rnt means that the influx of solar radiation to the earth’s surface 
(incoming short-wave radiation or insolation) doesn’t exceed the total amount of reflected short-
wave and the emitted outgoing long-wave radiation (difference between the net long-wave 
radiation at the surface and atmospheric counter-radiation, primarily by clouds). As result, the 
heat and water turnover in the landscape is very limited, the majority of living beings 
experience biological dormancy, and a great part of migratory birds have left Latvia. The mean 
diurnal sum of Rnt is positive, when the incoming short-wave radiation exceeds the energy lost 
to space. Therefore heat may be gained and accumulated in atmosphere through vigorous 
turbulent updrafts from the land and water along with intensive evaporation and active life 
processes are possible. 

The seasonal changes of insolation and net radiation stem from the annual course of day-
length and the height of the Sun, which depend on geographical latitude. However, the influence 
of this factor is strongly modified by atmosphere circulation, which brings to the territory of 
Latvia both maritime and continental air masses that have originated in different latitudes and 
therefore differ greatly by their heat content, moisture, wind speed and particularly by cloud 
cover. Therefore the annual course of net radiation is much like the curve of sunshine duration, 
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which briefly reflects the dynamics of the day-length relative to the height of mid-day Sun and 
the number of days with cloudy or clear skies (Figure 2, Table 2). 
 

 
 
Figure 2.  Above: the mean hourly net radiation in MJ/m² averaged over six years within 1986-1996 period. The 

isopleth interval is 0.05 MJ/m².  Below:  the mean hourly air temperature (thermograph data) in ºC 
(Riga) averaged over 11-year period 1990-2000. In Riga (57ºN, 24ºE), the difference between the 
standard time and local solar time is −24 minutes. 
The cycle of the seasons: MW – mid-winter, LV – late winter, PSP– pre-spring, ESP – early spring, 
FSP – full spring, PS – pre-summer, ES – early summer, HS – high summer, LS – late summer, EA – 
early autumn, FA – full autumn, PW – pre-winter. 
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Table 2 
General information (Riga) 

Data Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Year 
Day-length 
(hours, 
minutes) 

 
7:21 

 
9:24 

 
11:43 

 
14:13 

 
16:31 

 
17:47 

 
16:40 

 
14:40 

 
12:38 

 
10:00 

 
7:28 

 
6:45 

 

Height of 
midday Sun 
(degrees) 

 
11.8 

 
19.9 

 
30.8 

 
42.7 

 
51.8 

 
56.3 

 
54.6 

 
47.2 

 
36.1 

 
24.6 

 
14.6 

 
9.7 

 

Clear skies 
(days) * 

1 1.4 3.2 2.0 3.3 1.8 2.7 1.7 1.8 0.7 0.6 0.6 21 

Cloudy days* 20.6 17.0 12.5 12.9 10.2 11.0 12.0 10.8 10.9 16.9 22.2 21.5 178 
Sunshine 
duration 
(hours) 

36 61 140 197 268 282 276 235 166 91 35 25 1812 

Relative 
sunshine 
duration (%) 

 
18 

 
25 

 
42 

 
49 

 
56 

 
57 

 
56 

 
54 

 
48 

 
32 

 
17 

 
14 

 
44 

Incoming solar 
radiation at 
surface 
(MJ/m²) 

 
41.4 

 
98.4 

 
246.7 

 
379.1 

 
568.9 

 
549.7 

 
564.5 

 
460.3 

 
262.8 

 
129.2 

 
48.8 

 
28.8 

 
3379 

* After Reference book on the Climate of the USSR, issue 5, part 4 [1969]; clear skies are reported as 0-2 units of total cloudiness 
and cloudy days as  8-10 units of total cloudiness.  
The rest data after Reference book on the Climate of the USSR, issue 5, part 1 [1966]. The relative sunshine duration is the recoded 
duration expressed as percentage of the longest possible duration of that specific time. 

 
In the beginning and the end of the period of negative net radiation (in other words –  

winter) the day-length in the central part of Latvia is ca 9 hours and the height of midday Sun is 
around 20º (at winter solstice – December 21 – these parameters are only 6.5 hours and 9.5º). 
Winter is also remarkable for the highest number of cloudy days and the least number of clear 
days, so that the actual duration of sunshine shortens to 15-20% of the maximum sunshine. 
Consequently, the intensity of solar energy influx is quite small; moreover the cloud cover 
reduces the long-wave radiation emitted to the space and the reflected radiation. As a result, 
during four months the mean diurnal sum of Rnt is only slightly below zero, and for some hours 
in the midday usually is above zero. 

The described state of landscape is typical of mid-winter, which lasts from around a 
month before to a month after the winter solstice. The previous phase or pre-winter  still shows 
a small decrease of Rnt, but during late winter an increase of Rnt is clearly seen (Figure 2).Yet, 
the division of Latvia’s winter into phases by decrease, minimum and growth of Rnt is of 
secondary importance, because the influence of atmosphere circulation  commonly makes the 
average differences within one phase larger than interphase differences, and, besides, the lowest 
diurnal radiation Rnt has been observed in mid-, pre- and late winter (Table 1). 

Of much greater heterogenity is the two times longer period of positive net radiation, 
which encompasses the customary spring, summer and autumn seasons. This period consists of 
a phase of stable Rnt growth (second half of February to first half of May, with a steeper growth 
from the middle of March till the middle of April) and stable decrease (end of July to end of 
October, with a steeper fall from the beginning of August till the end of September), and the 
culminant phase (yearly maximum) between the two mentioned phases. 

Although generally viewed, the annual course of Rnt follows the curves of day-length and 
the height of mid-day sun, during the culminant phase, from the first half of May through the 
end of July, such relationship is not observed. In the beginning and at the end of the phase, the 
height of midday Sun is 51.5º and the day-length 16.5 hours, but in the middle of period 
(summer solstice) these increase to 56.5º and almost 18 hours. However, during the entire phase 
the sunshine duration and also Rnt stay invariably at a high level. The latter surpasses 
1.2 MJ/m²·hour 3-5 hours per day on average (Figure 1). An explanation behind this is that also 
in summer the radiation pattern strongly depends on the changing cloud cover determined by 
atmosphere circulation. However, the Rnt culminant phase (as distinct from the period with 
negative Rnt) coincides with the yearly minimum of cloudiness and thus with the phase of 
maximum potential sunshine (Table 2). 
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Consequently, by average indices, the first half of May and the end of July are significant 
“turning” points clearly seen from the annual curves of Rnt, cloudiness and sunshine duration, 
but within this period, the three indices do not show substantial seasonal variations. In reality, 
the situation of each particular year is more complicated. A more or less continuous culminant 
phase of Rnt  which would last for 2.5 months may occur rarely, as it happened in the summer 
of 1995, when Rnt in MJ/m²·month was 327 in May, 399 in June and 363 in July. In most cases, 
one of the three months stands out against the other two: the data at our disposal showed that, in 
the six years studied, the highest accumulated monthly Rnt was three times in June, twice in 
July and once in May; besides once it reached the maximum even in August (1997), which 
perhaps could be considered untypical. On average these years showed higher Rnt in July than 
in June (Figure 2), but according to long-term average values (climatic norms), which were 
calculated some time ago, it has been slightly higher in June (Table 1). 

 
 
3.2. Annual course of air temperature against the background of net radiation: lag 

effects 
The annual course of air temperature (T) is similar to that of Rnt, yet it shows some 

specific features. The most important (in the context of this article) is the temperature inertia or 
time lag, which manifests itself as a one-month delay in relation to the seasonal cycle of Rnt. 
The T lag or delay exerts an essential effect upon the physical and biological state of landscape, 
and forms the basis for four seasonal phases with typical “transitional” nature. These are pre-
winter – a time from the outset of the negative Rnt period until setting in of a period when mean 
diurnal temperature (Td) steadily falls below zero; pre-spring – from the end of the negative Rnt 
period until stable rise of Td above 0ºC; pre-summer – from setting in of Rnt culminant phase 
until the rise of Td to the mean value of T of the warmest month; late summer – from setting in 
of steady Rnt fall until the beginning of steady Td fall (Figure 2).  

The lag effect becomes strikingly apparent, when comparing the numerical values of Rnt 
and Td in the seasons of their growth and decrease. During the vernal and autumnal equinoxes 
(21 March and 23 September) Rnt is roughly the same (around 3 MJ/m²·day), while Td has not 
yet persistently passed 0ºC in the second half of March, rises up to 10ºC in the first half of May 
(beginning of Rnt culminant phase), falls persistently below 10ºC in the second half of 
September and falls below 0ºC only at the end of November (around a month after the negative 
Rnt period has started). 

T reaches the yearly maximum in the second half of Rnt culminant phase or even later; 
within the years 1990-2000, July has been the warmest month in five years, August in four 
years, but June only in two years. On average, the mean T is highest in July (T unlike Rnt is 
much higher in July than in June) and only slightly higher than in August (Figure 2, Table 1). 
Thus, after the summer solstice, the rate of Rnt and T becomes relatively stable at a level close 
to the yearly maximum, and the most appropriate designation of this phase, which lasts from the 
end of June until the end of July, could be high summer. The former and comparatively shorter 
time from the beginning of June until summer solstice is a phase with less consistent Rnt and 
noticeably lower T, and could be defined as early summer. 

The T time lag is more pronounced in winter. According to long-term data, the lowest 
monthly mean Rnt (-29.3 MJ/m²) is in December, but the lowest monthly mean T (-5ºC) in 
January; in February the mean T is almost as low (-4.8ºC), but Rnt has already risen to –
9.8 MJ/m²· month (Table 1). Although within the period 1990-2000, winters were much 
warmer, the effect of time lag remained valid. The clearest evidence of this is that on average 
the coldest month was February, when Rnt had already steadily risen above zero (Figure 2; 
Table 2). Although in winters the monthly Rnt was the lowest in December or January, February 
was the coldest month four of the 11 years, January twice, December three times and November 
once. Moreover, the lowest monthly mean T of February fell to -9.2º (1994 and -9.0º (1996), but 
in January only to -6.4º, in December to -5.6ºC and in November to -4.3ºC. Yet, all these 
months also showed positive monthly mean T, with the highest in November (+5.2º) and 
February (+4.4º) and the lowest in December (+1.5º) and January (0.9º). Thereby, in terms of 
the rate of net radiation and air temperature the three winter phases demonstrate high 
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interannual variations, and   from year to year these phases may manifest themselves in very 
different versions, particularly with reference to the beginning of winter (November) and the 
end of winter (February). 

 
 
3.3. Precipitation: seasonality and interannual fluctuations 
The annual course of atmospheric precipitation (P) differs greatly from that of Rnt and 

T. The data of an 11-year period (1990-2000) show that each month can produce a very low 
amount of P, but a high amount may occur within only a short half-year (Figure 3). 
Consequently, the year may be divided into two periods which differ essentially by maximum 
and mean amounts of precipitation, but are similar in relation to minimum monthly amounts of 
P. December – April is a low precipitation period, when monthly means do not exceed 
30-50 mm, but the highest monthly amounts are 60-90 mm. June-October on the other hand is a 
period of high precipitation with monthly means around 65-85 mm and the highest monthly 
amounts around 110-180 mm. The transition phases between these two, in terms of 
precipitation, distinctive 5-month phases are May (a month, when culminant phase of Rnt sets 
in) and November (the starting phase of negative Rnt and the final phase of positive T). 

 

Seasons 

Figure 3. The highest, lowest and average amount of monthly mean precipitation (Riga) in the 11-year period 
(1990-2000). The seasons see in Figure 2 and the text 

 
In Latvia, the lowest amount of P is commonly observed in the phase when Rnt and T 

gradients are the highest – around vernal equinox (March/April), and the highest amount varies 
spatially and in time. In coastal areas (Liepaja and Riga) the highest monthly amounts have 
been registered during the phase of Rnt and T decline, primarily after autumnal equinox 
(October), but in inland regions generally around summer solstice (June/July). However, the 
yearly minima and maxima of P are very uncertain in time, and in different locations these 
manifest themselves in different ways. 

In Riga, which is located on the coast of Riga Bay, but from three sides (east, south and 
west) is encircled by land, the lowest amount of precipitation for the year during the 11-year 
study period was observed in 8 months (twice in April, May and November, once in, February, 
March, July, August and December). Yet April and May are the driest months (minimum 
monthly amounts ca 5-15 mm, monthly means 30-35 mm and the highest amount 65 mm). 
According to long-term data, these months also show the least number of days with measurable 
precipitation (12-13 days per month), the greatest number of days with clear skies and the 
lowest relative humidity at the surface (Table 2). The described pattern partly lasts until May, 
but the first low-precipitation months December and January are radically different – the 
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number of days with measurable precipitation (18-19 days per month), the cloudiness and the 
relative humidity at the surface show the highest values of the year. 

October turned out to be the wettest month either by mean monthly precipitation 
(85.2 mm), the maximum monthly precipitation (176.1 mm) or the mean monthly amount 
(43.3 mm) within the 11-year period in Riga. Moreover, it is one of the few months which has 
never produced the yearly minimum precipitation. Yet the maximum monthly precipitation in 
October has been the yearly maximum in only 3 years, of the same frequency as in September 
and July. Twice the yearly maximum occurred even in June. Consequently, the yearly 
maximum precipitation in Latvia may occur in very different seasons (in summer and in 
autumn) in terms of solar radiation, air temperature and the state of vegetation  However, more 
detailed study would be necessary, because, according to the long-term data that do not include 
the 11-year period studied, the yearly amount of precipitation is smaller and only one maximum 
in summer has been recorded, with the following months showing a gradual decrease until 
March (Table 2). 

It should be noted that a distinction should be made between frontal and non-frontal or air 
mass precipitation. Non-frontal precipitation normally falls within an unstable air mass and can 
be distinguished by its high intensity. However, sometimes a stable air mass can also produce 
drizzle from the low stratus clouds. A study of precipitation in the Baltic Sea area based on 
radar data (2000-2001) showed that the maximum fraction of non-frontal precipitation was in 
the summer months (May-September), comprising 60-80%, and occurring especially in the 
afternoon, while in the cold half-year only 30-45% of precipitation was non-frontal [Walther 
et.al 2003]. Therefore, the attribution of precipitation to a particular air mass type should be to a 
certain extent considered arbitrary. 

 
 
3.4. Seasonal changes in the water balance 
Over the territory of Latvia the water balance is generally as follows: on average 35% of 

the total annual precipitation contributes to runoff and 65% to total evaporation [Latvijas daba, 
1998]. Yet, the curves of annual course of these parameters may be to a great extent attributed 
to the lag effects in water balance. In terms of climate and landscape ecology, the most 
important effects are as follows (Figure 4). 

The period of low precipitation overlaps the period of the highest runoff: on the whole 
around one third of annual runoff (according to observation data, 34% in Kurzeme, which is the 
most oceanic part of Latvia, and 37% in Latgale, which is more continental) [Sarma 1990] flows 
into the sea during the two months (March, April) with the lowest precipitation, when the 
ground receives only 10% of the annual amount of precipitation (Table 1). Similarly, the 
increase of soil moisture is very rapid during the period of minimum precipitation. It is more 
than clear that in these months almost all runoff and stocking up of soil moisture comes from 
precipitation that fell  in the previous winter months and accumulated in the landscapes as snow 
and ice, but with setting in of spring, along with rapidly growing solar radiation, the air 
temperature rises and these two also join the hydrologic cycle.  

At first, the abundance of spring water mainly contributes to the amount of runoff, but 
afterward enables the growth of evaporation, at the same time slowing down drying out of soil 
under the conditions of fast growing potential evapotranspiration. This effect is the strongest in 
early and full spring. It still continues in pre-summer, and comes to an end in early summer. 
Although the period of high precipitation sets in, the amount of runoff in May-June falls sharply 
from 14.5-16% to 3-8% of annual normal [Sarma 1990], because this is the time of the most 
intense evaporation. The total evaporation in May –June is on average from 18 to 21% of the 
annual amount (in March and April, the averages are 2 and 10%, respectively [Zubenok 1976]. 

During both summer months of high precipitation (July, August) the proportion of 
evaporation in the water balance is very high and the amount of runoff is low: July (full 
summer) and August (late summer) together produce 26% of the annual amount of precipitation 
and 31% of the annual amount of evaporation, and only 8-9% of the annual runoff. During the 
subsequent months, until November (pre-winter), the evaporation radically decreases. The 
course of runoff is totally different. In accordance with the findings of Sarma (1990), the more 
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oceanic part of Latvia shows on average the amount of runoff has dropped to the minimum 
values in June and July (Early and High summer), and then starts gradually growing until mid-
winter, when the second yearly maximum (December and January together produce 22% of 
yearly runoff) is observed, in spite of the small amount of precipitation at that time of the year. 
In more continental regions runoff falls to the annual minimum only in Early autumn 
(September has on average 2% of the annual normal runoff), and its winter maximum, which 
occurs already in December, is comparatively modest (8.5% of annual runoff).  Both parts of 
Latvia also show the second minimum of runoff, which occurs in February and is more 
pronounced in regions with less maritime influence. 

 
 
Figure 4.  Annual course of precipitation (PR), evaporation (EV), river discharge (DCH) and total runoff (RO). 

 Above – each item as a percentage of the yearly sum; below – absolute numerical values (mm). The data 
of precipitation [Latvijas daba 1995] and evaporation [Zubenok 1976] were referred to Riga, the data on 
river discharge [Sarma 1990] and runoff – to the whole territory of Latvia (Latvia) and its central part (C). 
Approximate annual course of runoff (mm) was calculated by distributing the annual runoff (425 mm – 
Latvia, 200 mm – central part of Latvia) proportionally to monthly average discharge (%). 

 
Thus, the relation between the processes forming water balance differs completely with 

season. In terms of landscape ecology, the greatest importance should be attached to the 
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seasonality of the ratio between precipitation and evaporation. Although Latvia, in the same 
way as the entire boreonemoral ecotone, belongs to an area of humid climate, a comparison of 
the widely accepted data on annual precipitation [Latvijas daba 1998] with the values of total 
evaporation calculated after a “complex method for determining evaporation” at the respectable 
Main Geophysical Observatory in Russia [Zubenok 1976] showed that on average annually 
during four months (April-July) evaporation exceeds precipitation, during four months (August-
October, March) it is less than the amount of precipitation and during the remaining four 
months (November-February) evaporation is so small that it may be considered as zero 
(Figure 4). If the compared data is correct, the water balance in Latvia’s landscapes, viewed 
from time dimension, is a diachronous cycle of three equal periods: “overconsumption”, 
“restoration” and “conservation” of water supply. 

The reduced runoff in summer is how the “overconsumption” manifests itself. Another 
well-known fact is the decrease of soil moisture, which is a common problem in cultivated 
areas, but often becomes critical for natural vegetation, too. According to this data, the highest 
“overconsumption” or evaporation in excess of precipitation, occurs in May (Pre-Summer) at 
42 mm and June (Early summer) at 39 mm. In July (High summer) both processes get balanced, 
and already in August (Late summer) the precipitation exceeds evaporation by 13 mm or, in 
other words, a gradual “compensation” of the former “excess consumption” of water starts. In 
September (Early autumn) excess precipitation rises to 27 mm, but in October (Full autumn) 
reaches the maximum at 51 mm. This water in most cases remains in soils and groundwater. 
The runoff grows gradually or doesn’t essentially exceed the minimum level, and apparently 
only after the high precipitation period in autumn the saturation of soil with water and the 
groundwater level is enough high to ensure a noticeable increase of runoff at the beginning of 
winter. Freezing of soil might be that even a more important factor of the runoff increase. In any 
event, in autumn water accumulation in soils occurs and its greatest portion remains in the 
landscape until spring and summer when the accumulated water compensates to a greater or 
smaller extent the excess of runoff and/or evaporation over the precipitation. 

Stocking up or “conservation” of water, caused by winter frost, manifests itself more 
clearly. In this respect a particular attention should be paid to snow cover (Table 3). Before 
ensuring fast growth of runoff and evaporation with the start of positive temperature period, it 
has essentially affected the state of landscapes in winter [Temnikova 1958; Draveniece 1997]. 
Firstly, it exerts influence on the variables of solar radiation and heat balance and secondly, the 
dynamics of wildlife. Yet, seasonal dynamics of the snow cover itself is extremely variable and 
strongly varies over the territory of Latvia, therefore the characteristics of snow cover still 
would need to be studied more in detail. 

 
Table 3 

Characteristics of snow cover (Riga) 

Days with measurable snow cover  
Years 

First 
snow 

Continuous 
 snow cover  

Last 
snow 

Duration 
(days) Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr 

89/90 22.XI * * 20.II 39 0 9 14 10 6 0 0 
90/91 30.XI * * 22.IV 57 0 2 12 13 26 3 1 
91/92 31.X * * 25.IV 41 0 1 11 10 15 2 2 
92/93 13.X * * 12.IV 68 7 11 4 13 15 17 1 
93/94 23.X 24.I 10.III 28.III 106 1 12 23 25 28 17 0 
94/95 19.X 14.XII 7.II 5.IV 69 1 1 16 22 15 13 1 
95/96 2.XI 18.XII 10.IV 12.IV 134 0 4 27 31 29 31 12 
96/97 27.XI 13.XII 18.II 24.IV 83 0 2 19 31 16 13 2 
97/98 24.X 23.XI 5.I 21.III 101 8 11 31 12 21 18 0 
98/99 8.XI 8.XI 26.III 27.III 95 0 23 31 18 28 26 0 
99/00 15.XI 15.XII 11.II 21.III 91 0 13 20 31 14 13 0 
2000* 28.XI - - - 13* 0 0 4 - - - - 
Norm 14.XI 24.XII 13.III 6.IV         
* In 2000, the data  for October-December 

[Draveniece [1997]; the Archives of Latvian Hydrometeorological Agency] 
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3.5. Vegetation period 
Characteristic of Latvia’s climate is a half-year long vegetation period, when, unlike the 

other half-year (dormant period), the plants are growing, blooming, producing fruits and 
ripening them. In terms of phenology it might be the time from the unfolding of leaves to their 
falling [Schaefer, Tischler 1983; Leser 1997], yet more often this stage is restricted to climatic 
or agro-climatic interpretation – in the mid-latitudes it is associated with the period when the 
mean daily temperature exceeds 5ºC [Schultz 1995] or with the number of days when the mean 
daily temperature exceeds 10ºC [Ozenda 1994; Hendl und Liedtke (Hrsg.) 1997]. 

In accordance with the phenological observations [Latvijas dabas un vēstures kalendārs 
1967-2004], in most of Latvia the first signs of vegetation renewal (bud burst of several tree and 
shrub species, blooming of the willow, and the occasional decoration of bare spots by the first 
spring ephemeroids) are already seen in early spring, when the daily temperature rises above 
0ºC, and even earlier. The remnants of summer greenness and some blooms may be even seen 
until the first winter frost in November. Yet, in general, the vegetation matches the features 
referred to in the definition of the vegetation period, when the daily temperature exceeds 5ºC. In 
most cases it sets in about 2-3 weeks after vernal equinox (mid-April) and comes to an end a 
month after autumn equinox (end of October).  

In the beginning of the described period the landscape outside coniferous forests is still 
dominated by gray color. Yet, the vegetation processes are already getting more intensive. 
Commonly the circulation of birch sap has started, and the shrub species widespread in Latvia, 
such as alder and hazel-trees, are blooming and the grass germinates. Soon after that leaves start 
to unfold, first the shrubs, then the trees. In the herb layer, the spring ephemeriods of nemoral 
zone (mainly Hepatica nobilis, Corydalis Halleri, Anemone nemorosa and A.ranuncoloides) far 
and wide form blue, white and sometimes yellow flower carpets, which appear as bright 
colourful clusters in the generally gray landscape. In a short time the mean daily temperature 
rises by up to 10ºC (it usually occurs by the end of the first decade of May), all trees and shrubs 
have burst into leaf, the grasslands have become green.  

Thus, the beginning of vegetation period, a season less than one month in duration, which 
is typical of the change from a gray (except coniferous forests) early spring landscape with melt 
waters in the bare spots and isolated snow patches to a green and blooming landscape, might 
most appropriately be named Full spring. Afterwards, when daily air temperature rises above 
10ºC, the main phase of vegetation period sets in and lasts until the end of the culminant phase 
of net radiation (end of July),  encompassing the three following stages of summer (Figure 5). 

The first stage of the main phase of the vegetation period is pre-summer, a season of the 
renewal of highly active life processes, which, despite the still possible “return of cold”, 
distinguishes itself with a rapid increase of the number of blooming species and high biomass 
production. It follows from the phenological studies carried out in Estonia that during the next 
stage – early summer, the number of blooming species in the forest biogeocenosis of boreo-
nemoral type (the dominant tree species is spruce, but in ground cover and shrub layer and tree 
stand, too, the species of deciduous broad-leaved forest hold a significant position) reach the 
maximum (shortly before/after summer solstice). Apparently, early summer and the following 
high summer are the main seasons of the annual course of biomass production, decomposition 
of dead biomass and biosphere-atmosphere gas exchange [Schultz 1981]. 

In high summer the state of vegetation is much the same. Yet, as regards zonal forests in 
July, the phenospectra of the herb layer generated at the Vooremaa Forest Ecology Station in 
the growing season of 1973 showed hardly any not-yet blooming species, while the number of 
blooming species was gradually decreasing. Some time later, almost half of herb-layer species 
will have already come to the phenophase of developing and ripening of fruits or even seed 
dispersal, and a quarter will have reached pre-dormancy quiescence [Kannukene 1979]. In other 
words, during high summer the processes which ensure reproduction and dissemination of 
species and prepare the plants for survival during the period of winter dormancy and for 
resuming activity during the next vegetation period, gradually come to the forefront. Moreover, 
the biomass production decreases essentially and green mass dies off more intensively. Later on, 
in the second half of vegetation period, these processes are the main ones. 
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In late summer (August) deciduous trees and shrubs, as well as coniferous trees, are still 
green, but the leaves have already lost the initial lush and in places have started yellowing, 
while uncut and non-depastured grasslands have turned into gloomy grey and brown plains of 
standing dead and withered grass. By the end of month the above ground parts of summer green 
species are almost entirely dead. At the end of August, coloring of shrubs and trees is 
accelerated by the frequent dropping of air temperature at night close to 0°C, and with this Early 
autumn sets in. A month later, at the end of this stage, only coniferous trees and winter crop 
fields are green. 

 
 

 
 
Figure 5. Flowering graphs of herb-layer species for 1972 (above) and 1973 (below). N-number of species in the 

phase of: 1 – start of flowering; 2 – full flowering; 3 – end of flowering; 4 – total of species in flowering 
stage, after Kannukene (1979).  FS, PS, ES, HS, LS – landscape seasons see Figure 2 and text. 

 
Vegetation period ends in full autumn – the most colorful season with yellow and red tree 

crowns and wonderful leaf carpets on the ground. This season is opened by three almost 
concurrent events of equal importance for climate and ecology – autumnal equinox, falling of 
daily mean temperature below 10ºC and often and severe autumn frost occurrence in the air. 
The end of the season coincides on average with the time, when daily mean temperature drops 
below 5ºC (normally in the end of October), yet sometime dead leaves still remain attached to 
the tree for a considerably long time. 

 
 
3.6. Landscape seasons 
Considering the described interrelations of landscape states the annual cycle may be 

divided into 12 seasons: 
Midwinter (MW):  end of November to second half of January; 
Late winter (LW): second half of January to second half of February; 
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Pre-spring (PSP): second half of February to end of March; 
Early spring (ESP): end of March to middle of April; 
Full spring (FSP): middle of April to first half of May; 
Pre-summer (PS): first half of May to beginning of June; 
Early summer (ES): beginning of June to end of June; 
High summer (HS): end of June to end of July; 
Late summer (LS): end of July to end of August; 
Early autumn (EA): end of August to second half of September; 
Full autumn (FA): second half of September to end of October; 
Pre-winter (PW): end of October to end of November. 

The criteria of such division were pointed at and justified in the preceding discussion and 
figures. However, to complete this part of work, it might be appropriate to emphasize some 
conclusions which yet need to be studied in greater detail. They are as follows: (1) each season 
may be distinguished by a definite pattern of solar radiation, distinctive state of heat and water 
balance, biological turnover, phenological state of vegetation; (2) during each season these 
variables show a particular combination on numerical values and a distinctive landscape image;  
(3) every season has an effect on the state of landscape in the following seasons (theoretically – 
throughout the year); (4) transitions between the seasons are both gradual and sharp, but in all 
cases these may be clearly identified by several quantitative and qualitative features. 

From this chapter it also follows that differences between seasons may be related to air 
mass occurrence (Figure 6). Since air mass types and their frequency is a factor which has been 
left beyond the scope in landscaper research, two following chapters are devoted to this item. 

 
 
4. Air mass occurrence 

4.1. Air mass types 
Latvia’s atmosphere in the context of air masses is related to other parts of Europe and 

the northern hemisphere in general, and experiences day-to-day, as well as seasonal, changes. 
Following M.Geb’s (1981) classification, air masses were ranked according to their heat 
content. In addition to the determined backward trajectory, the typical 850 hPa temperature and 
pseudopotential temperature were considered (Figures 7, 8). At the same time the air masses 
arriving in Latvia were described in relation to their source region and some typical weather 
conditions [Draveniece 2003]. 

 
 
 

4.2. Seasonal changes of air masses  
Based on the 850 hPa temperature and pseudopotential temperature, the monthly mean 

values for a 11-year (1990-2000) period were found. These might describe the average or 
theoretical air mass in Latvia. 
From October to March, the average air mass was transformed maritime subpolar air xP. 
However, the average October air mass could hardly be distinguished from mP air. Regarding 
the heat content, the corresponding temperatures take up an intermediate position between the 
xP and mP air, so the decisive role was attached to moisture content. This finding fits in with 
the mapping of European air mass source regions in winter drawn by M.Geb (1981). The xP is a 
relatively temperate air in winter months and usually produces a sheet-like or layered (stratus) 
cloud cover the entire sky. It commonly occurs when warm, moist mP air moves over cold 
ground surface during winter. Stratus clouds produce little precipitation, usually in the form of 
drizzle. Occasionally, xP may produce partly cloudy or fair weather, depending on the degree of 
transformation.



 

 

 
Figure 6. Monthly mean frequency of air masses at 850 level over Latvia (1990 –2000). Landscape seasons see in Figure 2 and the text 



 

 

 
Figure 7. Main: Decadal mean temperatures  (°C) of European air masses at 850 hPa level after Geb (1981). Supplemental: monthly mean temperatures in °C at 850 hPa level (Riga). 

 



 

 

 
Figure 8.  Main: Decadal mean pseudopotential temperatures (ºC) of European air masses at 850 hPa level after Geb (1981). Supplemental: monthly mean temperatures in ºC at 850 

hPa level (Riga) 
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After vernal equinox, the 850 hPa temperature and pseudopotential temperature curves 
get much steeper and begin to level out only in June. It was found that in April to August the 
average air mass was warmed subpolar air xPs. Furthermore, the May air mass exhibited a 
greater similarity to continental air or higher degree of transformation, but the September 
average air mass, still within the limits of one standard deviation of xPs air, showed more 
similarity to mP air. The xPs air mass is on average 3° to 4° warmer than mP air at 850 hPa 
level, but the pseudopotential temperatures differ even more (Figure 8). During Latvian spring-
summer seasons, xPs air produces warm to temperate weather and local convection is rather 
good. When a high-pressure ridge develops, sunny weather sets in with fair weather clouds and 
mid-day temperature may rise to 24 or 25°C. Under cyclonal circulation, the weather is slightly 
cooler, partly cloudy and rain alternates with sunny weather. 

The mapping of European air mass source regions generated by Geb (1979) shows a shift 
of mid-latitude (Sp) air mass source region to the north, which starts in spring. While in April 
and May Latvia still lies on the edge of the xP air region, in summer months the northern 
boundary of mid-latitude xSp air (limited by +15oC isotherm over land) expands to the Finnish 
Gulf and to the north of the 60°N parallel over the Scandinavian peninsula. Thus, in summer 
under favourable conditions, an air mass over Latvia would potentially show the typical 
characteristics of mid-latitude xSp air. Apparently, the closeness of Latvia to the northern edge 
of mid-latitudes entails the damping of radiative heating in the warm part of the year by 
relatively high occurrence of cool air (mP, xP). 

To summarize, all year round the average monthly air mass in Latvia is transformed 
maritime air, because Latvia lies in a transitional position, where maritime air moving from 
west to east gradually is transformed into continental air, i.e. the continentality increases. This 
general tendency is cancelled or counteracted by the influence of the Baltic Sea. Bukantis 
[1995] found that the most obvious influence of the Baltic Sea on climate, depending on land 
relief, was in the coastal belt about 30-100 km wide. 

The annual cycle of air mass frequency may be divided into two periods with transition 
periods between them. The pattern of air mass occurrence forms against a background of 
variation of the properties of each air mass from month to month as the temperature of an air 
mass changes and, consequently, its moisture content and stability, both at the surface and at 
850 hPa level. By the annual occurrence of different air mass types and their influence on 
weather, three kinds of air masses may be distinguished: all-season, seasonal and irregular.  

All-season air masses, for instance, xP, mP, cPs, xPs, arrive in Latvia each year and each 
month, showing smaller or greater annual variation. Others, such as xA, mA, cP, xSp, xS, are 
strongly seasonal air masses. These arrive each year and while showing annual variations, 
pertain to certain months with little or no influence the rest of the year. Irregular air masses, 
such as cA, cS, are strongly seasonal, do not arrive in Latvia each year, and bring extreme (the 
coldest and the hottest) weather. The all-season air masses play a double role, making a 
background for seasonal air masses to stand out against, and at the same time may show 
themselves as a prevailing air mass type. The maritime subpolar air mP may be considered the 
core air mass. While the role of seasonal and irregular air masses is unequivocal – these bring 
either warm or cold weather (the surface daily mean temperatures are clearly above or below the 
monthly mean temperatures), the all-season air masses exert an almost contradictory influence 
on weather. In October-March these masses manifest themselves as warm or temperate air, in 
transitional seasons as temperate, and in June-July as cool air.  

October to mid-April shows a particular combination of air masses. Within the 11-year 
period (1990-2000), the frequency of mP air together with xP air (its first modification) was 
above 30% or more specifically from 30% (October) to 38% (January), excluding the days with 
frontal passages. At that time of the year, these air masses manifest themselves as warm or 
temperate ones, and interchange with cold air masses xA, mA, cP (the surface daily mean 
temperatures are clearly below the monthly mean temperatures). The latter bring about and 
maintain winter weather (snowfalls/clear skies and negative air temperatures). The occurrence 
of each separate cold air mass varies from month to month while their frequency is within 6 to 
18%, but altogether cold or winter air masses dominate during 30 to 40% of days (fronts 
excluded), excepting January, which had a slightly lower frequency (27%). The frequency of 
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warm air masses, namely, warmed subpolar, mid-latitude and subtropical air, varies from 24% 
in February to 37% in October (fronts excluded). Thus, October to mid-April may be designated 
a period of subpolar and arctic air (P+A period) (Figure 6). 

 
Table 4 

Description of characteristic air masses over Latvia 

Abb-
rev. 

Description 

cA Continental arctic air 
The coldest air mass; it comes to Latvia with north-easterly or easterly airstreams; occurs only in winter 
(December – early March). It originates over the Arctic basin and Siberia, where snow and ice cover chills the 
lower layers and forms a marked temperature inversion up to 850 hPa. In winter, the source region is limited 
by the -15°C isotherm. The air is bitterly cold (≤-40°C). The lack of moisture causes cloudless weather without 
precipitation. An infrequent air mass in Latvia. 

xA Arctic air – transformed maritime type 
It brings slightly milder weather than cA air and usually comes with northerly and north-easterly airstreams. 
Identified from September till the first half of May. After a series of cyclones, a concluding ridge of high 
pressure may develop in the maritime arctic air over Scandinavia and this air is transformed into xA air, a drier 
and colder air. Less frequently xA air develops from cA air. In winter the daily temperature may decrease to -
25°C and even below -30°C at night; the skies are clear or partly cloudy. It is a cold air mass in all seasons. In 
spring and early autumn this air causes frost. 

mA Maritime arctic air 
Identified from September till the first decade of June. It usually comes with north-westerly and westerly 
airstreams from north-western Atlantic as a cold air stream out of cP or cA sources. While it moves over the 
relatively warm water surface, it is warmed and becomes unstable: cumulus and cumulonimbus clouds and 
often showers of snow, sleet, hail or rain occur. In late autumn it brings the first snowfall. In early December 
under negative net radiation, the inflow of mA air leads to snowfall and forming of a continuous snow cover. 
During transition seasons, this air is unstable and multiple episodes of rain with great drops and hail and gusty 
wind occur during daytime. At night the clouds tend to disperse. Radiative fogs in autumn. In spring and early 
autumn this air causes frost. In summer, this air is shallow and moving southward it modifies to the point 
where it can no longer be identified and is then indicated as mP air. 

cP Continental subpolar air 
It is brought with easterly, south-easterly or north-easterly airstreams. Does not reach Latvia from June through 
August. It is a cold air mass in all seasons and has the same characteristics as cA air, i.e. low dewpoints, low 
temperatures and a high degree of stability, but it is warmer. Precipitation, if any, is usually light due to the 
low moisture content. The source region of cP air extends from the East European Plain southward to the 
territories north of the Black Sea and westward to the rivers Dniester and Visla. In midwinter, the near surface 
temperature may fall to -15°C with clear skies, but fog or haze may form. Sometimes St and Sc clouds are 
observed. Light snowfall can occur. In spring and early autumn this air causes frost.  

xP Subpolar air – transformed maritime type 
An all-season air mass in Latvia brought with northerly and north-westerly airstreams. In winter its’ source 
region extends from the western coasts of Scandinavian and Jutland peninsulas to the 25°E meridian; the 
northern boundary lies along the northern coast of Bothnian Bay and the southern boundary lies to the south of 
Latvia and the southern coast of the Baltic Sea.  When spring sets in, the xP source region shrinks poleward 
and in summer its southern boundary lies along the Finnish Gulf. In winter it is often generated from mP air 
through transformation as uniform grayish (stratus) clouds often cover the entire sky. There is little or no 
precipitation At other times partly cloudy skies may be observed. In summer, when after a series of cyclones a 
concluding ridge of high pressure develops over Scandinavia and Finland in mA air, it is quickly transformed 
into xP air. Spring frosts may occur. 

mP Maritime subpolar air 
The most common air mass in Latvia brought with north-westerly, westerly airstreams. In winter, the source 
region for mP air extends over the northern part of the Atlantic Ocean to the northern and western coasts of the 
Scandinavian peninsula, including the North Sea. While the air travels over the relatively warm Atlantic 
Ocean, it warms from below and becomes unstable. As a result, mP air is notorious for producing cloudy 
weather, fog, drizzle and long-lasting light to moderate rain. In winter months it is a temperate air mass which 
causes the rise of temperature as a result of which very often thaw sets in. When mP air moves over non-ice 
covered Baltic Sea in winter, the relatively warm seawater makes the air rise, increasing the chance of 
showers. 
In the summer half-year it is the most frequently occurring cool air mass bringing generally good weather 
conditions (+16º to +20ºC at midday, +9 to +11ºC at night in July). Occasionally, because of   surface heating, 
a shower or thunderstorm may be observed in the daytime.  

cPs Warmed continental subpolar air 
Identified in all seasons. Cannot be related to a particular birthing region because this air initially originates 
from subpolar air. In winter it develops from mP air through transitional from xPs air moving over snow-free 
land of Western and Central Europe; the process takes around 1 week. In summer months, it arrives with 
southern and south-eastern airstreams from Ukraine, southern part of European Russia and Central Europe. It 
may also develop from continental mid-latitude or subtropical air, when it flows into a neighbouring cooler 
region. Associated with clear skies or partly cloudy weather, no precipitation. 
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Abb-
rev. 

Description 

xPs Warmed subpolar air – transformed maritime type 
Identified in all seasons. Cannot be related to a particular birthing region because this air initially originates 
from mP air in winter half-year or warmer maritime air mass types in summer half-year. In winter months 
develops as a transitional form of mP air, when it moves over a snow-free land of Western and Central Europe 
and under weak advection. Under these conditions, mP air is transformed into xPs air within a day. It is warmer 
than mP air and more stable. It may also develop from mPs air. In winter, an overall cloud cover forms, but in 
summer, normal convection develops with fair-weather clouds, and usually sunny weather sets in. 

mPs Warmed maritime subpolar air 
All-season air mass. Cannot be related to a particular birthing region. Develops from mP air, when it is brought 
to subtropical latitudes of the Atlantic Ocean and returns with a north-eastern airstream across Europe. In 
winter, this air causes intensive and durable thaw; low-level clouds, rain and sleet; drizzle and fog. Average 
daily temperatures in mid-winter may reach +4º to +6ºC. In summer, the cloud cover is less than in mP air and 
consists primarily of fair-weather clouds. In summer, average daily temperatures are +17º to +19ºC, with mid-
day maximum temperatures up to +24ºC and no precipitation. 

mSp Maritime mid-latitude air 
All-season air mass. With the exception of origin, this air’s typical heat-moisture content differs little from mPs 

air. Usually originates over North Atlantic to the west of the British Isles. Its birthing region’s northern and 
southern boundaries shift with seasons (40º northern latitude (winter) to around 60ºN). In winter, it is a stable 
air mass, bringing fast rise of temperature, intensive thaw, drizzle, fog and low-level stratus clouds. Much less 
stable in the summer half-year; a marked convection develops, expressing itself through cumulus and 
cumulonimbus clouds, rain showers and thunderstorms. 

xSp Mid-latitude air – transformed maritime type 
Mainly spring-autumn air mass; plays insignificant role from October till March. A very warm air mass. 
Originates over the continent from temperate or warm maritime air (mPs  or mSp ), which gradually loses its 
moisture content, and in summer months also warms up. More often is brought with southern and south-
eastern airstreams. Clear or partly cloudy skies, daytime temperatures may rise to +29ºC; showers and 
thunderstorms occur in the afternoon hours. Unlike subtropical air, which produces daytime temperatures 
above +30ºC, mid-latitude air would normally reach +25º to +30ºC. 

cSp Continental mid-latitude air 
A warm air mass arriving in Latvia mainly in summer months. From spring to summer this air’s source region 
shifts to the northeast and in summer it occupies the East European Plain and Central Europe, coming rather 
close to Latvia. Usually brings sunny and very warm weather with great diurnal temperature amplitude. 
Sometimes slight cloudiness. July midday temperatures reach +29º to +30ºC and it is warm also at night 
(around +15ºC). Fog formation in evening hours; morning dew. 

mS Maritime subtropical air 
A warm air mass, which reaches Latvia primarily from May till August, but occasionally may arrive in cold 
half-year, too. Relatively high temperatures accompany the inflow of mS air and the moisture content is 
greater than in any other air mass. The air that arrives over Latvia usually originates over the southern part of 
the North Atlantic. During winter a very stable air mass, bringing thaw, moist weather with fog, drizzle and 
low-level clouds. Average daily temperatures may reach +4ºC in January.  In summer half-year it has the same 
properties as its counterpart in winter, yet it is less stable, with cumulus and cumulonimbus clouds, rain 
showers and thunderstorms; in summer this air brings very warm weather, the daily temperatures reaching 
+30ºC. 

xS Subtropical air – transformed maritime type 
A very warm air mass in all seasons. Normally arrives from April to October with southern airstreams from the 
regions of Mediterranean and Black Sea, but may reach Latvia in cold half-year, too. In mid-winter the daily 
maximum may reach +5ºC. The warmest Latvian summer weather with sultry days is mainly brought by this 
air mass. In July, the daytime temperatures may exceed +30ºC. Very great diurnal temperature range with high 
temperatures at night, too. 

cS Continental subtropical air 
A very warm air mass bringing the highest air temperatures. Observed only in May through August and not 
every year. It is brought from the southern part of European Russia or the Balkan peninsula. The northern 
boundary of this air lies along the +20ºC isotherm. This air brings very hot, sunny and dry weather with fog 
forming in evening hours and morning dew. A great diurnal temperature range with high day-time and night 
temperatures: +17º÷ +22ºC at night and +34º÷+35ºC in midday. Clear skies. No precipitation. 

 
This period is followed by a transition interval (mid-April to May) or a period of no 

dominant air mass, when almost all types of air masses, except those bringing extreme winter or 
summer weather, arrive in Latvia. It coincides with a period of transition in the northern 
hemisphere (end of March to early June) from winter to summer atmospheric circulation, which 
is more dependent on solar radiation. The westerly circulation gradually weakens, and therefore 
meridional circulation often develops, whereby either arctic air masses or warm mid-latitude 
and even subtropical air arrives in Latvia. 
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June to August may be distinguished by prevalence of warmed subpolar xPs air, which 
manifests itself as temperate air, and the highest yearly frequency of mid-latitude xSp air and 
subtropical air mS and xS. Within the 11-year period, the frequency of xPs air was 22 to 24% 
days while its source air mass mP air showed lower frequency and manifested itself as a cool air 
mass. Together with the other cool air mass xP air, the coolest air masses occurred in 31 to 36% 
days (fronts excluded). From June till August the cold/winter air masses do not reach Latvia. 
Maritime and transformed maritime subpolar air is an indispensable part of the June-August air 
mass pattern, and exerts a tempering influence on weather during that time. When these air 
masses arrive more frequently, they cause rather untypical weather to set in, as it happened in 
summer of 1962, when enhanced cyclonic activity brought cool air and much rain throughout 
the entire summer. Generally, from June till August, warmed subpolar and mid-latitude air 
arrived in Latvia on 48 to 54% of days (fronts excluded). Thus, this time could be named Ps+Sp 
period, and it is followed by a short transition period.  

In early autumn (end of August to end of September) cold air masses (mA, cP) start 
arriving in Latvia, yet their frequency in the 11-year period was merely 20%, while the 
occurrence of warmed subpolar and mid-latitude air (Ps+Sp) decreased almost by a factor of 
two, comprising only 26% (fronts excluded). While warm southerly air masses leave the stage 
and cold arctic and subpolar air enter, the temperate mP air expands its influence. Within the 
11-year period its average frequency was 25% (fronts excluded). 

 
 

5. Relationship of air mass occurrence to landscape seasons 
The description of relations between the air mass occurrence and landscape seasons is 

started with full autumn, which begins the period of subpolar and arctic air (P+A period). 
 
Full autumn, FA (the third decade of September till the end of October) 
Full autumn may also be named “golden autumn” – the trees have coloured after the first 

killing frosts (brought by arctic or continental subpolar air), and the growing season has come to 
an end. By the end of FA, a massive leaf fall usually occurs and the last migratory birds leave. 
Birch, aspen and ash are perhaps the last whose leaves fall to the ground. The wildlife comes to 
winter dormancy. The incoming short-wave radiation decreases noticeably, and was 129 MJ/m² 
in October comprising on average merely a half of that received in September. The net radiation 
is still positive and the average monthly temperature is normally above +5°C. 

Full autumn is the first season of subpolar-arctic period (P+A), with the average 
frequency of regular mP and xP air during the 11-year period at 30% and that of cold air masses 
(xA, mA, cP) also at 30%, mA air prevailing. October was notable for high occurrence (41%) of 
maritime air masses (mainly mA and mP air) and considerably lower occurrence of transformed 
and continental air, each comprising ca 30% (Figure 6, Table 5). Full autumn showed two 
combinations. In 6 years of 11 a cold, windy and damp weather set in, because strong cyclonic 
circulation pattern brought cold (xA, mA, cP) and temperate (xP, mP) air masses, but in other 
years fair weather was observed, as in 1990, 1991, 1995 and 1996. In cold months, when active 
depressions move eastward, once the associated weather fronts have passed through, Latvia is 
left in a stream of mA or mP air. Consequently, showers of rain, snow or sleet often occur. In 
October, arctic air masses arrived on average 6 days per month (18%), but in cold months these 
prevailed 9 to11 days. For instance, in 1992, 1993, 1994, 1997, the first snow cover formed in 
the second half-month with the inflow of mA air, and in 1997 its thickness in Riga was even 
32 cm. October’s snow cover is always short-term. Within the 11-year period there were two 
Octobers (1992, 1998), when snow cover in Riga existed for 7-8 days. However, arrival of mA 
air in October doesn’t necessarily mean prolonged negative temperatures; these may fall at 
night-time below 0°C, but in midday the temperatures are +4° to +5°C (Riga). Lasting of snow 
cover for 7-8 days occurred because anticyclonal weather set in (mA transformed into xA air), 
and the air temperatures fell below 0°C.  In cold Octobers with frequent arrivals of maritime, 
primarily mP and mA, air and high frontal activity, higher amounts of precipitation were 
recorded. 
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Thus, setting in of P+A period may occur rather rapidly, unless delayed by Old Wives’ 
summer, a weather singularity, which then makes the transition period more gradual. Full 
autumn may also bring summer-in-autumn or “Old Wives’ summer’, which may occur several 
times or none at all as seen above. Such weather occurred in the first half of October in 1991, 
1995, 2000. For instance, in the period from 6th to 13th October 1991, warmed continental 
subpolar air cPs was brought into Latvia, when an anticyclone dominated over the European part 
of Russia. Warm, sunny weather set in with great diurnal temperature variations. During 
daytime, the air temperature increased to +18° to +22°C, but at night, because of strong 
radiation cooling, the temperature was around +4° to +9°C.  Another episode was in the first 
half of October 1995, when an anticyclone formed in very warm air masses, south-western 
winds brought continental and transformed maritime mid-latitude air (cSp, xSp), and warm 
weather prevailed. On 10th October the temperature increased to +20° to +23°C, which was 
close to absolute maximum of October, and for several days around that date a period of Old 
Wives’ summer occurred.  

In general, during the 11-year period, October was the wettest month. Full autumn 
showed high annual variation of arctic and warm mid-latitude air mass frequency, yet 
interannual variation of October’s average temperature was moderate. The standard deviation of 
near-surface monthly air temperatures and 850hPa pseudopotential temperatures were also 
moderate (Figures 7, 8, Table 5). 

 
Pre-winter, PW (end of October to  end of November) 
Pre-winter marks the beginning of solar winter. The incoming short-wave radiation 

continues decreasing and during the 11-year period (1990-2000) the November average was 49 
MJ/m², which was half of that in October. Although occasionally Rnt may be close to zero or 
slightly above zero, in most cases it is negative. Regardless of that the diurnal air temperature 
commonly still remains positive. During PW the landscape comes to winter dormancy. 

In PW, maritime subpolar air mP and its first modification xP air dominated in one third 
of days, comprising together 32% (fronts excluded). Both manifested themselves as temperate 
air. The mP air commonly arrives behind the cold front of a cyclone and brings mild ( > 0°C) air 
temperatures. It is an unstable air mass and brings greatly changeable weather: clouds (mainly 
cumulus forms), sleet, snowfalls and then briefly clear skies. The xP air is more stable. 

 
Table 5

Average annual frequency of air masses over Latvia (1990-2000) 
Air mass 

types 
1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 AVG STDEV 

cA     1  1     0.2  
xA 3 9 13 10 13 10 17 35 26 17 15 15.5 8.8 
mA 23 33 38 36 33 35 26 33 22 24 26 30 5.6 
cP 15 25 15 29 27 18 40 16 33 22 13 23 8.6 
xP 36 40 37 53 37 30 48 38 42 63 54 43.5 9.8 
mP 72 50 59 54 56 66 51 50 70 51 73 60 8.7 
cPs 31 32 34 25 20 19 30 18 14 19 24 24 6.4 
xPs 43 46 43 35 41 37 34 42 36 36 43 40 3.9 
mPs 11 15 11 13 16 8 12 13 8 14 16 13 2.7 
mSp 14 15 12 13 14 18 8 13 13 11 5 12 3.7 
xSp 15 24 19 14 23 29 18 28 14 20 20 20 5.1 
cSp 10 5 7 19 12 13 7 7 9 5 3 9 4.6 
mS 3 4 2 1 2 9 4 4 3 2 2 3 2.1 
xS 5 5 8 3 7 13 11 5 9 20 12 9 5 
cS 3  1  4  2     1 1.5 

fronts 72 62 67 60 60 60 57 63 66 61 59 62  

 
In the context of air masses, PW can be called a winter season, because the winter air 

masses gain the upper hand over warmer air masses, and during the 11-year period these (xA, 
mA, cP) comprised altogether on average 40%. Sleet and slush occurred almost each year. Pre-
winter is known for establishing of first snow cover, which lasts for at least one, but commonly 
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several days. Forming of permanent snow cover is not typical for pre-winter because the near 
surface air temperature normally falls below 0°C at the end of the month and therefore, 
regardless of negative net radiation, the ground usually has not cooled yet to ≤ +2°C 
(prerequisite for forming of permanent snow cover). Yet, in November 1998 the snow cover 
lasted for 23 days, and actually was a continuous snow cover.  

Falling of snow often occurs in arctic air (mA), arriving behind the cold front. Arctic air 
masses (xA, mA) arrived each year with an exception of the year 2000, when arctic air was not 
identified at all. The xA air is the coldest air mass in PW. It may produce only light snow, if 
any, and the air temperature at nighttime may fall below -10°C.  For instance, in the middle of 
November 1994, while the city (Riga) heat-island effect prevented the minimum here from 
falling below -7°C, minima near -13°C were recorded in the eastern part of Latvia.  

PW showed a high frequency (yearly maximum) of continental subpolar cP air.  In 1993, 
1998 and 1999 it was brought into Latvia for 9-10 days. The spells of cold weather in these 
years were due to anticyclones persisting over the European part of Russia when the Siberian 
high extended westwards. Consequently, the mean diurnal temperatures fell below zero at the 
end of first decade (1993, 1998), which was 2-3 weeks earlier than normal. Although severe 
cold is unusual at this time of year, in 1993 and 1998, November’s average temperatures turned 
out to be the yearly minimum temperatures. 

Warm spells (≤ 4 days) may occur during PW when the warm mid-latitude (mSp, xSp, cSp) 
air flows into Latvia. Such warm spells were noted in eight years of the eleven studied.. For 
instance, in the 2nd decade of the PW of 2000, when exceptionally mild south-western winds 
brought transformed maritime mid-latitude air xSp, the near surface daily air temperatures varied 
from +1.5°C to +5° C over the territory of Latvia.  

As a whole, November is drier than the previous months because the prevailing air mass 
temperatures are already quite low and therefore hold less moisture. Moreover, the frequency of 
continental air masses increases. Pre-winter showed a high annual variation of the prevailing air 
mass. On the one hand, in 2000 the mP air prevailed, while arctic air was not identified at all, 
and, on the other hand, in 1998 the cold air masses, primarily cP and xA air dominated for 
18 days, and mP air was identified only 3 days. As a result, November’s average temperatures 
showed almost the highest interannual variation. The standard deviation of surface air monthly 
mean temperatures and 850hPa pseudopotential temperatures was very high, too (Figures 7, 8). 

 
Midwinter, MW (beginning of December through third decade of January) 
In December-January the incoming short-wave radiation reaches the minimum and stays 

low in January, too. Rnt is negative. A persistent cloud cover resulting from both frequent 
frontal passages and establishing of air mass cloudiness (caused by cooling above a colder land 
surface) cuts off direct solar radiation. Thus, a favourable situation for the snow cover to last for 
an extended period of time sets in. In general, coming of December generally heralds the 
coming establishment of a continuous snow cover over Latvia (on average, December 8-29) 
except the coastal territories adjacent to the Baltic Sea, where it is established in the first decade 
of January. Yet, the seasons 1989/90 and 1992/93 didn’t see establishing of a continuous snow 
cover at all (Table 3). 

During northern hemisphere winters, because of larger radiation contrasts and a stronger 
equator-pole temperature gradient, westerly circulation is more vigorous and moves fronts and 
air masses through the mid-latitudes. Therefore air masses moving relatively rapidly to Latvia 
from either source region either retain their initial properties or lose their humidity and cool 
down if their motion is less intensive. However, when the trajectory of mP air lies over western 
and central European land surface which is not covered with snow, it may transform into 
warmer and more stable air mass xPs.  

In MW, subpolar and arctic air masses prevail. In the 11-year period during December-
January the occurrence of temperate/warm mP and xP air was on average 34-38% and of winter 
air masses 34-27 %. Similarly to pre-winter, the frequency of the core air mass (mP air, which 
usually brings warming of weather and even thaws) was high at 21-24% (fronts excluded). With 
regard to snow cover, a distinction should be made among the subtypes of arctic air. The cA and 
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xA air and continental subpolar air cP would enable the existence of snow cover but would not 
increase its thickness, although cP air may produce light snowfall. In the 1990s the coldest cA 
air was identified only in the last week of December 1996. The temperature minimum over 
snow covered territories dropped to -30º to -36ºC. The xA air affected Latvia each January, yet 
it was not identified each December. The xA air brings the customary severe winter weather, 
when the daily average temperatures may fall to -25° or -26°C. The first half of MW 
(December) showed as high a frequency of continental air as the previous season (PW), but the 
second half was very much dominated by mP air.  

In mid-winter, a day or two may occur, when midlatitude (mSp, xSp) air arrives, and in 
January 1998 even subtropical xS air reached Latvia. These very warm air masses together with 
warmed subpolar air comprised together ca 30% (fronts excluded).  

As a whole, MW produced precipitation < 60 mm/month. In the 11-year period, MW was 
characterised by the lowest annual variation of the prevailing air mass frequency compared to 
other seasons. The standard deviation of monthly near surface air and 850 hPa pseudopotential 
temperatures were lower than in other winter months (Table 1, Figure 8). However, it should be 
noted that the present study did not include any winter with an extended inflow of cA air 
because 1987/1988 was the start of a period of relative mild winters. January 1987 is known to 
be the coldest on 100-year record. An unusually cold outbreak of cA air from the north-east 
brought near record low January temperatures (-37°C) and a record long period of very low 
(-25° to -30°C) temperatures.  

 
Late winter, LW (third decade of January to end of February) 
In early February the incoming short-wave radiation starts gradually increasing and 

doubles by the end of the month (98 MJ/m²). Regardless of the slight increase of solar radiation, 
February was the coldest month in five of the 11 years. Late winter is dominated by subpolar 
and arctic air masses. In the 11-year period the frequency of temperate/warm mP and xP air was 
39% and that of winter air (xA, mA, cP) 32% (fronts excluded). With an exception of the 
extremely warm February 1990 with only a couple of days of mA air, in late winter the 
frequency of arctic air masses slightly increased. Frosts are common and, although rarely, the 
cA air may affect Latvia. February 1994 was such a really cold month, with a minimum of –
29.4°C on the coldest day in Riga and even lower (-33°C) elsewhere in Latvia as a result of cA 
air. Late winter shows an increased occurrence of transformed maritime air masses. The reason 
for this is xA air, which is more frequent at this time than in any other month because a short 
period of anticyclonic weather often occurs in early February. The anticyclones often form over 
Northern Europe in maritime air of arctic origin, which gradually is transformed into xA air and 
brings severe frosts in cold Februaries. The air mass t850 and θ850 are almost the same as in 
January ( Figures 7, 8). 

LW showed the lowest frequency of warmed subpolar air Ps, and also mid-latitude and 
subtropical air. 

In February of 1990, which was the warmest February on a 100-year record, when 
precipitation was only in the form of rainfall, the unusual warmth “woke up” the dormant plants 
and birch sap started rising in the last week of February. It was an extremely warm month due to 
several spells of mid-latitude and even subtropical air. Average diurnal temperatures stayed 
above zero almost the whole month except 16-19 February.  

LW is a dry season. In the 11-year period, the mean monthly precipitation for February 
was 35 to 55 mm over the territory of Latvia and 45.7 mm in Riga, comprising here 7% of 
yearly precipitation. Unless anomalous warm weather occurs, a continuous snow cover is 
common for February, which is maintained and renewed by winter air masses. On the whole, 
February’s average temperatures showed more variation than any other month (10.5°C), and the 
standard deviation of near surface air temperature and 850 hPa pseudopotential temperatures 
θ850 was higher than in any other month (Table 1, Figure 8). 
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Pre-spring, PSP (end of February to end of March) 
Pre-spring is the season of transition from winter to spring. The decline of winter starts at 

the end of February, when Rnt on average becomes positive, and lasts until vernal equinox. 
From February to March the incoming short-wave radiation increases 2.5 times, reaching 
247 MJ/m², Rnt grows significantly and the solar heat increase is truly noticeable. However, the 
increase of air temperature is rather slow, and monthly mean temperatures from February to 
March increased by 2.7ºC (Riga).  

At the first glance, the landscape continues its winter dormancy, but flowering of alder 
(Alnus) and hazel (Corylus) starts, occasionally as early as the end of February. The first spring 
thaws occur, and pre-spring is known for the disappearance of a continuous snow cover, which 
occurs on average before March 31 over the whole territory of Latvia. The first migratory birds 
return. 

PSP is dominated by subpolar and arctic air masses. In the 11-year period, the frequency 
of temperate/warm mP and xP air was 31% and that of winter air (xA, mA, cP) was 42%, 
reaching the peak in their annual course. The cold cA air was no longer identified, because the 
region of its influence retreated northwards. The coldest March weather, with minimum 
temperatures of -20ºC and mid-day temperatures of up to -5ºC, is brought by transformed 
maritime arctic air xA. Of the three cold air masses the most frequent was mA air and slightly 
less frequent was cP air. High occurrence of winter air masses favours longer duration of snow 
cover or enables the development of snow cover after a warm February. In March 1996 the 
above air masses dominated for 22 days, prolonging the duration of snow cover, which started 
melting only in the beginning of April. On the other hand, March 1992 showed a low proportion 
of winter air masses (25%), which was the reason why snow cover melted already in the 
beginning of the month.  

Warm air masses may arrive either within the warm sector of a cyclone or along the ridge 
of high pressure. Periods of the presence of mid-latitude air masses occurred 8 years within 
11-year period. In 1990, even a brief period when subtropical air masses (mS, xS) were present 
occurred. Along with great diurnal temperature range, the warmest days (1-3 days/month) 
produced mid-day temperatures above +15ºC. On 19 March 1990 the mid-day temperature was 
+16.9ºC in Riga and +16.3ºC in Rezekne. Moreover, the daily temperature range was very high 
(12.4ºC in Rezekne). On average, the proportion of warm air masses in March was 23% (fronts 
excluded). PSP is notable for the highest average frequency of continental air (primarily cP and 
cPs) masses, which were more frequent in the first and second decade of March. Consequently, a 
characteristic feature of this season is great diurnal temperature range, particularly on days with 
clear skies or slight cloudiness, when continental or transformed maritime air prevails. This 
season is also characterised by a low amount of precipitation. During the 11-year period, the 
average monthly precipitation in March was less than 50 mm (Riga).  

In the 11-year period, the average heat content of March air masses expressed by θ850 was 
+12.8ºC, and the standard deviation of near surface air temperature and 850 hPa pseudopotential 
temperature was still high (Table 1, Figure 8). 

 
Early spring, ESP (end of March to middle of April) 
From March to April, the incoming short-wave radiation grows 1.5 times and Rnt triples 

(Tables 1, 2 and Figure 2). Landscapes have more than twelve hours of daylight. The growing 
net radiation is spent for melting snow and heating of soil. In early spring, snow melts 
completely. The snow cover disappears on average from March 29 (coastal territories adjacent 
to the Baltic Sea) till April 16 (the eastern part of Latvia). In the first half of April, the arctic air 
masses behind the cold front bring snow, and very often snow cover (even up to 10 cm) 
establishes itself for several days all over Latvia. This process may occur several times. 
Therefore the landscape of early spring is notable for the abundance of water on the ground and 
in the soil. More migratory birds return and the circulation of birch sap comes to an end. Unless 
some early coltsfoot decorates the landscape, it is meanwhile quite pale. 

Along with the increase of air mass temperature and heat content, the character of air 
mass transformation starts changing substantially. Moving eastward from the Atlantic Ocean, 
maritime air masses experience modification because of gradual heating from the underlying 
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land and loss of moisture, for instance mP→ xPs→ cSp or mA→ xP [Geb 1981]. Continental air 
is also transformed under growing solar radiation (cP→cPs). 

In ES the weather of Latvia is greatly influenced by anticyclonal atmospheric circulation. 
An area of high pressure may be located either over the European part of Russia, a ridge of high 
pressure may spread from the Azores High, but often a ridge of high pressure develops over 
Scandinavia behind a cold front. The latter passes quickly onwards and decays. Depending on 
the position taken up by the area of high pressure, transformed maritime air (xP, xPs or xSp ) or 
the corresponding subtype of continental air is identified. 

Reviewing of every-day air mass occurrence from vernal equinox to mid-April 
unambiguously showed that on average it was still the P+A pattern. The mP air together with xP 
air, its first modification, arrived on 36% and cold winter air masses (xA, mA, cP) prevailed on 
34% of days. However, a small increase of xPs air was observed, its frequency increasing to 
10% (fronts excluded). On the whole, warm (Ps, Sp) air masses arrived on average as often as in 
other P+A seasons (30%). Occasionally, ES may bring very warm weather, as was observed in 
1991, when mid-day temperature reached 18-20ºC. However, on average the expansion of the 
mid-latitude air source region from central and southern parts of Europe to the northeast is 
apparently gradual, and early spring gives no hint about it. Latvia starts receiving mid-latitude 
air masses from southern and central Europe, and from the southern part of Russia more often 
starting with the second half of April. 

On average, the high frequency of continental (mainly cP) air and transformed maritime 
air masses result in very low amounts of precipitation (Table 1).  

 
Full spring, FSP (middle of April to the first half of May) 
During this season, the majority of migratory birds have returned, almost the entire 

vegetation quite evidently comes back to life and the land becomes green. The birch trees are 
the first to unfold their leaves, with the earliest observed cases in the second decade of April. 
Another early species is black-currant, which commonly stays 1-2 weeks behind the birch. The 
sunshine duration is already around 8 hours, reaching 50% of the possible during this season, 
and its increase slows down (Table 2). However, Rnt and T are still growing noticeably. On 
average, from April to May Rnt increased by 165%, and Td from +5° to +10°C. 

Full spring may be named a season with no dominant air mass. The frequency of mid-
latitude (Sp) and warmed subpolar (Ps) air increases considerably while the influence of subpolar 
air (primarily continental type cP) decreases, so that the warm and temperate air masses become 
almost as frequent as the cold ones are. The coldest air mass of the season, i.e. xA air, was 
identified 4 years in the 11-year period, when cold spells occurred for 1-2 days. Maritime arctic 
air mA was identified each year with the same duration as xA air. In full spring and pre-
summer, the frequency of mP air is the lowest within the year, and it is regarded as a temperate 
air mass for this season. Air temperatures at mid-day may rise to +10º to +14ºC, dropping at 
night to around +5ºC. The cloud cover, including low clouds, brings about a small diurnal 
temperature range. The warm air masses (even subtropical air) arrive more often (Figure 6 ).  

It is noteworthy that transformed maritime air mass types become dominant (until late 
summer) and the frequency of oceanic air masses decreases while the rate of continental air 
masses does not change significantly. The transformed maritime air masses (xP, xPs and xSp) 
occur more often. The low degree of cloudiness and the presence of relatively cold (mA, cP) air 
result in low night-time temperatures and frost, but in mid-day the temperature often rises to 
+15° to + 20°C. The spells of cold air, although short-term and less frequent than in previous 
seasons, are more noticeable because they occur during the growing season and stand out 
against the background of higher frequency warm mid-latitude and subtropical air. Both the 
diurnal range and the daily means of air temperature are highly variable.  

As regards moisture regime, precipitation remains low and does not exceed 
evapotranspiration, while solar radiation and air temperature grows rapidly and the growing 
activity of vegetation also increases. Therefore the abundance of water on the soil surface and in 
soil, which is characteristic of ES landscape, disappears quite soon.  
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Pre-summer, PS (the first half of May to the beginning of June) 
In this short season, the incoming short-wave radiation and the net radiation rise as high 

as the yearly maximum and will not change substantially during the next two phases, but the air 
temperature experiences seasonal growth and the precipitation starts increasing. The last 
migratory birds have returned, vegetation is intensively growing and ever more blooming 
species burst into blossom. However, this is a phase of “environmental risk” because severe 
night frost may occur (temperature may drop to -5°C). 

In May, the warm air masses (Sp and S) are more frequent, and these comprised ca 32% 
of the monthly air masses (fronts excluded). The same rate remained in early summer and high 
summer, while the proportion between the subtypes was different and the heat content of these 
air masses gradually grew until the end of July. In May, the warm mid-latitude air xSp was 
identified more often. At mid-day, temperatures may rise to +18°,+20°C and even higher, to 
+25,+26°C. 

The frequency of mP air was as low as in the previous season. In PS cold/winter air 
masses xA, mA, cP, although less frequent, still arrive in Latvia. Transformed arctic air xA was 
brought infrequently (once in three years) for 1-2 days and it was identified only in the first half 
of May. mA air was identified briefly only from the second decade of May on,. It arrived almost 
each year (8:11). The relatively cold cP air was nearly of the same frequency.  

PS marks the end of the transition period to summer circulation, and in Latvia it manifests 
itself as a return of cold weather between 21 and 28 May. It is noteworthy that in 7 years of the 
11-year period, the above mentioned days were dominated either by mA, cP or xP air, the 
coolest air masses of this phase. Occasionally a snow layer of several centimeters may establish 
itself locally in mA air, but it melts within a short time. The fairly regular return of cold in 
Latvia in the third decade of May, when at night temperature falls to below +5°C and in mid-
day does not rise much above +10°C, might be well related to the cooling of St.Cyril Metodius 
in Bulgaria, described by Andreeva et.al (2003). She recognized that in the period 1981-2002 a 
regular St. Cyril Metodius cooling was observed towards May 24, and suggested that it could be 
attributed to a particular atmospheric circulation over Europe.  

Although the monthly mean temperature variations are decreasing as the warmest part of 
the year approaches, these still were high (6.1°C). For instance, in 1991, pre-summer brought 
only 1 day with mid-latitude air while the cold subpolar air xP prevailed 12 days, bringing dry 
weather and night frost. However, in the third decade maritime arctic air was identified, and, as 
result, the monthly temperature throughout Latvia was below +10°C. On the other hand, 
temperatures in May of 1993 reached record highs (even higher than in June), and weather was 
very dry because transformed maritime and continental mid-latitude air xSp and cSp was 
governing for 22 days and brought almost no precipitation. However, during the last week of 
May as a result of the passage of a cold front, temperatures dropped to typically from +°1 to 
+6°C at night and from +10° to +14°C at mid-day with night frost (-1° to -3°C) recorded. 

Notwithstanding the high occurrence of warm air masses and almost the summer level net 
radiation (ca 2.5-3 times higher than in September), the air temperature in May is usually low. 
On the one hand, the temperature of air masses in May is lower than in September and, on the 
other hand, the received solar energy is richly consumed for heating up the soil, moreover the 
vegetation increases evapotranspiration. 

 

Early summer, ES (beginning of June to end of June) 
With the beginning of this phase, the increase in diurnal temperature slows down. Yet, 

cool nights and days are also highly possible. By the end of early summer, the maximum 
number of blooming species are at full bloom and perhaps the highest increase in biomass 
production occurs. 

Early summer and the next two phases comprise together the Ps+Sp period, which shows a 
noticeable increase of warmed subpolar air xPs, the first modification of maritime subpolar air 
in summer time. The westerly airflow is less intense because the air pressure over the continent 
is not so high as in winter, and the cool Atlantic air may freely intrude far over Europe. The xPs 
air brings high-level and middle-level clouds, the temperatures fall as low as +11ºC during the 
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night, and rise to around +22ºC at mid-day. The average frequency of xPs air alone was 21%. 
Showers may occur, but these intersperse with sunny hours and almost clear skies. The warmed 
subpolar air Ps (either maritime or continental) may be regarded as relatively warm air. Almost 
the same temperatures are brought about by maritime mid-latitude air mSp. 

Mid-latitude air (xSp, cSp) and subtropical air (mS, xS) are the warmest air masses, and 
their occurrence was 32% (fronts excluded). In June 1999, a record high frequency of xS air of 
12 days/month was observed. Inflow of transformed maritime subtropical air xS may make 
near-surface temperatures rise to +27º to +29ºC in midday and at night-time to around +15º to 
+18ºC. It is brought to Latvia by southerly winds from the Mediterranean region or in other 
cases from the Black Sea region and the southern part of European Russia.  

The average frequency of regular subpolar air (mP, xP) masses, which are the relatively 
coldest in ES, was around 30%. There were two Junes in the 11-year period without a day with 
maritime subpolar air, and in both cases June showed the highest (1995) and the second highest 
(1999) average temperature of the year (+17.6ºC and +19.3ºC). Transformed maritime subpolar 
air xP predominantly arrives in Latvia from Scandinavia. The fresh xP air brings a low degree 
of cloudiness (high and middle level clouds) or almost clear skies, and the lowest June 
temperatures (less than +10ºC, even as low as +4ºC) at night-time and +18º to +20ºC at mid-
day. The average diurnal temperatures are around +11º ÷ +15ºC. The xP air was brought into 
Latvia in 10 years of the 11-year period. 

Starting from early June, the relatively cold mA and cP air become a rare occurrence, and 
towards the third decade commonly do not reach Latvia. mA air was identified in 3 years 
(1 day/month) of the 11-year period and cP air was identified only twice. A scattered night frost 
was recorded on 24 June, 1992.   

The second half of early summer commonly brings a week of cool weather with frequent 
rainfall because of high cyclonic activity and frontal passages. A 7-day period of cool weather, 
when 850hPa temperatures were noticeably lower than monthly mean temperature and surface 
temperatures followed that pattern, was found in 30 years of the 1958-1999 42-year period, i.e. 
the frequency was 71%. More often the cool weather brought by mP and xP air occurred around 
20-28 June. The relatively cold mP air brings cloudy and cool weather with rainfall, but xP air, 
arriving behind a cold front, is dryer and fresh. Night-time temperatures are only +9,+10°C, and 
the days are also cool (ca +13° to +16°C). Occasionally the cold air can hardly be differentiated 
from mA air, and under clear skies the cold air may cause local frost. Later waves of cool air are 
less pronounced and less regular in early, mid or late July. 

During early summer, the amount of precipitation is growing, and in some years June has 
been the wettest month.  

In the 11-year period, the average heat content of June air masses expressed by equivalent 
potential temperature θ850 was 35ºC, which was lower than in July-August. On the whole, June’s 
average temperatures (1990-2000) varied within the limits of 6ºC and the standard deviation of 
near surface air temperature and average equivalent potential temperature was falling.  

 
High summer, HS (end of June to end of July) 
High summer is a season when the air temperature reaches the maximum while the day-

length starts gradually decreasing. During the 11-year period, the net radiation does not show 
any hint of falling back, in most cases it is still higher than in June. Even at night, the air 
temperature is commonly above +10°C. By the third decade of July, all air masses, including 
the coolest ones, finally reach their highest temperature. High summer is generally reserved for 
late bloomers. It starts with blooming of lime trees. On the one hand, the number of blooming 
species and the biomass production is still very high. On the other hand, an increasing number 
of species is running to seed or ripening the fruits. The vegetation gradually loses the bright-
green colour, fades and becomes drab. On average, the amount of precipitation is higher than in 
the previous season, and the yearly maximum often occurs in July.  

In addition to the highest air mass temperatures and the highest heat content, the highest 
occurrence of xPs air and the warm xSp was identified. In high summer transformed air masses 
are very often arriving in Latvia. The occurrence of warm mid-latitude and subtropical air was 
of the same frequency (ca 32%) as in early summer, yet these air masses were warmer. High 
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summer showed a very low frequency of continental air masses, and at the same time it showed 
the lowest occurrence of the cold xP and mP air masses, thus justifying the “high” title. Periods 
of cool weather are usually less pronounced than in ES and occur with varying regularity at 
different times during HS. 

The xP air, which is the relatively coldest air mass of high summer, was identified on 
average on 9% of days, and arrived in Latvia with northerly and north-easterly winds, when 
anticyclones developed behind a cold front in maritime arctic air over Scandinavia. For 
instance, on 6 July 1992, when transformed maritime subpolar air affected Latvia, there was 
frost at grass level (-1º to -2ºC) in the eastern part of Latvia. In the xP air, the night-time 
temperatures commonly are as low as +6º to +12ºC and at mid-day +16º to +21ºC. The weather 
is dry or a light rainfall may occur. The xP air was identified 10 years in 11-year period. 

However, occasionally July is both the hottest and driest month. July 1994 was an 
unusually dry month. In the 2nd-3rd decades of July 1994, continental subtropical air cS was 
brought to Latvia. Mid-day temperatures rose to +º33 to +36ºC, and even at night-time the 
temperature was a very warm +15º to +20ºC. The diurnal temperature range was very large. 
Thunderstorms developed, particularly in the afternoon hours.  

In the 11-year period, the average heat content of July air masses expressed by equivalent 
potential temperature θ850 was 38ºC, which was the yearly maximum. On the whole, average 
July temperatures (1990-2000) varied within the limits of 4.2ºC above or below the mean, and 
the standard deviation of near surface air temperature and average equivalent potential 
temperature θ850 were the lowest. The amount of precipitation showed just the opposite, i.e. the 
standard deviation was the highest in July. On average, July was the second wettest month after 
October. 

 
Late summer, LS (end of July to end of August) 
The beginning of August clearly shows that the incoming short-wave radiation and the 

net radiation starts to fall rapidly, but the decrease of air temperature is less significant or does 
not even occur. The prevailing process for vegetation is running to seeds and ripening of fruits. 
The first flowers of the heather show themselves, thus heralding that the phenological year is at 
its turning point. The green colour of vegetation fades even more, uncut and depastured 
grasslands become dun, and the trees, primarily birch trees, show first signs of colouring. A 
characteristic feature of the landscape is the activity of migratory birds before their flying away.  

In the first decade of August the 850 hPa temperatures and pseudopotential temperatures 
of the airmasses are still at their maximum and start declining gradually in the coming decades 
(Figures 7, 8). Yet, the warm mid-latitude air, primarily xSp, doesn’t arrive as often as in HS, 
and the same refers to warmed subpolar air xPs. The frequency of relatively cool air masses (xP, 
mP) increased slightly, in particular xP air arrived more often. 

In some years August may be warmer than July. For instance, very sunny, warm, even 
hot, and unusually dry weather was observed in August of 1996 and 1997, when the amount of 
precipitation was less than 30 mm. The fine summer weather was due to governance of mid-
latitude and subtropical air masses associated with high-pressure conditions over central and 
western Europe and Scandinavia. The frequency of occurrence of the latter air masses was 12 
and 14 days (in 1997 and 1996, respectively). However, on average the arrival of mid-latitude 
and subtropical air was noticeably less frequent than in high summer. 

In cool nights of late summer, the night minimum in the air and on the soil surface may 
drop to +2° to 5°C, but in the 1990s frost was not observed. 

Since the mean 850 hPa pseudopotential temperature of August air masses over Latvia 
was almost as high as in July (+37.9°C), the average heat content of August air masses was 
almost the same. On the whole, August’s average temperatures (1990-2000) varied within the 
limits of 4.4ºC from the mean and the standard deviation of near surface air temperature. The 
amount of precipitation was almost as high as in HS. 

 
Early autumn, EA (end of August to second half of September) 
In September, the incoming short-wave radiation decreases, and in September it was just 

a half of that received in June-July. Toward the autumnal equinox the steepness of monthly air 
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temperature curve is the same as that of the incoming short-wave radiation or net radiation. 
However, in the mid-day (10-13 local time) the received short-wave radiation was, on average, 
nearly as high as in June. The first frosts may occur and the leaf colouring begins, which comes 
about with a significant drop in temperature. The frost-free period comes gradually to an end. 

Early autumn is a short phase of transition from the summer air mass pattern Ps+Sp to 
winter P+A pattern. Starting from early autumn the equator-pole temperature gradient gradually 
gets stronger and, as a result, the westerly circulation starts strengthening and moving 
equatorward, i.e. a transition to winter circulation occurs. The frequency of subpolar air 
increases to a considerable extent and in the 11-year period comprised on average 25% (fronts 
excluded) or 13 days/month. The increase occurred at the expense of mid-latitude Sp and 
warmed subpolar Ps air, the frequency of which decreased 1.5-2 times. In early autumn, cold air 
masses (mA, cP) start arriving in Latvia, and their frequency in the 11-year period was almost 
20%. Maritime arctic air mA and continental subpolar air was identified in 8 years out of 
11 years with average frequency of 2-3 days. A couple of episodes with transformed maritime 
arctic air xA were noted in the third decade of 1993 and 1996. Yet, these were associated with 
the inflow of maritime arctic air mA, which briefly showed particularly low values of 850 hPa 
temperature and pseudopotential temperature, which could be related to xA air. The above cold 
air masses are those to cause the first killing frosts. 

It is noteworthy that the frequencies of maritime air (different air mass types) increased, 
and, along with the decrease of the frequency of continental air masses, the frequency of 
transformed maritime air masses decreased noticeably. The amount of precipitation was slightly 
higher compared to August. 

Toward the end of September, after the first frosts, a period of calm, sunny weather with 
warm days, but cold nights and misty mornings may set in, yet it does not occur every year. 
This weather singularity, which is named “Old Wives’ summer” or summer-in-autumn, usually 
caused by an independent anticyclone formed either over European part of Russia or central 
Europe, lasts for at least three days (in Latvia, the longest period was around 14 days). 
Sometimes such weather may set in during the first half of October. Regardless of the exact 
timing of the return of summer, this period is governed by mid-latitude and subtropical air, 
primarily, xSp, cSp, xS or even cS air. The diurnal temperatures vary greatly. 

 
Conclusions 
The location of Latvia in the area where on the one hand the boreal and nemoral zones 

and on the other hand the regions of oceanic and continental climate meet causes the landscapes 
to go through 12 seasonal states or seasons, which depend both on the annual cycle of insolation 
and air mass occurrence. Regarding the seasonal patterns of Latvia’s boreo-nemoral landscapes, 
the most notable conclusions are as follows. 

The period of positive net radiation is two times longer than the period of negative net 
radiation, and during 2.5 months (middle of May to end of July) the curve of mean annual net 
radiation has reached the highest values and stays at this level. This period of time (pre-summer, 
early summer and high summer) coincides with the main portion of the vegetation period and is 
typified by a large amount of precipitation. During this same period, in early summer, 
evaporation reaches yearly maximum and the time of minimum runoff sets in. 

The season with the highest upward gradients of net radiation and air temperature are 
early spring (starts just after vernal equinox or even before it) and full spring (second half of 
April to beginning of May). Yet, it is the time of the lowest amount of precipitation and the 
highest runoff, too. On the other hand, autumn equinox, which coincides with a steep downward 
gradient of net radiation and air temperature, opens the autumn season of maximum 
precipitation, very low evaporation and gradual increase of runoff, designated full autumn 
(October). 

In Latvia, just as throughout the whole boreo-nemoral ecotone, which belongs to the area 
of humid climate, on average 4 months/year (April-July) evaporation exceeds the amount of 
precipitation, 4 months/year (August-October, March) it is less than the amount of precipitation 
and the remaining 4 months (November-February) evaporation is small and may be considered 
as zero, but precipitated water is accumulated in the form of snow (and ice). Besides, 
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1-2 months a year (April and part of March) the runoff exceeds precipitation and evaporation. 
Thus, the mean annual water balance of Latvia’s landscapes viewed from a time dimension is a 
diachronous cycle of three essentially different periods: “overconsumption”, “compensation” 
and “conservation” of water (Figure 4). 

Although winter (period of negative net radiation) in Latvia lasts only 4 months (end of 
October to end of February), for 9 months the most frequent air masses are these of subpolar 
(subarctic) origin and arctic air arrives. Only three summer months show a slight prevalence of 
warmed subpolar air, which occurs relatively often during other seasons (including winter), too. 
Another air mass type characteristic of spring and summer seasons – mid-latitude air – is a rare 
air mass from autumn till early spring, and subtropical air is brought to Latvia almost only in 
summer (Figure 9). Apparently, such pattern of air mass frequency may be explained by the 
location of Latvia on the northern edge of the mid-latitudes. 

 

 
Figure 9. Monthly mean frequency (number of days) of air mass types in Riga (1990-2000). Left: transformed 

maritime, continental and maritime types and fronts; right: arctic (A), subpolar (P), warmed subpolar (Ps), 
mid-latitude (Sp) and subtropical (S) air masses. 

 
 
The location of Latvia between the oceanic and inner continental regions brings about the 

prevalence of transformed maritime air masses over maritime and continental air. Yet, from a 
seasonal viewpoint, transformed maritime air masses prevail only in spring and summer, 
reaching the highest frequency in early summer, but in autumn and winter, maritime air masses 
prevail and their occurrrence is the highest in full autumn. Typical continental air does not occur 
often in Latvia (particularly in late winter and early summer), and a slightly higher occurrence 
was observed only at the beginning and the end of spring. 

In general, each season may be distinguished by a definite pattern of solar radiation, 
distinctive state of heat and water balance, biological turnover, phenological phase of animate 
nature and a distinctive occurrence of different air mass types and their particular “association”. 
During each season these variables show a particular combination on numerical values and a 
distinctive landscape image. Every season has an effect on the state of landscape in the 
following seasons (theoretically – throughout the year). Transitions between the seasons are 
both gradual and sharp, but in all cases these may be clearly identified by several quantitative 
and qualitative features. 

The presented conclusions still would need to be studied in greater detail, adjusted and 
better interpreted from a geographical viewpoint. In this regard, systematic measurements of 
energy and mass exchange, and phenological observations in long-term terrestrial research 
stations, combined with an efficient application of data obtained by remote sensing would be 
necessary [Krauklis 2003]. At the same time both the idea and results of the study would be 
useful for launching basic research in landscape ecology and climatology. Moreover, these 
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might contribute to advancing the UNESCO Program Man and Biosphere, the UN International 
Geosphere-Biosphere Program and to implementing the European Landscape Convention 
accepted by the Council of Europe in 2000. 
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Character of ice regime in Latvian rivers 
 
Agrita Briede, Māris Klaviņš, Valērijs Rodinovs, and Lita Lizuma 
 
Abstract 
Different aspects of the ice regime of rivers in Latvia were studied. For all rivers in Latvia 

the ice cover periods have been shorter during the last decades. However, the long records of 
collected ice data for the Daugava River (started from 1529) indicate that oscillation around 
mean values is normal. Climate during the cold season, and thus also the ice regime, is very 
much influenced by oscillation patterns of the North Atlantic. 

 
Key words: ice regime of rivers, long-term changes, NAO indexes 
 
Introduction 
There is a need to apply a multitude of different factors to the evaluation of climate 

change and the patterns of processes in the environment. Records of ice freeze-up and break-up 
times in rivers allow for assessment of long-term and seasonal variability of the climate, 
especially in regard to climate change [Livingstone 1997; Magnuson et al. 2000). There are 
three major reasons why ice regime studies are important: (a) since calendar dates of freezing 
and thawing of lakes and rivers have been recorded in many rivers (also in Latvia) well before 
scientific observations in Latvia began, the data covers a longer period than that of other 
hydrological factors; (b) the ice regime influence the hydrological regime during the period of 
maximal discharge of accumulated atmospheric precipitation; (c) ice conditions are sensitive 
and reliable indicators of climate.  

Winter ice regimes have been observed to be related to the North Atlantic Oscillation 
(NAO) pattern [Hurell 1995; Osborn et al. 1999] of large-scale anomalies in the North Atlantic 
atmospheric circulation. Moreover, the Southern Oscillation has been proven to also be able to 
influence the ice regime of lakes and rivers in the Northern Hemisphere [Robertson et al.2000]. 
The so-called positive phases of NAO (associated with strong westerly winds and increased 
flow of warm and moist air to Western Europe) cause warmer and later winters, and early 
springs [Hurrell 1995; Paeth et al. 1999; Chen and Hellström 1999]. The air temperature regime 
and the occurrence of warm rainfall, influenced by airflows from the North Atlantic (indicated 
by NAO), significantly affect the ice regime [Loewe and Koslowski 1998], and hence also the 
river discharge pattern [Hurrell and van Loon 1997]. Furthermore, global warming processes 
may constitute another major factor influencing the ice regime [Ruosteenoja 1986; Singh et al. 
2000]. Break-up dates for the last two centuries on rivers in the Northern Hemisphere provide 
consistent evidence of later freezing and earlier break-up [Magnuson et al. 2000]. Since easily 
identifiable parameters describing ice break-up have been recorded for a long period of time 
[Beltaos 1997; Benson et al. 2000; Likens 2000; Arai 2000] several studies have analyzed ice 
regime trends for inland waters. These studies have clearly shown long-term climate changes, as 
well as the dependence of natural processes and the ice regimes of surface waters in Northern 
Europe on the NAO [Yoo and D’Odorico 2002]. The ice regime of the Baltic Sea has been 
previously analyzed using a historical time series of ice break-up at the port of Riga [Jevrejeva 
2001] in order to reconstruct climatic history [Tarand and Nordli 2001]. 

It is the aim of this study to analyse the different aspects of the ice regime in Latvia, in 
order to put the recent shortening of the ice cover into a long-term perspective.  

 
Sources and methods 
The first time series of ice break-up data for the River Daugava was published by P. 

Stakle (1931), which also has been used for this study. Data on temperature records for the 
period 1795 to 2002 was obtained from the Meteorological Station at the University of Latvia in 
Riga. Before analyses the standard homogeneity test was applied on the data set [Lizuma and 
Briede 2003].  
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During the study period, the sampling and observation methods followed standard 
approaches and historical observations were re-evaluated to adjust them for existing time-
counting principles [Stakle 1931]. No replacements of the data were made and only original 
data were used in this study.  

To investigate the links to wide-scale climatic forcing, we used the extended NAO index 
[Luterbacker et al. 2002]. 

The multivariate Mann-Kendall [Hirsch et al. 1982; Hirsch and Slack 1984] test for 
monotone trends in time series of data grouped by sites, plots, and seasons was chosen for 
determination of trends, as it is a relatively robust method concerning missing data yet avoid the 
strict requirements regarding data heteroscedasticity. The Mann-Kendall test was applied 
separately to each variable at each site, at a significance level of p<0.5. A trend was considered 
as statistically significant at the 5 % level if the test statistic was greater than 2 or less than -2. 

 
Results and discussion 
The climate, hydrological processes, and ice regime of inland waters of Latvia occur in 

the context of its physico-geographic characteristics: a relatively flat surface topography (57 % 
of Latvia’s territory located below 100 m above sea level) and dominance of Quaternary glacial 
and ancient sea sediments (parent soil materials consist of moraine loam and sands). The 
climate is humid (the mean precipitation ranges from 600 to 850 mm per year) and 
comparatively cold and the area supports a dense net of rivers (the mean density of the river 
network is 588 m per 1 km2).  

The long-term variability of the seasonal air temperature is shown in Figure 1. The 
seasonal air temperatures, according to records from the Meteorological Station at the 
University of Latvia in Riga, have changed substantially during the last 200 years (1795-2002). 
The air temperatures in winter have increased by 1.9 ºC, in spring by 1.3 ºC and in autumn by 
0.7 ºC. The mean annual temperature has increased by 1.0 ºC. In comparison with the long-term 
mean (1961-1990), the lowest mean temperature occurred during the period from 1830 to 1930, 
measured for annual and seasonal temperatures (autumn, spring, and summer). Winter season 
temperatures have been increasing gradually since the 19th century. During the 
1830-1930 period the long-term minimum was not reached.  

Notable increases of winter and spring air temperatures have been observed since the 
1970’s. 

There exist direct links between temperature and ice regime on rivers. The time series of 
ice break-up dates for the Daugava River at Daugavpils (Table 1) indicates a mean date of 
April 3. In comparison with the other rivers studied, the break-up time can differ by more than 
one month, depending on the distance from the Baltic Sea and Gulf of Riga, as well as on river 
catchment’s characteristics.  

A decreasing linear trend indicates that ice break-up dates are coming earlier (Table 1). 
The calculated regression equation estimated that the time of ice cover during the 20th century 
(observation periods of 77-60 years, depending on river station) was shifting to an earlier time 
by 2.8 to 5.1 days every 10 years.  

In general, the shift in the ice break-up in rivers towards earlier dates, indicating an earlier 
start of flooding, can explain the increase of winter runoff of rivers in Latvia. This is thought to 
be associated with climatic variability, as indicated by temperature charts. However, differences 
are evident for the rivers studied and the changes have not been consistent for different time 
periods. For example, a shift of ice break-up to an earlier time has not been a typical feature for 
the entire period of observations for the Daugava (Figure 2). The downward trend was 
expressed more during the last 150 years, and especially during the last 30 years. No downward 
trend was detected for the initial period, which includes the Little Ice Age. Lengths of periods 
are not equal and mild winters can be followed by hard winters. However, the periodicity cannot 
be considered as a fixed cycle and it is more likely a quasi-periodic process. 
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Figure 1.  Mean annual temperatures observed in Riga for winter (December-February), spring 

(March-May), and autumn (September-November). The reference level is the mean, for the period 
1961-1990. 
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Table 1
Basic characteristics and ice regimes of the rivers studied 

 

River-sampling station 

Distance 
from 

Baltic Sea 
or Gulf of 
Riga, km 

Basin area, 
km2 

Runoff, 
km3 

Length of 
observatio
ns, years 

Mean date 
of freeze 

over 

Mean date 
of break-

up 

Average 
number of 
days with 
ice cover 

 

Decrease, 
days/ 

10year 
p=0.17 
(95%) 

Daugava-Daugavpils 370 64500 14.38 1925-2000 24. Nov. 03. Apr. 101 2.8 

Lielupe-Mezotne 100 9390 1.76 1921-2000 26. Nov. 27. Mar. 86 3.0 

Venta-Kuldiga 60 8320 2.09 1926-2000 02. Dec. 22. Mar. 65 3.2 

Gauja-Sigulda 40 8510 2.23 1939-2000 01. Dec. 30. Mar. 78 4.1 

Salaca-Lagaste 20 3220 0.97 1927-2000 26. Nov. 29. Mar. 77 5.1 

Pededze-Litene 350 978 0.26 1959-2000 17. Nov. 02. Apr. 108 - 

Berze-Balozi 50 904 0.16 1960-2000 05. Dec. 14. Mar. 80 - 

  

 
Figure 2.  Time series of ice break-up dates in Daugava River (dashed line shows trend from 1860-2003, 

and continuous line from 1530-1859) 
 
Similar trends of ice break-up were obtained using data from the Lielupe, Salaca, Venta, 

Berze, and Gauja rivers (Figure 3). The applied Man-Kendall test verified that the number of 
days during which a river is covered with ice has been significantly decreasing. A downward 
trend was obtained for all seven selected rivers, located in different parts of Latvia (Table 2). 
The trends were statistically significant (less than -2) for the Salaca, Gauja, and Berze. 

As mentioned before, processes over North Atlantic have a significant influence on 
climate in winter season in Latvia (December, January and February). It is clearly shown by 
correlation coefficients recorded between days with ice cover in rivers and its correlation with 
NAO indexes (Table 2).  
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Figure 3. Time series of ice break-up dates in the Lielupe, Salaca, and Venta rivers. 
 

 
Table 2 

Days with ice cover in rivers and correlation with NAO indexes (December-March) 

 Lielupe 
1920-2000 

Daugava 
1925-2000 

Salaca 
1926-2000 

Venta 
1926-2000 

Gauja 
1939-2000 

Pededze 
1959-2000 

Berze 
1960-2000 

Correlation with 
NAO-index-DJFM 

-0.52 -0.54 -0.44 -0.62 -0.57 -0.60 -0.70 

p-value (one-sided test) <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 
Mann-Kendall test 
criteria 

-1.533 -1.849 -2.547 -1.737 -2.146 -1.831 -2.467 

p-value (one-sided test) 0.063 0.032 0.005 0.041 0.016 0.034 0.007 

* -  The trend can be considered as statistically significant at the 5 % level if the test statistics is greater than 2 or less 
than -2 

 
Figure 4 depicts the wintertime series of the NAO index during the 20th century and the 

sum of negative temperatures in Riga. In Figure 4 wintertime refers to the values averaged for 
the time span from December to February. Strong negative correlations between the NAO index 
and the sum of negative temperatures show that processes over North Atlantic are the driving 
forces for climate in winter in the territory of Latvia. According to our data, the same character 
appears for correlations of monthly mean temperatures and NAO winter indexes. Variability of 
spring and summer temperatures is not influenced by the NAO index. Strong correlations 
between NAO indexes are typical for the winter season (0.81) and also for autumn (0.44).  

The relationship in the cold period highlights the fine linkages between the large-scale 
NAO forcing and the regional scale climate processes in Latvia. Moreover, the negative 
correlations of winter temperatures and NAO indexes are stronger for the last 100 years. 

 
Conclusions 
Several conclusions can be made concerning climatic, hydrological parameters, and ice 

break-up dates in the rivers of Latvia: 
• A significant increasing temperature trend was observed for the winter period (1.9 oC 

since 1795). There is a pronounced linear change, overlain by periodic oscillations.  
• The ice cover period in the rivers selected has been decreasing. For the last 30 years ice-

covered period has been reduced from 2.8 up to 5.1 days for every 10 years.  
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• The pronounced negative correlation and periodicity have been obtained between the sum 
of negative temperature and NAO winter indexes. Moreover, negative correlations of 
winter temperatures and NAO indexes are stronger for the last 100 years. There is no 
marked interconnection between air temperatures in summer, spring and NAO indexes, 
due to possible influence of other atmospheric circulation patterns. 

• Time of the ice break-up depends not only on meteorological conditions in a particular 
year and the distance from Baltic Sea, but also on changes in North Atlantic patterns. The 
trends are not consistent between periods, while changes between mild and hard winters 
are clearly seen. The periodicity cannot be considered as a fixed cycle and it appears 
more like a quasi-periodic process. 
 

 
Figure 4. Time series of NAO (October to April) and sum of days with negative temperature 

(Meteorological Station, University of Latvia) 
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Local changes in the landscape structure of Kurzeme  
during the 20th century 

 
Zanda Penēze, Oļģerts Nikodemus, Ineta Grīne, Inga Rasa, Simon Bell 

 
 
Abstract 
This article analyses the factors causing changes in land use in Kurzeme (Courland), the 

Western part of Latvia, in the 20th and 21st centuries with the aim of prognosticating of 
landscape development. 

The territory chosen for investigation is the parish of Gudenieki situated on the Western 
slope of the Western Kursa Uplands. Topographical maps, aerial photos, maps of land use and 
statistic data have been used to analyse the dynamics of landscape, structuring and factors 
influencing them. GIS methods have been used for the analysis of data in land use changes. 

The research shows that changes in landscape structure are not the same in all regions of 
Latvia. They depend not only on the natural base, but also on human factors. Under the 
influence of current social, economic and political processes, Latvia may experience increased 
marginalization of these uplands, which in turn will favour the formation of a more 
homogeneous landscape. 

 
Keywords: landscape structure, land use, marginalization, factors, parish of Gudenieki.  
 
Introduction 
During the last fifty or sixty years, Europe as well as other parts of the world, have 

experienced fundamental transformations of landscape structure caused by political and social-
economic changes, such as political regime changes, political decisions, development of 
technologies, demand for food and consumer goods, globalisation, and growth of the world’s 
population. All this has led to intensified human influence upon landscape structure. As a result, 
existing mosaic type landscapes have been transformed into landscapes of vast monofunctional 
agricultural lands or forests [Palang et al. 1998]. Landscape polarisation is the result of land 
intensification and abandonment, exaggerating natural heterogeneity which is caused by the 
variety of traditional agricultural and environmental factors, such as relief, soils and climate 
[Fjellstad, Dramstad 1999]. 

Studies of the situation in the Vidzeme Uplands in Latvia show that changes in land use 
structure in the 20th century are closely linked with natural factors (fertility of the soils, 
dampness), structural factors (transport infrastructure), political and economic factors (change 
of political regimes, process of collectivisation, concentration of settlement, drainage of 
agricultural lands, and the formation of large-scale farms) [Nikodemus et al. 2004; Grīne et al. 
2003]. After the occupation of 1940 the existing mosaic-type structure of rural landscape was 
obliterated, the boundaries and landmarks of private lands destroyed [Melluma 1994]. After 
World War II small fields, meadows, and pasture lands situated close to forests, as well as areas 
with poor roads located far from the centres of collective farms, became excluded from 
agricultural use and turned into woodland. Thus during the period from 1940 till 1993 the 
territory of meadows and pasture land has decreased by 853 000 hectares or by 51.5%. This has 
mainly been the case with forest meadows and meadows and pastures situated far from 
economic centres and large-scale farms [Pirksts (ed.) 1995]. The extent of woodland and forest 
territories increased considerably. In 1939 forests occupied 27% of the territory of Latvia, 
whereas in 1973 forests already covered 37% of the country. In 1990 forests covered 42.6% of 
the land surface. The increase of woodland has principally affected hilly areas and marginal 
lands [Melluma 1994]. After the restoration of Latvian independence the ensuing agrarian 
reform of 1989-1990 changed land ownership. Lands were returned to former owners or divided 
up between members of collective farms. The formation of small farms unable to compete, lack 
of sound development, absentee ownership – all these factors favoured the formation of fallow-
land and brushland of all the factors influencing land use, the human factor is the most 
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important [Grīne et al. 2003]. The farmer’s wish to cultivate his own land – something that he 
had been forbidden to do for years – and to supply his family with food, is the determinant 
factor of land use in the Latvian agricultural landscape. 

The aim of this article is to analyse factors which have determined land use in Gudenieki 
parish of the Kuldīga district during the previous century. The results obtained form the basis 
for forecasting the probable transformations of the landscape when economic factors will 
determine land use. 

 
Sources and Methods 
Gudenieki parish is situated in Western part of Latvia (Figure 1). The population in 2004 

was 882 people. Only 31% of the population lived in villages (Gudenieki, Birži). The parish has 
one of the greatest densities of population and largest number of detached homesteads in the 
Kuldīga district [Kūle, Rasa 2001]. The territory under discussion is an outlying district of 
Kuldīga district, comparatively far from the main highways and economically active centres. 

 
Figure 1. Location of the Gudenieki parish 
 
At the beginning of the 21st century Gudenieki parish had one of the lowest indices of 

development in the Kuldīga district. People’s income was low too [Bauere (ed.) 2003]. 
Agricultural lands occupy 57.5% of the land (or 6468 hectares). Gudenieki parish excels among 
other parishes of Kuldīga district with the largest amount of arable lands – 75.7% [Nikodemus 
2000]. 63.4% of the agricultural lands have been reclaimed by improved drainage.  

Natural conditions in the parish are diverse. The eastern part of the parish is occupied by 
the Kurmāle Hillock (Figure 2). The mosaic type of landscape structure is determined by the 
undulating relief, loamy and sand-loamy soils, and variation in moisture content. The central 
part of the parish is occupied by the flat Apriķi Plain where clay soils predominate. The plain 
has been well – cultivated with arable lands predominating. The western part is occupied by 
Piemare Plain covered by forests. Here sandy soils predominate. 
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Figure 2. Physical-geographical regions of the Gudenieki parish 
 
Research methods 
In the study of landscape structure dynamics in the parish, topographic maps of 1929 

(showing the situation in 1911) and 1960 have been used, as well as the land use plan of 1990. 
For the mapping of overgrown fields aerial photos of 1998 have been used. The analysis of 
factors influencing changes in landscape structure is based on statistic data about the territory of 
Gudenieki parish, namely, the data of the State Archives concerning the population, collective 
farms, the development of the local administrative system; the land use data of Gudenieki parish 
and the data from the State Land Service, evaluating the quality of land and maps of the local 
authorities during the Soviet period. 

Spatial processing of the data and analysis of changes in land use has been carried out 
with the help of GIS software Arc View. 

 
Results and Discussion 
Despite the differences in relief and soils, agricultural lands predominated in the whole 

territory of Gudenieki parish at the beginning of the 20th century. This factor accounts for the 
dominant open type of cultural landscape (Figure 3a). Larger tracts of forests were situated in 
the outlying territories of the parish in damper places with less fertile soils. Small patches of 
forests were found in both plain and hilly parts of the parish. The structure of settlement 
depended on the natural conditions, road infrastructure, and the placement of manor houses. 
Owing to more fertile soils, the Apriķi Plain had a denser network of detached farmsteads, in 
comparison with Kurmāle Hillock downs and the Piemare Plain. 

Detached farmsteads were not erected in the vicinity of manor houses (Figure 3a). The 
Adze Manor house, with its surrounding farmsteads, is rather an exception. Manor houses in the 
territory of Latvia appeared in the 13th century. Later in the 14th century they developed as 
centres of agricultural production. The manor houses were usually surrounded by large 
cultivated fields. Land owned by peasants was situated in the periphery, where natural 
conditions were poorer [Potapova 1977]. The placement of manor house lands in the 14th-17th 
centuries influenced the distribution of detached farmsteads in Gudenieki parish at the 
beginning of the previous century. 
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Figure 3.  Land use in the Gudenieki parish in the 20th century: a) at the beginning of the century; b) in the 

middle of century; c) at the beginning of the 90ties 
 
During the 20’s and 30’s of the previous century, the years of Latvia’s independence, the 

density of farmsteads and the number of population in the parishes increased (Figure 3a). In 
1935 the population in Gudenieki parish and Basi parish (today they both are included in 
Gudenieki parish) was 2551 people (Figure 4).  

The example of Gudenieki parish shows a landscape which was typical of Latvia before 
World War II. It was characterised by open agrarian landscapes and closed forest landscapes, 
with a mosaic type of structure that included fields, grasslands, forests, rivers, lakes, and 
farmsteads [Melluma 1994] that had been preserved till the 60s of the 20th century. 
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The structure of land use has not experienced major changes. As it used to be earlier, 
arable land, natural meadows and pasture land dominate (Table 1). Changes in these landscape 
elements determine the design of the landscape. It is also an important factor for the existence of 
plant and animal species diversity. The prevalence of agricultural lands in Gudenieki parish in 
the 30’s of the 20th century was determined by relatively fertile soils, network of good roads, 
and a high density of detached farmsteads. 
 

Table 1 
Structure of land use in the territory of Gudenieki parish in 1935 and 2004 

Area in hectares 
Land use type 

1935 2004 

Arable lands 4443 4896 

Meadows 2666 

Pasture land 2501 
1572 

Forests 1086 3286 

Fens 372 370 

Other land use 702 1106 

Total 117 70 112 30 
 
The population in the parish shrank drastically after deportations which followed the 

occupation (215 people were deported in 1941 and 1949) and as a result of World War II 
(Figure 4). The first radical changes in the structure of land use appeared after World War II. 
The flat Western area with moist natural meadows and pasture land had turned into an 
overgrown area with patches of woodland, while the undulating Eastern part, with patches of 
new forests, formed a mosaic-type of landscape (Figure 3b). Between 1950 and 1960 large 
territories of agricultural lands were fallowed and they became overgrown with bush. During 
this period primary landscape succession biotopes characteristic of Latvia began to appear on 
the Apriķi Plain, which is situated on a layer of glaciolimnic clay. The predominant biotopes 
include the pine-tree (Pinus sylvestris), the birch (Betula pendula), the juniper (Juniperus 
communis), and the heather (Calluna vulgaris). During subsequent years junipers spread over 
the meadows, forming biotopes where Calluna vulgaris, Carex pilulifera, and Nordus stricta 
predominate. In 1994 territories with the above-mentioned species of flora were made into 
restricted zones. After World War II a vast tract of forest developed in Piemare Plain. The 
above-mentioned tendencies in land use have continued (Figure 3c, Figure 7).  
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Figure 4. Changes in the population numbers in Gudenieki parish during the 20th-21st centuries 
 
As a result of settlement centralisation during the Soviet period five villages have 

appeared in the territory of the parish, namely Ludženieki (with 61 inhabitants – data of 1989), 
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Gudenieki (197 inhabitants), Gudenieki Manor (25 inhabitants) Birži (101 inhabitants), Basi 
(21 inhabitants). The territories of the villages are in close connection with previous manor-
houses (Basi, Gudenieki Manor, Birzi). Due to the centralisation of the settlement and drainage 
of agricultural lands the number of detached farmsteads has shrunken (Figure 3c). Natural 
transformation of agricultural lands into woodland and disappearance of detached farmsteads 
are closely linked with drainage of agricultural lands in the 60’s of the 20th century (Figure 5). 

 
Figure 5. Drainage of agricultural lands in the Gudenieki parish 
 
The map of land quality (Figure 6) shows that the most fertile agricultural lands in 

Gudenieki parish are situated in the centre of the parish, where large tracts of arable lands were 
developed for collective farms. 

The quality of land (fertility of the soil, relief, moisture, size, and configuration of the 
fields), distributions of the centres of economic activities (villages and larges-scale farms) have 
promoted landscape marginalization during the Soviet period. As it has been pointed out by 
Brouwer et al., marginalization of the landscape is possible on various geographical levels – 
regional, local, single farm [Brouwer et al. 1996]. As studies of Latvian uplands show (Western 
Kursa Uplands in Gudenieki parish and Vidzeme Uplands in Taurene parish [Grīne et al. 2003], 
during Soviet times Latvia experienced landscape marginalization on the local level. The 
process was caused by both natural factors (the quality of land) and state policy (carrying out 
the process of concentrating settlement). In Nordic countries marginalization takes place in 
semi-open mosaic type landscapes as they gradually change into forest landscapes [Ihse 1995], 
whereas in Latvia, during the Soviet period, marginalization occurred in open landscapes of 
agricultural lands when they changed into forest landscapes instead of natural pastures and 
meadows or mosaic-type landscapes (in undulating areas). Therefore landscape transformations 
in Latvia during the Soviet period cannot be approached unequivocally. On the one hand, it is 
homogenisation of the landscape, when vast homogeneous territories of agricultural lands or 
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forests have appeared. On the other hand, it is heterogenisation, resulting in the appearance of 
mosaic-type landscape in undulating areas. 

 
Figure 6. Map of land quality in the Gudenieki parish 
 
Explorations of Vidzeme Uplands [Nikodemus et al. 2004; Grīne et al. 2003] and studies 

of tendencies in land use in Gudenieki parish show that great transformations in landscape 
structure have taken place after the restoration of Latvia’s independence. The transformations 
mainly affect agricultural lands laid fallow and gradually turning into brushland. At the present 
time agricultural lands with managed drainage are used intensively. They occupy the greatest 
part of the territory of the parish. Extensive tracts of agricultural lands are cultivated by Danish 
farmers. They are better provided with agricultural machinery and the latest technologies than 
local farmers. The territory farmed by Danes constitutes 1941 hectares or 17% of all agricultural 
land in the parish. The undrainaged meadows and pastures gradually turn into brushland 
(Figure 7). Disappearance of wetlands and grasslands has resulted in deterioration of the 
environmental structure of the landscape, which in its turn is a threat to the biological diversity 
of the landscape [Poudevigne et al. 1997]. As studies in Latvia show, transformation of 
agricultural lands, including meadows and pastures, into woodland, affects not only the visual 
quality of the landscape but also its biological diversity [Priednieks et al. 1999]. In the above-
mentioned restricted area in Gudenieki parish junipers give way to brushland. 

When comparing changes in the mosaic-type landscape in the Taurene parish of Vidzeme 
Uplands [Grīne et al.  2003] and in Gudenieki parish of Rietumkursa Uplands, one can see that, 
despite similar relief, the process of overgrowing with brush is less intensive in Gudenieki 
parish than in Taurene parish. Partly it is due to the fact that, as mentioned before, a large part 
of agricultural land is cultivated by Danish farmers. Moreover, Kurzeme has long-standing 
farming traditions. During the period of the First Independent State of Latvia Kurzeme had a 
greater number of large scale farms (with over 50 hectares) than Vidzeme, a factor 
economically and psychologically favouring agricultural land use. It proves the earlier 
expressed assumption [Nikodemus et al. 2004; Grīne et al. 2003] that at the turn of the 
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20th century human factors play an essential role in the development and transformations of the 
structure of landscape. 

 
Figure 7. Land use in the Gudenieki parish at the end of the 90ties of the 20th century 
 
Conclusion 
One can agree with the view held by Latvian scholars that in the middle of the 

19th century the borders of larger tracts of forest and forest areas became distinct [Melluma, 
Leinerte 1992]. However, in the 20th century, as a result of landscape marginalization, uplands 
of Latvia experienced essential transformations of the landscape into a mosaic-type of landscape 
characterized by mixed agricultural and forest lands. However, large scale drainage projects 
produced large, open agricultural landscapes in Latvian uplands. As a result of landscape 
succession, in some deserted agricultural lands peculiar biotopes, unusual for the particular 
environment, have developed, such meadows and forests with junipers. They characterise a 
definite stage of landscape succession. To preserve them special methods of cultivation should 
be applied. 

Moreover, consolidation of agricultural lands and drainage projects resulted in the 
formation of open agricultural landscapes. After the restoration of Latvian independence much 
agricultural land was fallowed and gradually allowed to turn into brushland. Transformations of 
the landscape occur differently in the various regions of Latvia. They are caused by natural 
conditions and human factors. It is likely that after joining the European Union, competition and 
other economic factors marginalization of uplands will be intensified in Latvia, which will 
favour landscape homogenisation. 
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Changing patterns of population mobility in Latvia 
 

Zaiga Krišjāne, Andris Bauls and Armands Vilciņš 
 
Abstract 
Political, social, and economic changes in the early 1990s in Latvia meant a fundamental 

shift in the volume and direction of population mobility. International migration processes in 
Latvia were changed with the stabilization of Latvia’s economic situation and the society-
integrating policies, which the Latvian government had been implementing. Future trends in 
migration processes will no doubt be influenced by EU enlargement. 

The losses of resident population by migration are different in urban and rural areas. After 
a decade of dramatic changes in migration in Latvia, internal rural- urban exchange has returned 
to normal.  

Beginning in 1998, the system began to return to the trends of the 1970s and 1980s – the 
flow from rural areas to cities and from peripheral areas to the Riga metropolitan area is once 
again dominant in the migration system.  

 
Keywords: migration, population mobility, commuting, Latvia 
 
Introduction 
Political, social, and economic changes in the early 1990s in Latvia meant a fundamental 

shift in the volume and direction of population mobility, and Latvia, which during Soviet times 
was an immigration-dominated republic, became an emigration-dominated country. Analysing 
Latvia in the context of international migration processes, we see that there was stabilization in 
these processes after five to seven years. This has to do with the stabilization of Latvia’s 
economic situation and society-integrating policies that the Latvian government has been 
implementing. The further trends in migration processes could be influenced by EU 
enlargement. 

Between 2000 and 2002, international migration processes stabilised, mostly because 
they were based on the endogenous migration potential. Links to the countries of the CIS have 
become far weaker, even though that group of countries still involves the majority of external 
migration. There has also been increasing migration during this period to the countries of the 
European Union. Distinct regional differences in the income and employment levels influence 
migration processes in the country. The goal of this paper is to analyse the principal migration 
and mobility trends emerging during the 90s. 

 
Trends of international migration  
Accession to the EU is seen as one of the key factor in influencing outward migration 

from Latvia. Forecasts about a major inflow of people from the new member states have caused 
worries among the residents of people in countries with better economic development. Rules 
have been set out to limit the initial inflow, and limitations on labour markets are a part of the 
mix. 

The data of Eurobarometer research shows that 3.2% of Latvia’s residents (about 
74,000 people) have thought about moving to another country. In total 0.6% (14,000 people) 
have definitely decided to do it. Similar results were found in the other Baltic States. Younger 
people (particularly in the 15-24 age group, but also in the 25-39 cohort) are more likely to 
think about emigrating [Alberte et al. 2004]. Other research data also shows that 1-2% of local 
residents have thought about moving permanently to another EU member state. Higher activities 
in case of emigration can be expected from Latvia’s non-citizens [Baltic Data House 2004]. The 
typical migrant from the acceding countries is young, well educated, or studying in the third-
level of education and living as a single person. This profile of a typical migrant indicated that 
the potential youth drain would be combined with a potential “brain drain” for these countries. 
[European Foundation for the improvement of living and working conditions 2004] 
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Table 1. 
Main flows of international migration to and from Latvia* 

1995 2000 2001 2002 

Country 
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Total 2799 16512 -13713 1627 7131 -5504 1443 6602 -5159 1428 3262 -1834 

including             

Germany 79 813 -734 73 927 -854 83 1030 -947 76 210 -134 

Israel 40 530 -490 28 655 -627 36 476 -440 51 46 5 

Russian 
Federation 

1839 11558 -9719 727 3350 -2623 503 2894 -2391 372 1279 -907 

Ukraine 206 1127 -921 185 420 -235 162 387 -225 133 222 -89 

United States 86 662 -576 60 497 -437 59 432 -373 82 254 -172 

* [LR CSP/CSBL - Central Statistical Bureau of Latvia] 
 

Table 2.  
Various migration intentions among persons aged 15- 65 (%)* 

Countries General inclination Basic intention Firm intention 

Poland 4.3 1.8 1.1 

Bulgaria, Romania 6.3 4.0 2.5 

Cyprus, Malta, Slovenia 2.5 1.0 0.8 

Turkey 6.3 0.8 0.3 

Hungary, Czech Republic, Slovakia 2.9 1.0 0.8 

Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania 4.0 2.3 0.9 

Acceding countries (AC 10) 3.7 1.5 1.0 

Acceding and candidate countries 
(ACC 13) 

5.2 1.7 1.0 

* [European Foundation for the improvement of living and working conditions 2004 according Candidate Countries 
Eurobarometer 2002.1] 

 
Studies of society in Latvia during recent years show that the main reasons why people 

want to emigrate are poor living conditions, low living standards, and a lack of potentials in 
their homeland. Latvia’s GDP Figure in 2003 remained at 42% of the EU average [Eurostat 
2004]. The specific reasons for emigration that were mentioned in surveys include higher 
income (40% of respondents) and wider job opportunities (33%). It has to be mentioned that the 
potential émigrés have a comparatively higher level of education than the national average 
[Alberte et al. 2000].  

Younger people are looking at study opportunities abroad, both in the EU member states 
and in the United States in particular. Younger people tend to have a better command of foreign 
languages than do their elders. The number of students who are enrolled in various international 
exchange programmes has increased. When a young person spends three to six months abroad, 
he or she gains a very different understanding of the relevant country, its everyday life and 
culture, as well as job opportunities that exist there. Many students, however, say that they 
would like to return to Latvia after a certain period of time. This is a new trend in migration – 
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the desire to go abroad to gain knowledge and experience and then to return to Latvia. To be 
sure, it is impossible to know how much time respondents will finally end up spending abroad. 
Neither do we have a clear sense of whether someone who has been away for several years will 
be able to adapt to new circumstances in Latvia, or whether that person will be able to return to 
Latvia at all. 

It will take several years before we can know whether various labour force forecasts are 
actually valid. In the early 1990s, we must remember, developed countries believed that there 
would be a flood of immigrants from Central and Eastern Europe, but in the event, that did not 
happen. 

Lots of Latvians work abroad, although the precise numbers are not known – many 
people do not declare their income or register as having worked abroad. There has been no 
detailed analysis of people who have permits to work abroad. Data of the Eurobarometer survey 
indicated that 3 % of Latvia’s respondents have work experience in the EU Member states in the 
last two years [Eurobarometer 2002, 44]. Many work at seasonal jobs, and not everyone works 
legally. Seasonal farm work is one of the main areas of labour migration. Job offers often 
appear in local newspapers, because people in the rural areas and in small towns face a 
comparatively higher level of unemployment than is the case in Latvia’s larger cities. Often one 
member of a family goes abroad to do a seasonal job, because the income that can be earned in 
a couple of months abroad can meet and even exceed the annual income in Latvia. This ensures 
better living conditions, as well as better opportunities for education. Ireland and Great Britain 
have been particularly popular destinations. There are already considerable numbers of people 
from Latvia in both countries. 

Extensive debates in society were created by two documentary films, “Atrasts Amerikā” 
(Found in America) and “Sprīdītis Amerikā” (Sprīdītis in America). (Sprīdītis is a character in a 
classic book by the early 20th century author Anna Brigadere. He is a little boy who goes out 
into the world to find his fortune and to prove his mettle). Both films focus on people who 
moved to the United States in the 1990s. Since there have been no extensive studies about the 
way in which these migrants have adapted to life in a new environment, about how they are 
doing in life and work, the two films are a useful ancedotal source. They can be analysed in a 
broader context, to indicate the multi-faceted aspects of migration – why people decided to 
leave, what they are doing, what the situation is in Latvia, and so on. 

 
Disparities of internal migration 
There have been important changes in the volume and direction of internal migration in 

Latvia. The total volume of internal migration has declined considerably from the maximum at 
the beginning of the 1990s. During years 1993-1998 the volume of internal migration has 
stabilized at approximately 39,000 people per year, but in 2002 has reduced at approximately 
31,000 inhabitants per year (Table 3). 

The migration pattern is strongly influenced by urban development. Processes of 
urbanisation in Latvia are typified by a specific situation involving the metropolitan area of 
Riga. In the 1970s-80s the area saw massive urbanisation due to rapid industrialization and the 
fact that the prevailing destination for many migrants (both from rural areas of Latvia and 
territories of the rest of Soviet Union), along with the city of Riga, was to regional centres and 
suburban settlements of Riga. According Gayer (2002b), following kind development of 
suburban satellites is a typical indication of the intermediate stage of differential urbanization. 

Riga is the largest and still growing centre of economical activities, thus continuing a 
long historical trend. 40% of migration flows involve the city of Riga. Riga’s size and 
economical dominance over a wide territory have a strong influence on the development of 
settlements, population density, migration, and economically functional interactions, both 
directly and indirectly. In terms of suburban traffic development, the densely populated areas 
stretch out like rays from Riga. Riga – Aizkraukle corridor along the valley of the River 
Daugava is especially noticeable. There is a railway line and a highway and there is intensive 
economic development along the major traffic highways. A similar pattern can be seen in the 
Sigulda – Saulkrasti – Tukums – Jelgava directions. The development of densely populated 
zones creates favourable conditions for intensive economic activities of these settlements. There 
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are also main centres of agglomeration in Jelgava, Jurmala, Tukums, Kalnciems, Sigulda, 
Līgatne, and Aizkraukle in the centripetal zone of Riga. [Filimonenko 1989, Bauls et al. 1999]. 
 

Table 3  
Internal migration flows and their trends in Latvia* 

1993 1998 2000 2002 
 

Amount % Amount % Amount % Amount % 

Total flows 37046 100 38729 100 34989 100 31413 100 

1.Urban-urban 11068  30 11711  30 11224 32 10028 31 

Urban-rural 11734  32 11542  30 10839 31 9272 30 

Rural-urban  8892  24 11217  29 9674 28 7734 25 

Rural-rural  5352  14  4259  11 3252 9 4379 15 

2.To cities 19960  54 22928  59 20898 60 17662 56 

to rural areas 17086  46 15801  41 14091 40 13751 44 

3.From cities 22802  62 23253  60 22063 63 19300 61 

from rural areas 14244  38 15476  40 12926 37 12113 39 

* Calculated according [LR CSP/CSBL - Central Statistical Bureau of Latvia] 
 
Migration from the rural areas to the city traditionally involves so-called gradual 

migration. The more complex is metropolitan area, the greater the probability that gradual 
migration will take place. Satellite centres may absorb all of the migrants from rural areas. In 
countries where urbanisation is in its infancy, migration usually flows from rural areas to the 
centre of the metropolitan area, thus increasing the process of concentration in the centre to an 
even greater degree [Prothero 1988]. 

In the 1990s, there was a short period of ruralisation, which was expressed in dominating 
population outflows from Riga and other major cities. 

Why have urban residents been moving to the rural areas? The main reason is that after 
World War II people had moved from the rural areas to the cities, i.e., from the peripheral 
regions to the central part of the country. People moved from single-family farms to rural 
villages, particularly the so-called “emergent villages” (perspektīvie ciemati) [Markausa 1997]. 
In the 1990s, studies showed that the denationalisation of property in the rural areas led 
considerable numbers of people to move back to their ancestral homes in rural areas. Young 
people and people of retirement or pre-retirement age were particularly ready to make the move. 
People who moved to Riga from rural areas in the 1960s were particularly prone to make the 
move. 

During the initial years of land reform after regaining the independence in the beginning 
of 1990s, the number of people in more distant Latvian districts, particularly in the far eastern 
region of Latgale, increased more swiftly than was the case in the central part of the country, 
because greater numbers of people had left Eastern Latvia during the previous decades (for 
work in the cities) [Eglīte 1997, Markausa 1997]. Many researchers say that this is a 
phenomenon typical to transition periods, because surveys show that rapidly shifting socio-
economic factors were key reasons why people chose to move [Markausa 1997]. Trends in the 
flow of domestic migration in later years showed that these were only temporary flows and 
motivations. Unfavourable socio-economic conditions, including a high level of unemployment 
and a lack of jobs, led to a different migration flow, with people once again flowing away from 
the peripheral districts of the country. This has been shown through increased migration from 
Latgale to the central part of the country since 1998. The number of people arriving in Riga 
from Latgale has increased from year to year. In 1993, 13% of all people who moved to Riga 
came from Latgale, while in 2002 the percentage was up to 15% (in 2000 15%) [LR CSP/CSBL 
1994-2003]. 
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After economic declines and a short period of inertia in the rural areas, a migration 
reversal started. Internal migration flow data show that movement between cities and rural areas 
represent about 30% (Table 3) of domestic migration. Between 1993 and 2000 rural areas saw 
population increases as a result of migration, mostly from the city of Riga. Migration had led to 
more arrivals than departures in rural areas, although the positive internal migration balance 
could not compensate for the population decreases that had occurred as the result of natural 
movement. More people, however, moved from the rural areas to the major cities and local 
centres during this period than was the case in the opposite direction (Table 4). 

Analysis of the flow of migration among populated areas that are on different levels of 
the urban hierarchy (the capital city, major cities, district centres, local centres, rural areas) 
show that they have different migration balances. Since 1993, Riga has lost 17,188 people 
(2.3% of the population in 2002) as the result of internal migration. In 2000 Riga had a negative 
migration balance in relation to all of the populated areas that are lower on the hierarchy scale, 
save only for district centres. [Krišjāne, Bauls 2002] 

 
Table 4  

The internal migration balance among settlements on various levels of the hierarchy, 
1993-2000* 

 Total Riga 
Other 
major 
cities 

District 
centre 

Local 
centre 

Rural areas 

Riga -12195 0 2088 -1683 3441 8349 
Other major cities 7084 -2088 0 -1446 -598 -2952 
District centre -3498 1683 1446 0 -277 646 
Local centre 2908 -3441 598 277 0 -342 
Rural areas 5701 -8349 2952 -646 342 0 

* Calculated according [LR CSP/CSBL - Central Statistical Bureau of Latvia] 

 
For major cities other than the capital city, the migration balance between 1993 and 2000 

was positive in total numbers and in relation to other kinds of populated areas. District centres 
saw a negative migration balance in relation to all other kinds of populated areas except small 
towns. 

Analysis of the flow of migration in cities allows us to conclude that Riga often absorbs 
people from district centres. One of the main motivations to change the place of residence is the 
ability to find a better job in the capital city. This means that district centres lose fairly well 
qualified professionals. Major cities outside the capital city attract labour from the surrounding 
territory and from other cities. It is possible that older people may be moving from Riga to the 
small towns, while young people are moving to bigger cities in pursuit of an education. Each 
year approximately one-half of the young people of Latvia, for whom the dominant motivation 
in life is education, are concentrated in Riga. 

To be sure, a well-paid job and job opportunities are one of the key factors in internal 
migration processes too. That is certainly the case of Latvia, where there are distinct regional 
differences in terms of employment and income. This is particularly true when one compares 
the capital city of Riga and its metropolitan area on the one hand and the more peripheral 
regions of the country on the other. Inevitably, there is increasing movement of people from 
rural regions to cities or their metropolitan areas. The comparative poverty, the unacceptably 
low level of social contacts in rural areas, those are among the factors which cause people to 
leave the rural areas and move to the city. That is particularly true among people who are of 
working age. 

Between 1990 and 1996 the Riga agglomeration did not see an increase in population as 
the result of internal migration, because more people left the metropolitan region for other parts 
of Latvia than arrive from other areas. Beginning in 1997, however, the migration balance 
became positive again, especially in areas that are near the city.  

Since 1990 Riga itself has lost residents each year due to internal migration. The most 
intensive flow of migration has been between Riga and the city’s greater metropolitan area. If 
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the number of people arriving from the metropolitan area to Riga proper did not change much at 
all between 1993 and 2000, the number of people departing from the city for other parts of the 
metropolitan area increased. During all of the 1990s Riga had a negative migration balance with 
cities and towns of all levels, except group of the district centres.  

Over the next decade or so, the age of those who are most active in terms of moving from 
one place to another will be reached by the generation of people who were born during the one 
period in the last half century when Latvia’s residents had the largest number of children, and 
that means that processes of active urbanisation should reappear in Latvia. The next trend to be 
expected, perhaps, will be an intensive movement toward the suburbs. That would be 
determined by a radical reduction in the potential number of people who might want to migrate 
from the rural areas. Meanwhile, working people in Riga will have greater expectations and 
opportunities to improve their living conditions and living environment. 

 
Trends in the patterns of commuting to work  
Wider ranges of jobs as well as higher salaries affect not just the process of population 

movement to the city or its surrounding area. It also has an effect on daily commuting patterns 
to the area surrounding the city. 

Daily commuting has been the object of a variety of studies worldwide. In America, there 
has been great focus on the way in which metropolitan areas affect daily commuting [Hamilton 
1982, 1989; Gordon et al. 1989]. These authors have argued that everyday commuting in 
polycentric and dispersed metropolitan areas takes up less time. Similar results were found in a 
study of the metropolitan area of Randstad, a town in the western part of the Netherlands [Clark, 
Kuijpers-Linde 1994]. In other Dutch studies, however, it has been found that the size of the 
central city in the region and the level of suburbanisation do not affect the distance of everyday 
commuting [Rouwendal, Rietveld 1994].  

In Latvia, where the urban system is typified by a mono-centric population structure, it is 
precisely the economic factors that play a great role. So do the latest trends in terms of people 
wanting to change their way of life and to select their place of residence if their income allows 
this. It has to be said, however, that studies of mobility in the Riga metropolitan area confirmed 
another aspect of life – many people come to Riga to work, and they then go back home for the 
weekend. Rural families face economic survival risks, and they tend to deal with the issue by 
“commanding” one family member to go to work in the city. Migrants who move to the city 
permanently usually maintain active links to their previous place of residence in the rural areas, 
both because their relatives live there and because there are risk factors in the job market [Geyer 
2002a]. 

Although proximity to Riga is generally seen as a promoting factor in small-town 
development, it must be noted that in recent years we have seen increasing numbers of people 
from the area around Riga coming to work in the capital city, because Riga offers better 
opportunities to find work, a more extensive offer of places of employment, as well as, on 
average, higher salaries. On the other hand, the cost of living in Riga is higher than in small 
towns. In Riga, housing prices, as well as rental costs tend to be higher. These conditions 
together with the labour market, influence the intensity of daily commuting in the metropolitan 
area of Riga. It is also true that many people from the industrial suburbs of Riga now work in 
the capital city, because the suburbs were built around Soviet-era industrial facilities that were 
so narrowly specialized that they lost their markets and can no longer provide work. When these 
suburban residents come to Riga to work, they take advantage of the service and retail facilities 
of the city. This, in turn, means that specialized service and retail establishments are not being 
set up in small towns, because goods and services can be found in Riga in a much higher variety 
[Bauls, Krišjāne 2000; Krišjāne 2001]. 

Migration trends show that suburbs are developing, especially around Riga. Despite the 
fact that its population has declined in the 1990s, Riga remains a city of intensive economic 
activity. This belies the generally accepted hypothesis that a positive migration balance is an 
indicator of economic growth. This phenomenon can be explained through the fact there is no 
longer a need for as intensive a concentration of labour as was the case during the 
overdeveloped heavy industry phase of Soviet period, because the structure of the national 
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economy has changed greatly. However, the availability of a wide range of jobs and the 
development of new and dynamic sectors of the economy create a growing demand for qualified 
workers, and this could serve to increase migration flows [Krišjāne, Bauls 2002]. 

The process of daily commuting in Latvia is now beginning to be understood. Results of 
the research by the Department of human geography, at the University of Latvia on population 
mobility in the seven largest urban areas at the end of 90ties allow us to identify several new 
trends in this area: 

(1) In comparison to the late 1980s and early 1990s, there has been a very significant decline 
in the flow of daily commuting from the centres of urban areas to the periphery, because 
suburban job opportunities have in many cases disappeared. Major collective farms that 
used to be near cities have collapsed, and many of the people who worked in the 
kolkhozes – especially scientific specialists – who lived in the cities no longer had jobs, 
and thus urban to rural commuting has declined. 

(2) The decline in daily commuting within cities has been influenced by the fact that many 
Soviet-era industrial factories shut down or reduced their output. A major example was 
the closure of the van-producing factory in Jelgava. 

(3) The intensity of daily commuting from suburban areas to the centres of cities today 
depends on the level of development in cities and on their ability to adapt to the demands 
of the market economy. The volume of daily commuting to Ventspils has nearly doubled, 
because that city is home to a very successful port. 

(4) Job losses in rural areas have led people to go to work in cities and many employees stay 
in the cities during the week [Bauls, Krišjāne 2000; Department of human geography 
2000]. 

 
Figure 1. The Riga Agglomeration and other major urban areas 

Additional data about population mobility in the Riga metropolitan area have led to the 
conclusion that the process has very much been affected by socio-economic change in Latvia. 
There have been more rapid economic transformation processes in Riga and its environs than in 
other parts of Latvia. New and dynamic sectors of the economy are emerging, which is 
evidenced by the fact that 60% of the country’s foreign investment has gone to the Riga area 
[LR CSP/CSBL 2002]. There has been a rapid increase in the demand for highly qualified 
workers and specialists, and the fact that they have been found is proven by the increase in the 
flow of daily commuting. In 2000 there were 56,000 commuters while in year 2003 the number 
had increased to 67,000 [LR CSP/CSBL 2004]. 
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Preliminary results of population mobility research in 2004 indicate several new trends. 
The commuting distance and time tend to be longer and, compared to the end of 1990s, the area 
of agglomeration is expanding [Department of human geography 2004]. At the same time, 
however, there is something else that is affecting changes in the lifestyle of a specific group in 
the population – the suburbanization processes that are common in Western countries are also 
taking place in Latvia. This is shown by the development of new areas of private bedroom 
communities on the peripheries of large cities (especially Riga). At the same time an exurban 
type of settlement is emerging in beyond the immediate commuting range of cities. 

 
Conclusions 
Political, social and economic changes in the early 1990s in Latvia meant a fundamental 

shift in the volume and direction of international migration, and Latvia, which during Soviet 
times was an immigration-dominated republic, became an emigration-dominated nation. 
International migration in the early 1990s continued to be largely tied to the former Soviet 
territories, but during the last ten years this has diminished. A gradual shift toward greater 
migration flows to and from Western Europe and to developed countries beyond Europe has 
been occurring. 

The results from different studies and surveys indicated the stabilization of current 
migration flows and new types of migration, such as educational and seasonal, were observed. 
As mentioned before, future trends of labour migration processes will probably be influenced by 
EU enlargement and its impact on the economic situation on a new member states such as 
Latvia. 

The losses of resident population by migration differ in urban and rural areas. After a 
decade of dramatic changes in migration, internal rural- urban exchanges have normalized. 
Internal migration trends in the early 1990s, which saw flows of people from cities to rural areas 
and from the central part of the country to its peripheries, turned out to be only temporary. 

Beginning in 1998 the migration system began to return to the trends of the 1970s and 
1980s. The flow from rural areas to cities, and from peripheral areas to the Riga metropolitan 
area is once again dominant.  

The current mobility trends show that suburbs are developing, especially around large 
cities. The intensity of daily commuting from suburban areas to the centres of cities today 
depends on the level of urban development and on the ability to adapt to the demands of the 
market economy. The suburbanization processes, which are common in Western countries, are 
also beginning to appear in Latvia. 
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The importance of Latvia’s cities in tourism 

 

Maija Rozīte and Lienīte Priedāja-Klepere 
 
Abstract 
In this paper the authors discuss the importance of cities in tourism, analysing the 

tourism-related products that have been developed by cities, and evaluating the importance of a 
city’s image in its own development. Seven of Latvia’s cities were studied so as to consider the 
way in which their images have been developed. The results of the research demonstrated that 
in Latvia, where the most often visited cities have always been the capital city of Riga and the 
resort town of Jurmala, tourists now are also found in Soviet-era industrial cities such as 
Ventspils and Liepaja on the country’s western coast. Both cities have been active in developing 
tourism products and in presenting these on the market. This can serve as an example to other 
Latvian towns and cities, which are seeking to plan and implement tourism development 
projects. 

 
Keywords: Urban tourism, city image, urban marketing 
 
Introduction 
In Latvia, as in other Eastern European countries, the transition from a centralised 

economy to a market economy has involved various transformations. These have affected the 
country’s economic, political, and social structures. The Soviet economy was dominated by 
industry, while today the lion’s share of national income comes from branches of the tertiary 
sector. The structure of the service sector has also changed. Along with transport and retailing, 
other types of services are coming to the fore – financial services, information services, as well 
as social services, including entertainment and tourism services. 

Tourism is a sector that has faced great changes indeed. The state monopoly on 
international tourism that existed in Soviet times is long gone, and private companies now offer 
most services. Each year new enterprises become involved; each year there are new places 
where tourism services are on offer. 

Tourism agencies in Latvia have to operate not just in the domestic, but also in the 
international market. To compete successfully, they must constantly be developing new tourism 
products and presenting them in the market through contemporary marketing resources. 

In today’s global economy the fight for market survival involves not just businesses but 
also cities. Cities compete amongst themselves not only to attract investments and a qualified 
labour force but also to attract tourists. Cities in Eastern Europe began to pursue their marketing 
activities only in the 1990s. Specialists have said that Eastern European cities, as compared to 
urban areas in Western Europe, are hindered by three major factors in terms of developing their 
image: insufficient financing for marketing campaigns, the need to demonstrate the results of 
marketing projects very quickly, as well as the preservation in some locations of centralised and 
authoritarian traditions which affect the way in which the overall image of a city is established 
[Hall 2002]. The purpose of this study is to describe the way in which urban tourism is 
developing and to discuss those cities in Latvia, which are establishing their own image. The 
authors have sought to propose solutions in terms of further developments in this area. 

 
Data and methods 
The authors selected seven Latvian cities for study (their population is given in thousands 

in year 2003): Riga (739), Daugavpils (113), Liepaja (87), Jelgava (66), Jurmala (55), Ventspils 
(44) and Rezekne (38). All of these are relatively large cities, and only such urban areas have 
the financial, institutional and administrative resources that are needed to handle a city’s 
marketing functions. The study is based on data, which came from the relevant local 
governments, and on information that was provided by their experts. 
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The authors developed a matrix through which the various marketing activities of these 
seven cities could be compared in an objective way. All seven cities were compared on the basis 
of eight marketing-related indicators: 

• the institution which administers marketing procedures for the town and the things that 
this institution does; 

• the marketing strategy that exists and the documents that regulate it; 
• the city’s logo; 
• the city’s slogan; 
• the city’s image and the extent to which it is concrete; 
• the city’s infrastructure and its presentation as a unified “project”; 
• tourism resources and tourist attractions; 
• major events in 2003. 

In each category cities were assigned a grade from 0 to 3 and each marketing activity was 
evaluated along this scale. The scores from all eight categories were then counted up. The 
matrix helped the authors to decide which cities had done the best in terms of marketing 
themselves, and this was an objective process of analysis. The larger the score, the more 
successful the city; the lower the sum, the less active the city has been (Table 1). 

The selected criteria, of course, do not cover all aspects of a city’s marketing programme 
(the extent to which budget resources are spent on marketing, the volume of advertising in the 
mass media, the print run of advertising materials, etc.), but they do focus on the more 
important components in this matter, making clear the trends that are developing in a city’s 
marketing activities. 

 
Tourism trends in Latvia and the development of city tourism 
When discussing trends in international tourism, we must note that over the last few years 

there has been an increase in international travel to Latvia. After the Iron Curtain collapsed in 
the early 1990s, there was much interest in Latvia among Western European tourists. Then the 
level of incoming tourism diminished, because tourism services here could not compete with 
those that were being offered in other Eastern European countries – the Czech Republic and 
Estonia, for instance. This was true both in terms of quality and in terms of prices. It was in 
1996 that the number of foreign travellers began to increase once again. This was the result of 
tourism policies that were implemented and marketing programmes that were produced. In 2003 
Latvia hosted 2.5 million guests from abroad, among whom overnight travellers accounted for 
970,000 visitors (Table 1). 

 
Table 1 

International tourist flows*  

 1993 1994 1995 2000 2001 2002 2003 

Departures of Latvian residents (thsds) 2269 1794 1812 2596 2697 2306 2286 

Arrivals of foreign visitors (thsds) 2446 1944 1633 1882 2061 2297 2524 

Total international tourist flow (thsds) 4715 3738 3445 4478 4758 4603 4810 

* LR CSP/CSBL 2000; LR CSP/CSBL 2003 
 
Among the factors that are the most important in terms of promoting tourism in Latvia is 

the tourism policy that the state has implemented. Latvia’s government approved a long-term 
economic strategy in 2001 and a set of basic positions vis-à-vis the country’s sustainable 
development in 2002. These documents declare that “tourism is to be seen as one of the 
strategic opportunities and priorities for Latvia’s development, a sector which ensures that the 
economy is focused on services with significant added value [Department of Tourism, 2004]. 
The strategic goals for developing the tourism sector are set out in a special national programme 
to promote Latvian tourism between 2001 and 2010. It was adopted in 2001 and has been 
implemented over the last three years. Tourism specialists think that the establishment of a 
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Department of Tourism under the auspices of the country’s Economics Ministry was an 
important step forward. In 2004 the government awarded 2.5 times more money from the 
national budget to the tourism sector than had been the case in the previous year – 
LVL 1.04 million (about 1.6 million euros) in all. Of this sum, 63% of the money is to be used 
for marketing activities. 

In 2003 foreign travellers in Latvia spent a total of LVL 124.4 million (about 190 million 
euros). The average Latvian traveller spends 3.6 24-hour periods when travelling to another 
country, while the foreign travellers who come to Latvia spend only an average of 1.9 24-hour 
periods here – nearly two times less. The international balance in this area, therefore, is negative 
by LVL 58 million in 2003. 

As far as in-country tourism is concerned, 52% of Latvia’s residents have said that they 
take at least one trip within Latvia each year. Latvia is a small country and 82% of the trips have 
been day trips without overnight accommodations [LR CSP/CSBL 2003]. 

Until the end of the 20th century most of Latvia’s tourism offers involved cultural and 
historical resources found in the cities of Riga, Cēsis, Sigulda, and Kuldīga, as well as the resort 
town of Jurmala. Over the last few years tourism has developed in other cities as well. Cities 
have also become centres for business-related travel. Congress and conference centres, 
amusement parks, festivals, exhibitions, annual fairs, and other events attract people. Statistics 
show that Jurmala and Riga continue to be the primary destinations for in-country tourism 
(attracting 23% and 22% of all trips respectively) [LR CSP/CSBL 2003]. As far as business 
travel is concerned, Riga attracts 35% of the trips, but other destinations include Ventspils (8%) 
and Liepaja (5%).  

 
Development of marketing images for cities 
People in any city, any location have images of these places. The image represents the 

impression, which people have gained about the specific geographic location through the 
process of perception and cognition. It is made up of the sum of beliefs, views, and impressions 
[Gartner 2000]. We can separate out the organic image – the one that is the result of one’s 
experience of things that one has read or heard about the place or gained from a visit to the 
location. Marketers of cities, however, talk about the induced image – the one that is 
purposefully created and aimed at a specific target audience through marketing resources and 
activities. In an urban development process, this image can change radically, but the city’s 
original image can still remain in the public mind for a long time to come. In terms of human 
perceptions, the image is much more important than the reality. A city’s image can be 
purposefully put together and nurtured as a marketing instrument, attracting financial interest 
and then be further developed. An image that is negative or that has been developed without 
skill can create obstacles and hindrances to a city’s development. When a city is faced with an 
incorrect, false or undesirable image, it needs to renew and reposition that image. Major events 
or the creation of a new and attractive environment within the city can facilitate this process 
[Tyler, Guerrier 1998]. 

The brand of a city is one of the elements in creating its image. According to specialists 
this is one of the most important marketing resources for positioning a city in the tourism 
market, because there are a great many locations with similar product and service offerings. The 
battle takes place not only in the marketplace, but also in the minds and hearts of travellers 
[Morgan, Pritchard 2002]. The way in which a city’s brand is developed is no different than the 
way in which brands are developed for consumer goods. First of all, the values of the city must 
be studied. These must be long-term, sustainable, permanent and attractive. They must be 
managed in order to determine the uniqueness of the brand. Once the values have been defined, 
the purpose of marketing is to confirm and supplement them, particularly in written text and 
images. The brand values must be characteristic, all encompassing, easily perceived, 
understood, and remembered. They must be presented through a logo or slogan, there must be a 
certain style to the message so as to ensure that the information is presented in a way that can be 
easily received. Brands which aim to conjure up emotions must be believable, easily perceived, 
focused on the most typical elements of the city (product), presented through powerful ideas, 
exciting for business partners, and in line with consumer desires [Morgan, Pritchard 2000]. 
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Various instruments are used to establish a successful image for a city. Usually these 
involve slogans, the values of the city, visual symbols, events, and diverse activities. Slogans 
help to create an all-encompassing idea about the specific city. It is a phrase, which projects the 
desired image of the city. During the 800th anniversary celebrations of the city of Riga, for 
instance, the slogan was, “Riga: A City of Inspiration”. 

Visual symbols include those aspects of the urban landscape that typify its unique 
personality. The aim is to create a long-lasting image in the minds of tourists or other target 
audience members. Images can be developed not just through slogans and advertising alone, 
they can emerge through various events and constructions. These are used to produce a long-
term effect amongst the potential audience. 

People who advertise cities make use of a wide spectrum of resources, which help in 
promoting the city’s image in the marketplace. The main resources in implementing a city’s 
marketing strategy and in reaching the target audience include advertising, direct marketing, 
sales promotions, public relations, and individual contacts. Cities and countries use both printed 
ads (in newspapers, magazines, brochures, posters, etc.) and broadcast airtime on radio and 
television. 

 
A city’s marketing activities and image development in Latvia 
The marketing of cities as a managed and purposeful process began in Latvia only in the 

late 20th century, after the restoration of Latvia’s independence in 1991. The process was 
facilitated by changes in the administrative structure of cities. Under the newly emerged market 
economy, cities had new functions. National laws required the elaboration of urban 
development programmes and general plans, and this involved processes that had much to do 
with marketing. The marketing of a city depends on the city’s budget, the qualifications of those 
officials who are responsible for the process, and a great deal of initiative. In 2003 there was an 
international forum in Riga, “Establishing and marketing the image of a country and a city”, 
with delegates coming together to share in their experiences. The emphasis was on major areas 
of operations, and specialists stressed the fact that the development of an image for cities and 
regions is closely linked to the image of the whole country. Due to Soviet occupation and its 
distortions Latvia is not well recognised in the rest of the world, and its image is rather 
indistinct. Thus attempts to position specific cities in terms of images abroad, the country has to 
be positioned first. That, however, is not within the scope of this paper. 

The main goal for the research was to evaluate the marketing activities of several cities in 
Latvia. As said before, eight parameters were identified and then each city was evaluated on the 
basis of those parameters. 

 
The marketing structure and the effectiveness of its operations 
The administrative structure of local governments is of key importance here, because 

when marketing issues are entrusted to a single organisation, there is a higher level of 
responsibility and better control over the implementation of marketing plans. Several structures 
can work together effectively too, but one of them must be responsible for the overall long-term 
marketing strategy. Work among the institutions must be co-ordinated very carefully. 

Both Ventspils and Liepaja have structures that are responsible for the marketing of the 
city. Since 1998, the Ventspils Development Agency has been implementing marketing 
strategies. The agency has also sought to publicise the city, its businesses, as well as the 
interests of its social and economic partners at the national and the international level [Ventspils 
Development Agency 2003]. 

There are several local government structures in Riga and Jurmala, which deal with 
marketing, but their operations are not sufficiently effective or co-ordinated. The Riga City 
Council, for instance, has a Department of Information and Public Services, but several of the 
council’s other departments have their own PR units. Among those helping in shape the 
country’s image are the Economics Board, the Urban Planning Board, the Riga Bureau, the Riga 
Tourism Co-ordination and Information Centre, and a business organisation called “Inspiration 
Riga” [Hasana 2003]. 
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Daugavpils, Rezekne and Jelgava also have several structures, which deal with 
marketing, but there is very little in the way of co-ordination of their various activities. Lacking 
is an agency that would be responsible for the entire process. 

 
The marketing strategy and documents which regulate it 
In this context a long-term marketing strategy is one of the most important criteria here, 

because it covers future visions and goals, as well as providing a long-term, concrete plan of 
action. A strategy helps the relevant institutions to systematise and plan their operations, to 
determine the necessary financial resources, and to decide on how the money is to be spent. 
Long-term activities are divided up into shorter periods of time (years or months). That makes it 
easier to monitor developments. If there is no long-term strategy, if there are no clearly defined 
goals, then the process of marketing activities lacks control over results, and decisions on new 
projects are taken in an arbitrary way. 

Ventspils is the only city, which has a long-term marketing strategy. It was drafted in the 
spring of 2003 and has been implemented since then. Riga, Jurmala, Liepaja and Jelgava are 
working on long-term marketing strategies or operating on the basis of short-term and 
temporary plans. In Daugavpils and Rezekne people are still thinking about working on a long-
term marketing strategy. 

 
The logo, the slogan 
A logo and a slogan work together to shape a city’s brand, promoting its recognition 

among other cities. The brand emphasises the specifics of the city and makes it more 
competitive. Logos must be easy to perceive and each city should have no more than one. 
Slogans also describe cities. When a brand is being developed, it is easier to disseminate a 
single slogan, preferably one that is appropriate for as broad a target audience as possible. 

Ventspils is the only city that has a logo and slogan for advertising and promotion 
purposes. The logo includes three things: history (a castle, meaning endurance), the sea 
(dynamism and worldliness), and the word “Ventspils”, painted by brush. The colours are 
reminiscent of the sun and a city by the sea. “Ventspils – a City With a Tomorrow!” is the 
slogan. 

As mentioned above, Riga received a slogan and logo for its 800th anniversary, but it is to 
be replaced with another graphic design in the future. Jurmala calls itself the “City on a Wave” 
and has a new logo and slogan. Rezekne and Jelgava have not developed any logo, while 
Daugavpils uses one that is not very well known. Liepaja has several slogans, but none is 
official. Daugavpils has two slogans, one of which has not been approved officially. 

 
The image of a city and its specifics 
The image of a city has much to do with stereotypes, which people hold about it. The 

image is solid if the dominant stereotypes are positive ones. If the image is less than solid then 
there are many different stereotypes and none is really dominant. If a negative stereotype 
dominates, then the image of the city must be repositioned.  

Riga, Ventspils, Liepaja, and Jurmala all enjoy a positive image. Riga is a highly varied 
city and its image needs to become more solidified. Riga is still using the logo that was 
developed for its 800th anniversary, but the Riga City Council wants to change it, thus a new one 
is under development [Ruskuls 2003]. The slogans are “Riga: A City of Inspiration” and 
“Riga – the Hottest City in the North”. The stereotype of Riga as “little Paris” has been around 
for a while. 

Daugavpils and Rezekne also have mostly positive images, but insufficiently concrete 
ones. Daugavpils began to think about its image as it prepared for its 725th anniversary in 2000. 
The Daugavpils fortress was chosen as the symbol of the city, but it’s not used very often. The 
city’s official seal, which includes a depiction of the fortress, is used more frequently [Smagars 
2003]. The city has two slogans to popularise itself – “Daugavpils: A City on the Daugava” is 
not a very inspiring slogan, because Daugavpils, of course, is not the only city on the river. The 
Daugavpils Regional Tourism Information Centre is trying to bring in a new slogan: “Welcome 
to the Heart of Europe”. That’s not a very successful slogan either, because the centre of 
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Europe, depending on whom you ask, is in the Czech Republic or in Lithuania. Daugavpils also 
needs to reposition its image as an industrial city, instead emphasising new technologies that are 
environmentally friendly. 

The image of Jelgava is still based on an image which emerged during the Soviet 
occupation – that of an uninteresting industrial town. The fact that the city is home to a prison 
and a psycho-neurological hospital doesn’t help much. Jelgava is very close to the capital city 
and nearly one-sixth of its residents work in Riga. This promotes the image of Jelgava as a 
bedroom community for Riga. A positive aspect of Jelgava’s image is based on the presence of 
the Latvian Agricultural University. The image needs to be changed, however. People do not 
have any positive stereotypes about Jelgava. Indeed, they are more likely to focus on the 
negative aspects of the town’s image. The residents of Jelgava are most likely to say that 
positive elements in the city’s image include the presence of what was once the Academia 
Petrina institution of higher education and of the Jelgava castle [Šurma, 2003]. 

 
The infrastructure and the presentation of a city as a “unified” product 
A city’s infrastructure is enormously important in the emergence of the city’s image and 

in ensuring that basic functions are provided for local residents, visitors, and potential investors 
and businesspeople. The elaboration of unified city infrastructure elements (e.g. street signs, 
signs which point toward tourist facilities and points of interest, decorations during 
holidays, etc.) attaches a visual image to a city that unifies it. Then the city becomes better 
perceived and “sellable” as a unified product. Riga (meaning the city centre) and Ventspils are 
cities, which can most easily be promoted in this case, because both have unified elements, 
which shape the image of the city, and both have made major investments in infrastructure 
development. Liepaja and Jurmala have a well-developed visual image, but they must devote 
more money to infrastructure development. Rezekne and Jelgava must work harder both in 
improving infrastructure and in shaping the visual image of the city. 

 
Tourism resources and points of interest for visitors 
Tourism resources and points of interest for tourists are important for any city, because 

they bring in more visitors, create better living conditions for locals, and make the city more 
interesting. Existing objects must be in good shape and there have to be people who know how 
to run them. Those who manage a tourist facility must be prepared for the fact that they will 
receive visitors from abroad, which means that information must be available in languages other 
than Latvian. Recently, new resources have been emerging in nearly all cities. The greatest 
volume of tourism resources and tourist attractions exists in Riga, Jurmala and Ventspils. 
Liepaja has invested money in the construction of an indoor ice rink and developed a former 
military port as an object of interest for tourists. Daugavpils faces a similar situation – an indoor 
ice rink has been built, one of the most interesting points of interest is the Daugavpils fortress, 
there are lots of local places to entertain oneself, and one of the city’s hotels is being rebuilt. 
Jelgava also has an indoor ice rink and new closed tennis courts, but the management of existing 
tourism resources (the Jelgava castle in particular) is insufficient, and not enough resources are 
devoted towards tourist development. The same is true for Rezekne, where investments in the 
creation of new tourism facilities and points of interest for visitors have been even scantier.  

 
Major events in 2003 
Major events serve as tourist attractions. They attract visitors and create as much interest 

as possible about the city. In other words, various international and national events are just as 
important as investments in new tourism objects. Events help to shape the city’s image, they 
make public life more active, and they indirectly enhance the standard of living of local 
residents. By skilfully arranging various events, a city can avoid the traditionally seasonal 
nature of tourism, where visitor numbers change depending on the season. The highest ranking 
of three points was awarded to those cities which had at least three events of this type during the 
course of the year: Riga, Ventspils, Liepaja, Jurmala, and Daugavpils. In 2003 Ventspils was the 
site for the concluding concert of a popular Latvian radio show, for the national finals of the 
Eurovision Song Contest, for the world championship in ice hockey for women and juniors, the 
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Latvian championship in skateboarding, an Easter celebration at a coastal museum, a Sea 
Festival, and a City Festival. Jelgava in 2003 hosted just one major event – an ice sculpture 
festival, while Rezekne was the site of only national or local cultural events. 

In the matrix that has been developed, the maximum number of available points (Table 1) 
is 24. On the basis of these criteria the seven major cities in Latvia can be divided up into four 
groups. 

Ventspils is the absolute leader and its marketing activities set an example for every other 
city in Latvia. That doesn’t mean that everything has been perfect with the Ventspils marketing 
plan; there are certain shortcomings, but against the background of other cities, these are 
minimal indeed. Ventspils and its various attractions ranked second only behind the Roman 
Catholic basilica at Aglona as a destination for visitors, according to the Tourism Information 
Centre [Mackevičs 2002, 2003]. 

The second group in terms of city marketing is made up of Riga, Jurmala and Liepaja, 
which gained 21, 19 and 18 points respectively and are, therefore, in similar positions. These are 
cities where active work is taking place in the area of marketing; these are the ones who have 
the best chance to join Ventspils at the top of the list. The fact that tourist attractions and 
recreational facilities are enormously important, and that it is certainly worth investing money 
in high-quality infrastructure, is clearly evidenced by the “Nemo” water park that was opened in 
Jurmala. It is popular enough to have become the 8th most popular tourism destination in Latvia 
in 2002 [Mackevičs 2002].  

The third group is made up of cities with lots of tourist attractions and events, with good 
infrastructures, but with inadequate activities in the shaping of their own image. Daugavpils is 
in this category. The fourth group is made up of cities with relatively few tourist attractions and 
events, a less developed infrastructure, and even weaker attempts at establishing a city image. 
Jelgava and Rezekne are in this group. The matrix that has been prepared can be used as a 
model with which any other Latvian city or town can be compared objectively to the others 
[Rozīte, Prēdāja-Klepere 2003]. 
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An assessment of city marketing activities in Latvia* 
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Ventspils 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 24 

Riga 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 3 21 

Jurmala 2 2 2 2 3 2 3 3 19 

Liepaja 3 2 1 2 3 2 2 3 18 

Daugavpils 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 3 14 

Jelgava 1 2 0 1 1 1 1 2 9 

Rezekne 1 1 0 1 2 1 1 1 8 

*[Rozīte, Prēdāja-Klepere 2003] 
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The criteria for scoring 
(1) Responsible marketing department and its effectiveness: 
3 – The city has a separate administrative department (or several departments that co-

ordinate their operations) to take care of the city’s marketing in an effective way; 
2 – There are one or more administrative departments to take care of the city’s marketing, 

but the operations are not sufficiently effective; 
1 – There are several administrative departments to consider city marketing, but their 

mutual work is poorly co-ordinated; 
0 – There are no departments in the city to handle city marketing issues. 
 
(2) The marketing strategy and documents that regulate it: 
3 – There is a long-term marketing strategy; 
2 – A long-term marketing strategy is being elaborated; 
1 – Marketing processes are organised without short-term plans of action; 
0 – There is no marketing strategy, events are planned at random. 
 
(3) The logo: 
3 – The logo typifies the city, it is successful, the target audience recognises it; 
2 – The logo typifies the city, but it has only just been introduced or is temporary; 
1 – The logo is little known and has not been advertised much, or a competition has been 

announced to find a designer for a logo; 
0 – The city has no logo. 
 
(4) The slogan: 
3 – The slogan typifies the city, it is successful, and the target audience recognises it; 
2 – There are several descriptive slogans, one for each target audience, or more than one 

slogan for a single target audience; 
1 – There is a slogan that few people know about, or a competition has been organised to 

find a slogan; 
0 – There is no permanent slogan. 
 
(5) The city’s image and the extent to which it is concrete: 
3 – The city has a positive, concrete and perceivable image; 
2 – The city has a positive image, but it is not concrete; 
1 – An image for the city is being sought, but the descriptive identities have not really 

been defined; 
0 – The city has a negative image or one that must be changed (repositioned). 
 
(6) The infrastructure and the presentation of the city as a “unified” product: 
3 – The infrastructure is in good shape, there is a unified design for signs that point to 

tourist attractions; 
2 – The infrastructure receives investments each year, a unified design for signs that point 

to tourist attractions exists or is being designed; 
1 – Insignificant money is invested in infrastructure, the design for signs that point to 

tourist attractions is weak, or there is no unified design; 
0 – The infrastructure is in poor shape, there is no unified design for signs that point to 

tourist attractions. 
 
(7) Tourism resources and tourist attractions: 
3 – There are many tourism resources, new tourist attractions have been or are being 

created; 
2 – There are a limited number of tourism resources, but new tourist attractions are being 

created; 
1 – There are a few tourism resources, but their number is insufficient; 
0 – There are no meaningful tourism resources and tourist attractions. 
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(8) Major events in 2003  
3 – There were more than three international events; 
2 – There was at least one major international event; 
1 – There were no international events, but there were several important events of other 

kinds; 
0 – There were no international or national events of significance. 
 
Conclusions 

(1) Along with tourism to historical locations, Latvia is seeing a development of city tourism. 
The most important destinations are Riga, Ventspils, and Liepaja. 

(2) When leaders and organizations design their development directions and strategies for 
Latvian cities, they must take into account the primary directions of marketing 
strategies – studying the city’s products, creating an attractive environment for those who 
use those products, placing the products on the market, creating and popularising a city 
image that depicts its uniqueness, its values and its advantages vis-à-vis other cities. 

(3) The most effective administrative structure for city marketing has been set up in 
Ventspils and Liepaja. Riga and Jurmala have begun to establish similar structures. 

(4) Ventspils is the only city among those that were studied, which has a long-term 
marketing strategy. 

(5) A logo and a slogan are among the most visible indicators of marketing activities. A logo 
and slogan have helped Ventspils and Riga to make their city “brands” more highly 
recognised. 

(6) If a city’s image is concrete, that helps to define its movement and position in the market. 
There are positive and concrete images about Riga, Ventspils, Liepaja and Jurmala. 
Jelgava has to change its image because public thinking about the city does not involve 
positive stereotypes. Daugavpils and Rezekne need a more concrete image. 

(7) Although Riga and Jurmala have the greatest wealth of tourism resources, the fact is that 
Ventspils and Liepaja have created new tourist attractions and organised a variety of 
events, and that has led to the most rapid increase in the number of visitors to these cities 
over the last couple of years. 

(8) A ranking matrix, marketing activity criteria and scales for evaluation have been created. 
These can be used in evaluating the marketing efforts of other cities. Local governments 
can use the matrix to identify the strengths and weaknesses of their own marketing 
strategies.  
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Writing Geography as Literature 
 

Edmunds V. Bunkše 
 

Abstract 
The idea of writing geography as literature was inspired by history. The question was asked, 
why is it some historians – Thucydes, Barbara Tuchman, Robert Hughes – have been able to 
write great histories that are also good literature? This essay examines how in Geography and 
the art of life, published by Johns Hopkins University Press in 2004, I attempted to do a 
geography that might also be literature, specifically a geosophy. The miscues and cues are 
examined during the evolution of the book, as well as the methodology that was involved. 
Geographic concepts and evolving landscapes perceptions were presented and interpreted in the 
light of personal experiences of war and exile. The varied and often ambiguous and 
contradictory meanings of home and road served as the leitmotifs. The method was inductive, 
with each chapter an exploration through the process of writing. Strict adherence to the principle 
of always favoring the geographic story over a chronology insured that the work was neither an 
autobiography nor a history. However, it also meant the sacrifice of some dramatic material that 
would have illuminated more completely the personal story. 
 
Key words: literature, home, road, geographic sensibilities, landscape perceptions. 
 
The inspiration 
The direct inspiration for writing geography as literature came during a conversation with Tim 
Unwin (a cultural geographer at the University of London at Egham) on board a small mail boat 
on the Norwegian Sea.  It was 1998 and we were on the final leg of a field trip during a 
conference on European rural landscapes. It was an animated and far-ranging debate about 
geography, especially the intellectual freedom provided by its situation in both the arts and the 
sciences, but also its limitations as far as anything artistic is concerned. Why is it that some 
historians have been able to write great histories that are also great literature, we asked, but not 
geographers geographies?  Thucydes’ The Peloponnesian war  is still read today not only as 
history but also literature. There are my own favorites: The guns of August by Barbara Tuchman 
(1962); The price of glory by Alistair Horne (1962); and Dudley Pope’s Decision at Trafalgar 
(1960). Robert Hughes’ The fatal shore: A history of the transportation of convicts to Australia, 
1787-1868 (1986) and Geoffrey Blainey’s The tyranny of distance: How distance shaped 
Australian history (1968) are good histories and good literature. To be sure, histories of  wars, 
exploration, and settlement can make for great story telling. As for geography, we could only 
think of Humboldt’s Aspects of nature (1849) as an outstanding example of good, evocative 
writing in geography. The irony is that, however much Humboldt is regarded as one of the 
founders of modern geography, it is his science that is tapped into, not his lyric, artistic 
evocations and perceptions.  
In the end we made a pact that each of us would write a book on geography that could be read 
as literature. Soon thereafter Tim was selected for an interesting high- level job by the British 
government and thus has not been able to work on such a book.  I, however, was able to set to 
work almost immediately. This is the story of the trials that were involved and the methods 
employed in writing Geography and the Art of Life [Bunkse 2004]. In the end the book turned 
out quite differently from what I had originally envisioned. 
 
Roots of the idea 
Roots of the idea of writing geography as literature reach much further back into my past than a 
conversation on the Norwegian Sea. They are discernible only in hindsight. As a child I had 
marveled at Jules Verne’s landscape evocations in Kapteina Granta berni (A translation in 
Latvian of The children of captain Grant—no date). Selma Lagerlof’s The wonderful adventures 
of Nils Holgerson (1920) was a captivating story and a lesson in geography about a miniscule 
boy traveling across Sweden on the back of a goose. Although I paid little heed to the specifics 
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of that geography lesson, the story left a deep impression. A novel about a Dutch boy and the 
dykes of the Netherlands is lost in memory, as is a novel about an icebreaker captain, but these 
and many others were riveting reads with landscapes as powerful elements in the stories. A 
good deal of Latvian literature that I read as a child, adolescent, and adult incorporated 
landscapes, not only as scenes for story lines, but as profound, often active actors in the stories. 
Stories set in snow-covered landscapes, on ice on the sea, on lakes and on rivers left indelible 
imprints on my psyche.  They contained not only action, but were bound up with moral issues 
and questions of being, life, and death. Rightly or wrongly, in a short story about a kid’s 
snowball fight [Poruks 2002], I learned of the painless death by freezing of a boy in a snow-
laden spruce forest.  
Years later, when I had begun graduate studies in geography, I came across tantalizing bits of 
thought by Carl Sauer that hinted at the possibilities for imaginative perceptions and evocative 
writing in landscape geography.  In  “The morphology of landscape” (1963, 320)  Sauer writes 
that geography’s task is to embrace “the phenomenology of  landscape, in order grasp in all its 
meaning and color the varied terrestrial scene.” Although Sauer denies artistic endeavors in 
geography as idiosyncratic and thus undesirable to achieving systematic knowledge [Sauer 
1963, 331], later in the essay he avers that, “The best geography has never disregarded the 
esthetic qualities of landscape, to which we know no approach other than the subjective.” 
Indeed, Sauer observes that in the final analysis “some of the best… believe , that having 
observed  widely and charted diligently, there yet remains a quality of understanding at a higher 
plane that may not be reduced to formal process” [Sauer 1963, 344-345]. 
At the time that I read Sauer’s essay I was just beginning master’s studies and had no 
confidence that I would ever become a professional geographer, let alone explore human 
relationships with landscapes and with nature subjectively. But Sauer’s ideas stayed with me. 
When somewhat later I came across Ralph H. Brown’s Mirror for Americans: Likeness of the 
Eastern Seaboard (1810) [Brown 1943], I was excited, for I believed that here would be a 
subjective, imaginative book. It was a disappointment—Brown had written a solid work of 
historical geography, based on observations made at the time in question, but it was not 
literature. 
But major changes were afoot in geography in the sixties and seventies. Perception and literary 
studies were emerging. David Lowenthal’s “Geography, experience, and imagination: Towards 
a geographical epistemology” (1961) was a seminal essay that made me think differently about 
culture, not as something monolithic and easily labeled, but instead as made up of a wide 
spectrum of perceptions and attitudes of different people within a particular culture group. 
David Lowenthal’s and Hugh C. Prince’s literary essay on “The English landscape” (1964), as 
well as Lowenthal’s “English landscape tastes” (1965) and “The American scene” (1968) all 
showed how literary evocations can be the basis for understanding and evaluating landscape 
perceptions and attitudes within a particular cultural milieu. In her “Grasping the dynamism of 
lifeworld” Anne Buttimer (1976) brought in the idea of studying the lived geographies of 
people. Of course, with his numerous articles and books, Yi-Fu Tuan literally threw the doors 
wide open to the study of human emotional and intellectual relationships with landscapes and 
environments. And then there was John Kirtland Wright’s profound essay on geography and 
imagination, written much earlier but republished in 1966 [Wright 1966], which seemed to tie 
together all these different strands of thought and sanctify the exploration of geography within a 
particular human being. 
The references just cited are not meant to be exhaustive. Nor do they include a much greater 
volume of literary and poetic works that have guided me, from those of Camus, Steinbeck, 
Hemingway, Rilke, Atwood, Siegfried Lenz, Neruda, and Czeslaw Milosz, to Barry Holstun 
Lopez, Ivan Doig, Annie Dillard, and many others. Lopez was perhaps the most inspirational, in 
his fiction and non-fiction. His Arctic dreams: Imagination and desire in a northern landscape 
(1986) in particular made me wish to write substantially about the experience of landscapes, not 
necessarily emulative of Lopez, but in my own fashion. 
The first real venture came in the fall of 1983 at Lund University in Sweden.  I was there on a 
sabbatical, investigating twentieth century literature as a source of culture-nature attitudes, 
intending to ultimately write a book on such attitudes. I was inspired to do so by my mentor, 
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Clarence J. Glacken and his Traces on the Rhodian Shore (1967). At the end of the stay at Lund 
I presented my research findings to Thorsten Hagerstrand’s “Theoretical Seminar.” The theme 
was the poet Sylvia Plath and her perceptions of culture—nature relationships.  This was 
followed by the publication of an essay on Antoine de Saint-Exupery (1990). I was diverted by 
Latvian independence, which inspired me to publish on Latvian landscape themes and also to 
write a book (in Latvian) on the so-called “Berkeley School of Landscape Studies” [Bunkse 
1998]. But then I set out in earnest, and, along the way, with the help of some very sage advice 
from two anonymous reviewers, I dared to write Geography and the art of life [Bunkse 2004], a 
book that, for better or for worse, I wrote as literature. The rest of this essay tells the story of its 
making and examines the methodology involved in writing such a work. 
  
The Story 
To write a book on geography as literature has meant stepping outside the norms of the field of 
geography; to go outside the given culture of geography into which we are domesticated by our 
teachers and by the practices that we learn from within the field of geography. 
The leitmotif of the book is how a human perceives and makes sense of his or her situation in 
landscapes and places; and literary-poetic expression of such sensibilities. It is, quite literally, 
an exploration John Kirtland Wright’s idea of “Geography that is found in the mind and heart of 
every human being” [Wright 1966, 87-88]. As organizing principles I used two archetypal 
human realities: home and road. (Geographers abstract home and road into what Vidal de la 
Blache called “patterns of civilization” and circulation –Buttimer 1971, 5). As in my earlier 
research on Sylvia Plath, I intended to use literary and poetic sources in order to develop a kind 
of phenomenology of home and road. Gaston Bachelard’s The poetics of space was a major 
guidepost [Bachelard 1969].  
Exploring the human realities of home and road seemed a good plan. I recognized that I was 
getting into vast arena with many different meanings and viewpoints, often ambiguous and 
contradictory. (A secure home may turn into the most insecure and awful road; a road-literally 
or metaphorically – may become a  secure home for some individuals.) It was my intent to have 
a rough plan of chapters, but to explore the themes of home and road inductively, in the process 
of writing. In hindsight, this was a most fortunate procedure.  
In this manner two chapters were written and duly submitted for anonymous review. In order to 
set the stage, the front part of the first chapter (on geographic sensibilities) was written entirely 
from personal experience, with little or no references to secondary sources. The review came 
back with a positive evaluation, with the advice to base more of the material on my own 
experiences and perceptions, with literary citations as secondary sources. The reviewer also 
helped me steer clear of the well-trodden path of didactic moralizing about environmental 
issues. 
Thus encouraged I proceeded to write three more chapters, drawn on my own experiences, but 
still relying heavily on secondary literary sources. I was clearly reluctant to let go of the security 
provided by following the accepted practice of geographic scholarship. Again the manuscript 
was sent out for anonymous review. This time the reviewer was truly enthusiastic, except for 
chapter four, which had too many well- known literary sources. Why not jettison them and write 
entirely from personal experience, which, in this reviewer’s opinion, had produced some 
memorable results? Finally convinced of the merit of my own thoughts and literary sensibilities, 
I wrote an entirely new fourth chapter, filled out the other chapters with personal experiences 
and observations, and wrote an additional sixth chapter, which was required by the new 
structure of the work. In the end it is a book that largely researches and expresses the 
geographies within myself, with citations from other sources serving as backup material.  
 
Methodology 
Geography and the Art of Life is the author’s self-geography. Home and road provide the 
organizing principles. Under these rubrics the development of the author’s geographic 
sensibilities is observed: during WWII in Latvia and Germany, in exile in Germany and the 
USA, and during the return to the homeland (Latvia). The themes of the book (chapters) are as 
follows: (1) geographic sensibilities; (2) learning about landscapes; (3) you cannot go home; 
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(4) wonders of the world and knowing oneself; (5) searching for home; (6) the poetics of house 
and home. 
As said before, the method was inductive with discoveries made in the writing of the 
manuscript. There was an overall plan for each chapter, but this was flexible. Chronology was 
less important than experiences and perceptions in particular landscapes and places. Fearing 
tangents and dissipation of thematic material, I imposed a strict discipline in this, even if that 
meant excluding a number of major events (such as the escape of our family from a Nazi labor 
camp in Szczecin in 1945 during a Russian bombing raid). I believe I thus I ensured that the 
book did not turn into a history or a memoir, but stayed firmly in geography. Each geographic 
theme that I pursued has a temporal dimension, however the overall structure is geographic.   
 
Renewing the torn connections with the Classical Era and the Renaissance  
In the history of ideas the Renaissance was a return to human life in the present, especially life 
of the individual human being, and the variegated philosophy of humanism was the result. That 
also meant a return to the Greek and Roman classics, for the thinkers and writers of that era 
established humanism as a distinct, if nebulous philosophy that addresses human problems in 
the proverbial “here and now.” During the Renaissance writings of a geographic nature were 
also humanistic, recording not only facts of explorations but being also “reflective and 
rhetorical” [Cosgrove 2003, 854]. In short, art and science were unified in geographic writings. 
With the rise of modern geography that unity was essentially torn apart. Alexander von 
Humboldt (1769-1859) was the last to practice such geography. Every effort was made to 
establish geography as a rigorous, scientific discipline. The life of the individual human being 
became of little interest to geographers. Geography lost its ties to the Renaissance. Its practice 
came to be firmly situated in a humanism known as scientific and technical.  
Obviously modern  writers and artists never lost interest in the lives of human individual beings. 
Ties to the Renaissance and to the Classical World are implicit if not always self-evident. For 
many each human being is a distinct world. Homer’s Odyssey can still speak to a contemporary 
consciousness, as can Shakespeare’s King Lear and Hamlet, Benjamin Britten’s opera Peter 
Grimes, Orson Welles film Citizen Kane, the self-portraits of Pierre Bonnard. Marcel Proust’s 
In search of lost time is still regarded as perhaps the penultimate exploration of an individual’s 
life world [Bunkse 2004, 4]. 
Why do these works interest us? As I write in Geography and the art of life [Bunkse 2004, 4],  
The lives depicted in …[the above] works interest us not only because they are works of artistic 
genius but also because they speak to us of universal human joy and pain and the mysteries of 
life at particular times and in particular places. 
Such traditions are largely absent from geography. But could it not be otherwise? 
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